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Argentine Church Faces 'Dirty War' Past
ByALEXEIBARRIONUEVO
LA PLATA, Argentina, Sept. 10 - A simple wooden cross hanging from his neck, the Rev. Ruben Capitanio
sat before a microphone on Monday and did what few Argentine priests before him had dared to do:
condemn the Roman Catholic Church for its complicity in the atrocities committed during Argentina's "dirty
war. "
"The attitude of the church was scandalously close to the dictatorship" that killed more than 15,000
Argentines and tortured tens of thousands more, the priest told a panel of three judges here, "to such an
extent that I would say it was of a sinful degree." The panel is deciding the fate of the Rev. Christian von
Wernich, a priest accused of conspiring with the military who has become for many a powerful symbol of the
church's role.
The church "was like a mother that did not look for her children," Father Capitanio added. "It did not kill
anybody, but it did not save anybody, either."
Father Capitanio's mea culpa came nearly a quarter century after the junta was toppled in 1983 and
democracy was restored. But in some ways, it occurred at just the right time. Through the trial of Father van
Wernich, Argentina is finally confronting the church's dark past during the dirty war, when it sometimes
gave its support to the military as it went after leftist opponents.
That past stands in stark contrast to the role the church played during the dictatorships in Chile and Brazil,
where priests and bishops publicly condemned the governments and worked to save those being persecuted
from torture and death.
Officially, the church has maintained its silence throughout the trial, even knowing weeks in advance that
Father Capitanio had been compelled by the tribunal to testify. The priest said in an interview that he was
not ordered by the church to testify and was not speaking on its behalf.
Father van Wernich worked as a police chaplain during the dictatorship, from 1976 to 1983. He escaped to
Chile but was found in 2003 in the seaside town of El Quisco by a group of journalists and human rights
advocates. He was working as a priest under the name Christian Gonzalez.
Some three months of often chilling testimony in the trial illustrated how closely some Argentine priests
worked with military leaders during the dirty war. Witnesses spoke about how Father von Wernich was
present at torture sessions in clandestine detention centers. They said he extracted confessions to help the
military root out perceived enemies, while at the same time offering comforting words and hope to family
members searching for loved ones who had been kidnapped by the government.
His lawyer, Juan Martin Cerolini, said Father van Wernich was a "Catholic scapegoat" for those who wanted
to prosecute the church. "The witnesses did not say that he tortured, kidnapped or murdered," Mr. Cerolini
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said in a recent interview. "Nobody said he participated in any act of torture."
Calls to Father von Wernich's home parish were not returned.
[Testimony in the trial ended Thursday. Now a three-judge panel will read documents into the record before
convening to decide Father von Wernich's fate; a decision is not expected until October. He stands accused
of involvement in seven murders and 42 cases of kidnapping and torture. He faces life imprisonment if
found guilty, though many expect the 69-year-old priest will be sentenced to live out his days under house
arrest.]
Father von Wernich has declined to testify; he appeared only a few times during the proceedings at the
request of the judges seeking clarification in other witness testimony. At those appearances, he wore a
bulletproof vest and sat behind a glass screen.
There is little question that human rights advocates hope to make an example of him. Hernan Brienza, a
journalist who helped find the priest in Chile and wrote a book about the case, said he believed that about 30
other Argentine priests, some already dead, could have been brought up on human rights charges for their
involvement in torture. But Mr. Brienza said that if Father von Wernich was found guilty, he was likely to be
the last to be tried.
Either way, Father Capitanio, a 59-year-old priest from the town of Neuquen who attended the same
seminary as Father von Wernich, said he saw the trial as a noble effort. "There are some who think that this
trial is an attack on the church, and I want to say that this is a service to the church," he said in his final
words to the tribunal. "This is helping us search for the truth."
The von Wernich trial takes place as Argentina's neighbors are also continuing to unearth human rights
violations from their dictatorships. In Brazil, the government of Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva just last month
released a 500-page report - after an 11-year investigation - that sought information about the cases of
government opponents who were killed or "disappeared" by state security forces from 1961 to 1988. More
than 350 people are known to have been killed.
And in Chile late last month, a court said it would put
in the assassinations of 28 opposition figures in 0
rule.

Catholic priest for his suspected involvement
3, at the beginning of Gen. Augusto Pinochet's

In Argentina, however, there was a much ti
ationship between the clergy and the military than
existed in Chile or Brazil. "Patriotism came to be associated with Catholicism," said Kenneth P. Serbin, a
history professor at the University of San Diego who has written about the Roman Catholic Church in South
America. "So it was almost natural for the Argentine clergy to come to the defense of the authoritarian
regime."
Those days may be over. After he finished his testimony on Monday, Father Capitanio was surrounded by a
sea of elderly women from the Mothers of May Plaza, a group that has pushed successive Argentine
governments for answers since the dirty war began in 1976. They wore white scarves in their hair bearing
the names of family members who disappeared. Dabbing away tears, they clung to the priest, kissing him on
the cheek and whispering their thanks.
Father Capitanio said that he felt that a weight had been lifted - and that he was not alone. "Many men and
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women of the church, bishops as well, have come to agree with my way of looking at the reality of the
church's role," he said. "We have much to be sorry for."

Vinod Sreeharsha contributed reporting from La Plata, and Andrew Downie from Rio de Janeiro .
Copyright 2007 The New York Times Company
Privacy Policy
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Class Notes
The Monterey County Herald
Monterey County Herald
Article Last Updated : 09/10/2007 01:35:03 AM PDT

The Pacific Grove High School Class of 1977 will hold an informal 30th reunion 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday at George
Washington Park at Sinex Avenue and Alder Street in Pacific Grove.
For information, call Pamela Verd
Meghan Barrett of Carmel w
University in Spokane, Wa
Faith Ambrosini of S
University of Penns

in at 373-7929.
to the president's list for the Fall 2006 and Spring 2007 semesters at Gonzaga

accepted into the Robert E. Cook honors, which include a merit scholarship at Indiana
mbrosini is a York School graduate studying anthropology and criminal justice.

Lynn Rombi graduated summa cum laude this spring with a bachelor's degree in theology and religious studies from the
University of San Diego.
Rombi, a mother and grandmother from Monterey, was named one of this year's three Cornaro Scholars by Kappa
Gamma Pi, the National Catholic College Graduate Honor Society. The award carries a $3,000 grant to assist with
graduate school expenses.
Rombi was selected for her academic record , history of service and career goals. She also received the $2,000 Barbara
Cook Fellowship from Mortar Board , a national honor society that recognizes college seniors for outstanding achievement
in scholarship, leadership and service.
Rombi will begin graduate school this fall for a master's degree in theology at the University of San Francisco.
Nondenominational Calvary Christian High School is hosting a fundraiser featuring Oliver North, live music and dinner at 6
p.m. Sept. 22 at The Monterey Marriott, 350 Calle Principal, Monterey. Tickets are $100 per person and $1,500 per table.
Donations are tax deductible.
To purchase tickets call 656-9434 or e-mail Kathi Lares at klares@calvaryhs.com or Bobbi Espinoza at
bespinoza@calvaryhs.com.
Class Notes runs weekly on a space-available basis. Notes cover significant events, achievements and activities of
students, schools and educational staff members. Information with verification should be mailed to Class Notes, the
Herald, P.O. Box 271, Monterey 93942, or faxed to 372-8401. For information about Class Notes, call Clark Coleman 6464356.
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USD NO RTH COUNTY
SHOWCASE
sitv of San Diego
ver
~ni
The
Symphony Orchestra and the Choir
of San Rafael Church in Rancho
Ber nar do , plu s vocali sts from
neighboring churches incl uding St.
Bartholomew Epi scopal Church,
-Lut heran Church of the Incarnation
and St. Michael's Catholic Church,
perform in the USO North County
Showcase 4 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 14 at
San Rafae l Catholic Church. Pieces
n
incl ud e Mende lssohn 's " Hym
and
al
estr
orch
r
othe
and
of Prai e"
vocal works. The concert is free and
the community is invited. The church
is located at 17252 Bernardo Center
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"Beethoven's Complete Piano
Trios II: The Masterpieces" revealed in concert by Trio Licenza,
Thursday, October 4, 12:15 p.m.,
in French Parlor of Founders Hall,
Universi of San Die o (5998 Alcala ar . 10 general. 61
4171 . (LINDA VISTA)
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Patricia Plovanich , assistant professor for systematic theology
at the University of San Die o
will sk c he emerqence of

Islam In the European Union
and review the work of Pro1W.S!~ --..
Juergen Habermas on "Mo
Democratic Societies and the
Challenges of Fundamentalist
Religion" 10 a.m. Oct. 25 during
the weekly meeting of the North
County chapter of the San Diego
World Affairs Council, Remington Club II, 16925 Hierba Drive,
Rancho Bernardo. The book discusses ways that a state uses its
economic, military, intelligence
and media assets. Free. (858)
487-1776.
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Cambodia, will speak at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday. $10 advance, $15 at the
door, USO faculty and staff half
price, USO students free with 1.0. On
Wednesdays starting Sept. 26,
breakfast seminars 7:15 to 9 a.m. will
explore the place of spirituality in
the business world. A fee will be
charged . Information and
registration : www.sandiego.edu/cc
s
or duvy@sandiego.edu or (619)
260-4784.
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USDnames
newdean
·of business
By Bruce V. BIIJelow
STAFF WRITER

-

Call him the dean
in•from the cold.
The University of San Diego
yesterday named David P.
Pyke, an associate business
dean at New Hampshire's Dartmouth College, as incoming
dean of its School of Business
Administration, effective next
August
In addition to serving as associate dean at Dartmouth's
Tuck School of Business since
2002, Pyke has served on the
business school's faculty since
1991.

"The appointment of David
Pyke, a man with significant
experience in the classroom
and as an administrator, will
give our school of business a
huge advantage," USD President Mary Lyons said in a statement released by the university. "We wanted a visionary
SEEDe■n,C3

.....

o. D••

. CONTINUE D~ROM PAGE C1

Business school
enrolls about
1,600 students
leader who will guide the
school to greater prominence
by strengthening current programs and creating new programs, which will better serve
the corporate community."
Pyke's research has focused
primarily on supply chain management, operations management and manufacturing in China and other low-cost
countries. Pyke said his most
frequently cited work was a
textbook, "Inventory Manage-

ment and Production Planning
Scheduling," written with Edward A. Silver and Rein
Peterson.
Pyke; 52, will replace Mohsen Anvari, who resigned from
USD last October after pleading no contest to a drug charge
in suburban Cleveland. Economics professor Andrew Allen
was named interim dean after
Anvari resigned.
Pyke said by telephone last
night that he was drawn to USD
partly because of the business
school's emphasis on . ethical
leadership and social responsibility.
'This is important stuff in
. terms of a broader business education," Pyke said.
'The more I talked to people
(about USD) the more I real-

ized, their values in terms of
business education and global
operations, academic rigor, research-focused and yet studentbased, just line up exactly with
what I value and what I think a
business education should be."
USD's business school has
almost 1,200 undergra duate
students and about 400 graduate students. The undergraduate program was ranked this
year by Business Week magazine among the top 50 undergraduate schools in the country.

· Anvari, who previously was
dean at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland, had
served about 14 months as
USD's business school dean
before stepping down.
Anvari was arrested Sept 16,

2006, in a sting operation after
he tried to buy 2.4 grams of
cocaine for $380 at a hotel in
Beachwood, Ohio. A judge sentenced Anvari to 36 months
probation, and ordered him to
pay a $1,000 fine and attend
alcohol education meetings.
Allen will continue as interim
dean until Pyke takes over next
summer.
"As USD re-examines our
course offerings," Allen said,
Pyke's "experience as an administrator, faculty member
and business leader will help to
guide our very ambitious business school and further our
quest to become one of the
nation's best business schools."
Bruce BIQelOW: (619) 293-1314;
bruce.bigelow@uniontrib.com
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By DOUG SHERWIN
The Daily Transcript

named
SAN DIEGO - David F. Pyke has
f San Diego's School of
dean of the Universi
o c1a s
Business A mmistration, umvers1
announced Mondaife
-His tenure will egin Aug. 1, 200s, when he succeeds Andrew Allen, who has been serving as interim
dean of the business school.
Pyke currently is the associate dean of the MBA
Program at the Tuck School of Business at
Dartmouth College, and the Benjamin Ames Kimball
P.rofessor of the Science of Administration.

"The appointment of David Pyke, a man with significant experience in the classroom and as an
administrator, will give our School of Business
Administration a huge advantage," USD President
Mary E. Lyons said. "The business school's undergraduate program has been ranked as one of the top
five on the West Coast, and the caliber of graduate
students attracted to the MBA program is now com- .
parable to that of many of the top 25 programs in the
country.
"We wanted a visionary leader who will guide the

I

See USD on IOA

USD
Continued.from Page 1A

school to greater prominence by
strengthening current programs
and creating new programs which
will better serve the corporate
community. Pyke's invaluable
leadership will undoubtedly
strengthen our school."
During his 16-year career at the
Tuck School of Business, Pyke has
helped develop Tuck into one of
the nation's top business schools.
Last week, th e Wall Street

Interactive
Jo urnal/ Harris
Business School Survey named
Tuck the No. I business school in
the nation. The school also consistently ranks high in other busine s school surveys, including
Forbes, U. S. News & World
Report, Financial Times, The
Economist and Business Week.
"I am very excited to be joining
the University of San Diego
School of Business Administration," Pyke said. "For several

years, USD's undergraduate and
graduate business programs have
graduated quality students, who
are well trained to become highly
ethical and socially responsible
business leaders.
"As dean, I will work with faculty, students and other administrators to further develop academic
and student service programs that
will guide us to become one of the ,
nation's top business schools at
the undergraduate and graduate
level."
The University of San Diego's
undergraduate business program
by
ranked
recently
was
BusinessWeek as one of the top
50 programs in the nation.
Allen said Pyke is recognized 1
for his work in operations management, inventory management,
production planning, supply
chain management, global manufacturing strategy and e-commerce.
"As USD re-examines our
course offerings, his experience as
an administrator, faculty member
and business leader will help to
guide our very ambitious business
school and further our quest to
become one of the nation's best
business schools," Allen said.
doug.sherwin@sddt.com
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ck School of Business at Dartmouth
David Pyke, associate dean of the MBA program at th
College, has been named dean of USD's Scbool oC Business Art ministration. Pyke joins the
university on Aug. 1, 2008 . "Theappointment of David Pyke, a man with significant experience in the
classroom and as an administrator, will give our School of Business Administration a huge
advantage," says USD President Mary E. Lyons. "The business school's undergraduate program has
been ranked as one of the top five on the West Coast, and the caliber of graduate students attracted to
the MBA program is now comparable to that of many of the top 25 programs in the country. We
wanted a visionary leader who will guide the school to greater prominence by strengthening current
programs and creating new programs which will better serve the corporate community." Tuck has
been at the Tuck School of Business for 16 years.

***
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BROKERAGE
CB Richard Ellis CEO Predicts a Few Large Firm
,chard Ellis , predicted that in the next
SAN DIEGO - Brett White, chief executive officer ofi
dustry will be populated by a couple of
six or seven years , the commercial real estate se
all , local boutique firms , with nothing in
large national and international companies and a I
between .
White was addressing an auditorium full of brokers , investors and other real estate
professionals on Sept. 13 in the Joan 8 . Kroc Institute for Peace and Justice at the Universi
e MC
San Diego as part of the Burnham-Moores en er
series.
White discussed CB Richard Ellis' 20-year plan established in 1992 to become a global
company that is able to provide services to corporate clients across all of its markets as a
preeminent commercial real estate services firm . Since then , the company has expanded and
acquired other firms , including lnsignia/ESG in 2003 and Trammell Crow early this year, and
increased its international presence.
With the acquisition of Insignia, White said , CB Richard Ellis finally brokered into the New
York City and London markets and "went from being one of the top four to being a leader in the
industry."
He said the CB Richard Ellis mission changed in 2003 and 2004 to become more aggressive
in terms of mergers and acquisitions . That's when White made the comment that the industry will
be left with international companies and boutique firms .
"We've been driving that by acquiring firms in the middle," he said .
Noting that there are several things CB Richard Ell is does "not well ," White said mergers and
acquisitions is something the company is mastering .
"It's incredibly important to understand the culture of the company you're going to acquire," he
said , to make sure integration of the acquired firm 's employees work well within the acquiring
company's operation .
Leaving the aud ience wondering who CB Richard Ellis' next acquisition target would be,
White said that the company knows all that it can about its competitors in case they are ever in a
position to be acquired .

**********
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Growth by acquisition
best, says CBRE CEO, iffit
is right and funding there
By THOR KAMBAN BIBERM

· II only thrive if they themselves
1ave a global presence.
LINDA VISTA - Large
"Trammell Crow and Insignia
nation al commercial real
had to have a global platform, and
firms and small boutiqu e
that's what we provided," White
ages will conti nue to fare
said.
there won't be much
White said he expects to continthose in the middle,
ue to acquire new firms as they
White, chief exec utiv
become available, and suggested
CB Richard Ellis (
the CBRE is in such a strong posione of the big intern
tion because its acquisitions are
White, at a recent
able to be self-finan ced.
Burnham-Moores Cen
For commercial investors who
Estate at the Unjyersitv _of San_ must finance th eir acquisitions in
a more traditional manner, White
said
said while there has been some
u
am Real
Estate Services, increase in the cost of financing,
which has operthe changes have been relatively
ated in San
minor.
Di ego for more
"The cost of financing and the
than a century, cost of credit are going up, but the
is an excellent
changes aren't severe," White
example of a
said.
smaller
Unlike the relative meltdown in
firm
with a big local
residential real estate where foreWhite
presence.
closures have soared, White said
VVhite, who hearkens from San
foreclos ures on the commercial
Diego and was a sales manager
side have been virtually non-e1dsfo r CB Richard Ellis' (CBRE) tent - pa1ticularly in Southern
downtown office 16 years ago,
California.
climbed all the way to the top of a
"The fundam entals between
firm that had $4 billion in revresidential and comm ercial are
enu es last year, so me 24,000
very different. Rental income in
empl oyees, not even co unting
(commercial) buildings is terrific
those in affiliate and partnership
and there is almost no new conoffices, and manages ·more than
struction," White said before
1.6 billi on squ are feet of adding that the decision to buy is
office/ industrial space:
less a function of price than of
While CBRE wou ld have grown
internally anyway, most of its
Sec A::quisition on 2B
growth in recent yea r has been
attributab le to merge rs and
acquisitions, some of them huge:
paying about $430 million to
acquire Insignia Financial Group,
paying about $275 million to
acquire Koll Real Estate and two
British firms , Hillier Parker and
Richard Ellis in the mid-1990s;
and paying about $2.2 billion to
acquire Texas-based Trammell
Crow Co. last December.
"Mergers and acquisitions are
incredibly important, but only
work if they are a good fit," White
said. "Integrating companies is
tricky and delicate stuff. You don't
get a lot of bites at the apple, and
many times you are taken to the
dance almost as a reluctant suitThe Daily Transcript

ji!,;"

or. "

White is convinced that while
partnership alli a nces may be
helpful at some levels, larger firm s

II

-Ac qui siti on
Continued f rom Page 1B

operati ng in<'ome.
On the multifa mily side, first
there was the condom inium conversion craze. Then the conversions st opped cold late last year.
Now project s that started as
apartm ents and became condominium s, are becom ing apartments again.
W ith all of this, White still
believes in the fundam ental
health of the apartm ent sector.
White said the strengt h of the
ap artmen t marke t here in
Southe rn Califor nia and in many
other pa1ts of the country is evidenced by the plan by Tishman
Speyer to acquire apartm ent
Archstoneown er/ develo per
Smith (NYSE: ASN) for no less
than $ 15.5 billion before taking
that company private.
Archsto ne-Smi th owns about a
dozen complexes in San Diego
County.
"Apa rtment s are a good investment right now as people move

out of h omes t hey couldn 't afford,
and back into apattm en ts," ·w hite
continu ed.
With vacanc ies of 3 percent or
less in many if not most market s,
retail continu es to be a highly
prized asset class in Sout hern
California.
This may not be the case in
other parts of the country where
residen ts where employm ent is a
problem , however. Still, White
believes ret ail will generally continue to be a strong asset cl ass.
H ome prices may have
declined here and elsewh ere, but
White said that hasn't happen ed
in the office secto r here where big
invest ors such as The Blackstone
Group (NYSE: BX) an d The
Irvine Co. have bought and traded billions of dollars wo1th of
offi ce real estat e.
"We haven't seen p rice declines
and th ere's definitely a scarcity of
good produc t," W hite said.
When asked about the coming
year, ,Vhite said he doesn't fo resee

any significant price declines anywhere in the comme rcial sector.
"We're not back in the RTC
(Res olut ion Trust Corp. ) days
wh en a propert y priced at $100
milli on will sudden ly drop to $70
million . That's not going to happen," h e added.
White does worry that a perception of a down market could
be a self-fulfilling prophecy, but
added that the underly ing economy should be sufficiently strong,
and the Federa l Reserve suffi- ·
ciently vigilan t, to keep any
downtu rns to a minim um.
Not everyth ing is as White
wou ld like in his old hometo wn.
H e believes San Diego's geograp hy could pres ent proble ms
down t he line.
''San Diego is an investm ent
market of choice, but it's not on
t he way t o anywhe re," White said.
·'Its pott will never be a port of
significance in the global sense."
biberman@sddt.com
Source Code: 20070917tdc
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Cracks In the Economy
By Justin Fox

The housing market in Detroit is a mess. Such a mess that nobody tries to deny it, not even the real estate agents.
"The market is very, very bad," laments Jennifer Weight, hosting a deserted Sunday open house in the suburb of
Bloomfield Hills. "It's terrible."
Across the country, in the anti-Detroit that is San Diego, real estate is also slumping. The gloom, however, is far
less pervasive. ''Yes, it's a troublesome market, but it's not terrible," contends broker Leona Kline.
The reason for the difference in attitude is pretty simple. In metropolitan Detroit, the 11% drop in home prices
over the past year was just one more sign of a local economy in decline thanks to the troubles of the auto industry
In San Diego, the drop of 7.3% came ou
But it is the downturn in sunny Sa
and some smaller Rust Belt citie
In San Diego, the housing dee ·
too-crazy lending practices.

e clear blue sky. The city still has jobs to offer. Beaches too.
hat poses the far bigger risk to the U.S. economy. Detroit, Cleveland

eriencing a traditional bust, in which economic woes spread to housing.
s to be a self-generated phenomenon, the product of too-high prices and
"housing market is dragging down the rest of the economy," says Alan Gin,

an economist at the Universi

of San Diego. The same is true in and around Los Angeles, San Francisco, Phoeni.Ji
Las Vegas, Miami, Washington, New York City and Tampa, Fla.--all metro areas where house prices skyrocketed
until 2006 and have since fallen in the face of otherwise positive economic news. Nationally, house prices droppe

3.2% in the 12 months ending in June, while the economy grew 1.9%.

For much of this year it was tempting to see this disconnect as a good thing: strength elsewhere was compensatin
for the slowdown in housing. But when the Labor Department reported in September that job creation had
lurched into reverse after four years of gains, the tune on Wall Street and elsewhere shifted abruptly. Economists
began fretting that, for the first time, a real estate bust would throw the country into recession--a sustained perio,
when the economy shrinks instead of grows and lots of people lose their jobs.
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Forecasters are, as a group, notoriously bad at predicting inflection points, so you shouldn't take this dire talk to
the bank just yet. At the Economic Cycle Research Institute, an outfit with a good record of at least noticing when
recessions have begun, the indicators still point toward growth--albeit less convincingly than two months ago.
"Having a jobs report come in negative does not mean that a recession has started," says managing director
Lakshman Achuthan. But the risk is there, and Achuthan guesses it will worsen if loan markets fail to calm down.
If a month from now a borrower with good credit still can't get a jumbo mortgage at a reasonable rate, a recession
will be much likelier.
HOUSING'S TRAPDOOR
THAT A REAL ESTATE BUST MIGHT LAND US IN a recession is in a way fitting because it was a real estate
boom that kept the last recession, in 2001, so brief and shallow. Trying to stave off deflation in the wake of the
stock-market crash, Alan Greenspan's Federal Reserve cut the short-term interest rates that determine what
homeowners pay on adjustable-rate mortgages. Meanwhile, investors desperate for someplace other than the
stock market to put their money piled into mortgage securities, driving down the cost of fixed-rate loans. Housing
markets, already doing well amid the strong economic growth of the late 1990s, exploded.
To a remarkable extent, housing drove the entire economy. Real estate, residential construction and three other
housing-related Labor Department job categories together add up to 6.6% of U.S. employment. But they
accounted for 46% of the new jobs created in the U.S. between January 2001 and May 2006, when the sector
peaked.
The main reason for the boom's doom was that in the nation's San Diegos, double-digit annual price increases put
most homes out of the reach of middle-income buyers. The mortgage industry and its funders on Wall Street
responded with laxer lending standards and creative loans (no downpayment, teaser rate, interest only, etc.) that
really made sense for borrowers only if prices kept going up and they could sell at a profit or refinance. When
prices stopped rising last year, the edifice began to crumble.
It's in the nature of real estate that the crumbling may continue for a while yet. "It's way too premature to be
talking about light at the end of the tunnel--it's still pitch black," says Ian Shepherdson, chief U.S; economist at
High Frequency Economics, a research firm. Shepherdson, not a congenitally bearish sort, was one of several
prominent forecasters who began warning of housing troubles in 2005. Now he sees huge quantities of unsold
inventory, which will lead to more cutbacks in construction, which will lead to more job losses and so on. "I don't
want to call it an endless loop, because it will end," he says. "But not anytime soon."
IT'S NOT LOCAL ANYMORE
WHEN CONFRONTED WITH SUCH GLOOMY talk, many in the real estate business offer a classic response.
"People don't buy real estate on a national basis," says Tom Kunz, CEO of real estate giant Century 21. "They buy
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it on a local basis." Sure enough, many parts of the country aren't in trouble. Prices are still rising in Seattle and
Portland, Ore. In Atlanta, Dallas and Charlotte, N.C., prices never went up all that much, and they're not falling
now. The same appears to be true in many smaller cities and towns.
But most of the country's big metro areas are caught in the downdraft. With mortgage lending now very much a
national business--and a troubled one--real estate may not be as local as it used to be. It may not even be national:
house prices have been rising sharply in Europe, Australia, South Africa and China. Two countries at the leading
edge of this boom, the U.K. and Australia, saw housing markets sputter in 2004 and 2005 but then recover. This
may indicate that a quick recovery is possible in the U.S. It could also mean that the global boom will end only in a
global bust--and U.S. mortgage troubles are now ominously making themselves felt around the world.
HOUSING'S MIXED HISTORY
THESE ARE THE KINDS OF THOUGHTS THAT occupy Yale economist Robert Shiller, who with Karl Case of
Wellesley has done more than anyone else to document the postmillennium real estate boom and warn about the
inevitable bust. Shiller first made his name in the early 1980s attacking the notion, then widely accepted, that the
stock market rationally reflects the true value of the companies whose shares are traded on it. He and real estate
specialist Case then teamed up to show that home prices are even more subject to booms and busts than stocks.
They did it by measuring repeat sales, which give a better picture of price movements than the figures published
by the real estate industry. In 1991 they turned this into the business that supplied the price data used in this
article.
After publishing a best-selling critique of the stock bubble, Irrational Exuberance, just as the market peaked in
March 2000, Shiller set to work adding a chapter on real estate for the second edition. As part of that effort, he
cobbled together an inflation-adjusted index of home prices going back to 1890, which showed that a) the price
runup from 1997 to 2006 was by far the biggest on record and b) home prices can fall for decades. Put those two
together, Shiller argues, and it's at least possible that we're due for an epic decline in prices. "People think that
home prices go up a lot," he says. "But home prices in 1990 were at about the same level as in 1890. Shiller allows
that the scarcity of property near the coasts might mean prices there will remain high, but then notes, "We can't
11

make any more of the land, but we can build huge high-rises on the beach."
Huge high-rises on the beach, in fact, played a major role in Florida's boom and bust. There are 40,000
condominium units being built right now in greater Miami, and consultant Lewis Goodkin estimates it will take
five to seven years just to work through all that inventory. That's five to seven years of downward pressure on local
housing prices, construction employment and the like. The great test of the coming months and years is whether
the U.S. economy is strong enough to withstand that kind of pressure without buckling. Right now things aren't
looking good, but this is an equation with too many variables-- Fed rate cuts, congressional bailouts, the ebb and
flow of the global economy--to solve in advance.
Apart from the risk that it will bring a recession, though, a housing boom turned bust is far from an unmitigated
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disaster. Some buyers will get great deals on Miami condos, that's certain. And in the San Diego suburb of La
Mesa, the downturn has allowed Amy and John Tuttle to finally buy a house. "We tried to buy homes a few years
ago, but the homes were too expensive," says Amy, 31, a clinical psychologist. "We put three bids on three
different houses, and I think we were simply outbid." In August they closed on a recently foreclosed house priced
at $405,000--less than they had been willing to pay three years ago.

If Shiller is right that house prices are subject to bouts of irrational exuberance--and he seems to be--this is the
happy flip side. Somewhere along the path to and from irrational pessimism, this real estate bust may deliver the
place you've been looking for.
with reporting by Elizabeth Keenan/ Sydney, Joseph R. Szczesny/ Detroit, Jill Underwood/ San Diego
@1
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Graduate stud

ams meet broader student needs ranging from real estate to
ational business with plenty in between

•

By LIZ SWAIN
he traditional MBA is the most popular
graduate business degree, but it's not the
only degree option for people seeking
career advancement. The executive MBA
(EMBA) is designed for managers and executives . Some business schools require a specific
amount of management experience to join an
EMBA program , although most are not industry specific. Some master's degrees are
focused, with specializations such as human
resources , accountancy, real estate and biotech.
These offerings may reflect a region's industries and employment trends. At times , the criteria include holding a current passport.
With degree choices that include a doctorate in business administration , how does a businessperson chart the best educational plan?
"It 's really important to evaluate pro-

T

Don 't jump into an MBA curriculum without
·rst researching areas of study more applicable
,o your career goals, advises USD 's Kurt
Gering . (photo/alandecker.com)

42 San Diego Metropolitan

s," advises Kurt
g
Gering, director of
USD'.s master of execu"trve leadership program.
Logistics such as
sched uling are important. So are career goals.
Is the objective to rise to
the top in a field like
supply chain management or branch into
other area ?
the
"Obviously,
MBA is the traditional
route ," Gering says .
However, vith the "incredible shift in the marketplace, a more specialized degree" could be
beneficial , he notes. In
addition to specialized
coursework, there's the
benefit of classmates
SDSU's Karen Courtney oversees the school's successful EMBA and
with similar experiences
sports MBA degree programs, which are beginning their 18th and
and challenges.
classes, respectively, this year. (photo/alandecker.com)
fourth
graduate
USD 's
programs
business
include the MBA , intergrams is "pretty even" with classes of 20 to 25
national master of business administration
The uni versity maintains the class
students.
managefinancial
and
(IMBA) , accountancy
more start times for proscheduling
by
size
ment , executive leadership , global leadership,
, executive and accountanglobal
the
like
grams
real estate, supply chain management and taxa.
degrees
cy
dual
tion . Programs can be combined for
UCSD's Rady School of Management has
degrees.
Flex MBA for working professionals and a
the
Gering says enrollment in the different profull-time MBA. Rady 's emphasis on science and
technology is reflected in the school 's program
tracks: communications, info1mation technology
and life and health sciences. The focus is on
innovation and reaching the marketplace, says
JoAnne Starr, assistant dean of MBA programs.
Applications for SDSU 's MBA program for
this fall are up 15 percent, says David Ely, associate dean for the business school 's graduate
division. Increases were also seen in applications for the MS in business and graduate
accountancy programs .
Ely says the rise in grad school applications
is part of a campus wide trend at SDSU. The
largest increase has been in MBA applications .
Last year, there were 85 to 90 new MBA students . SDSU expanded the number of cohorts

'The rise in grad
school applications is
part of a campus
wide trend at SDSU.
The largest increase
has been in MBA
applications.'

I
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Wali Monda[, interim dean of National University's School of Business and
Management, saw enrollment for NU 's human resource management MA
jump 42 percent last year. (photo/alandecker.com)

and expects 50 more students this
year.
Ely says he doesn ' t know
1hat sparked the interest in graduate business education , but surmises that with the tepid economy,

people may have decided to return
to school.
SDSU's graduate business
programs include the EMBA and
sports MBA . The business school
is currently recruiting its 18th

EMBA class , and the fourth sports
MBA cohort begins in January
2008, says Karen Courtney, director of executive and specialized
programs .
Keller Graduate School of
Management offers the MBA and
graduate degrees in accounting
and financial management , human
resource management , public
administration, project management, information systems management and network and communications management. The MBA
is the most popular degree followed by the accounting and
financial management degree with
the CPA emphasis , says Madeleine
Gervais , San Diego dean .
Chapman University has graduate degrees in human resources
and organizational leadership .
National University's graduate
business degrees include the
MBA , MA in human resource
management, MA in management
and MS in organizational leadership. Registration in the HR degree
during the 2006-2007 school year
is 42 percent higher than the previ-

ous year, says Wali Mondal , interim dean of the School of Business
and Management. During that
time, MA management registration
grew 18 percent and increased 14
percent for the organizational leadership degree.
"I believe there are two reasons why our HR program did
well ," says Mondal . "We revised
the program last year. Secondly,
many students were already working in HR positions with a bachelor 's degree. They enrolled in the
master 's program to advance in
their career. I think the same reasoning applies to other programs ."
National 's graduate business
curricula consist of core courses and
electives. Students may use electives for an area of specialization
(AOS) , which generally consists of
four courses. The AOS for the HR
degree are organizational development and change management, and
organizational leadership. For the
MA in management, organizational
leadership is an AOS .
At Alliant International Unsee MBA page 44

MBA.from page 43
iversi;J San Diegg J,,llmlliJS , the
'I\ d mternational MBA are
..:red through the Marshall
Goldsmith School of Management . The university also has a
doctor of business administration
program . "Some say the DBA is
the MBA of the future ," says associate dean Fred Phillips. "The job
market is saturated with MBAs,
and new grads will want a credential that stands out. Many DBA
programs cater to the needs of
working professionals who attend
grad school part-time . The DBA
can prepare a professional for a
research-oriented career, a management career in industry, government, and nonprofits (or) a
career in academics ."
USC began holding EMBA
classes locally in August 2006 .

For More Information On Gnduate Degrees
ere's where to go for more information on
the MBA programs offered in the San
Diego County area:

Point Loma Nazarene University: (619)
563-2856, pointloma.edu.

Alliant International University: (858) 6354615, alliant.edu/usicb.

UCSD: (858) 822-0575, rady.ucsd .edu.

H

California State University, San Marcos:
(760) 750-4267, lynx.csusm.edu/cba.
Chapman University: (619) 296-8660,
chapman .edu/cll/ac/028 .
Keller Graduate School of Management:
(619) 683-2446, keller.edu .

44 San Diego Metropolitan

University of Phoenix: (800) 473-4346,
universityofphoenix.com.
University of Redlands: (619) 284-9292,
redlands .edu/SchoolOfB usiness .xml.
- USD;

<§9) 260--4840, business.sandiego.edtt.

USC: (213) 740-7846, usc.edu.

National University: (800) 628-8538, nu.edu.
MBA . Students follow the general MBA track or branch into the

'Alliant International University
has a doctor of business administration program. Some say the
DBA is the MBA of the future.'
Instruction for the traditional
MBA includes the international
emphasis that is part of the university 's Ill1ss1on, says Cherie
Scricca, associate dean for the
Marshall School of Business.
Coursework for business students
includes an educational trip to a
Pacific Rim country. San Diego
students in the first cohort will go
to Shanghai, where USC has a
campus. For Shanghai students,
the university requirement brings
a trip to Korea. While at their
home campus , students study the
economy of the country they'll
visit. There are class projects .
Representatives from host country
businesses may give presentations .
University of Redlands offers
an MBA and an MA in management. The graduate management
degree at Redlands and other universities is helpful for people promoted from a technical position to
management, says Keith Roberts,

SDSU: (619) 594-5217, executive MBA:
(619) 594-6010, sdsu.edu/mba.

business school associate dean .
CSU San Marcos's MBA
concentrates on general management, says Keith Butler, director
of operations for the College of
Business Administration. However, Butler says that more than
25 percent of coursework in the
revised MBA program allows
students to choose a focus. This
fall, each course includes a oneunit project completed outside
the classroom.
Point Loma Nazarene University also offers the traditional

fmance or organizational management track, says Bruce Schooling ,
dean of the Fermanian School of
Business . There's a quantitative
core for all MBA students , with
qualitative courses for the tracks.
Another advocate of the traditional MBA is Michael Reilly,
chair of the College of Business at
University of Phoenix in San
Diego . "Most (employers) look
for people who can analyze trends
and provide some commentary as
well as make decisions . That's
what 's in the bread-and-butter
MBA," he says.
Although that perspective is
reflected in Phoenix' s MBA , the
university in October will provide
some choices within the required
11 core courses . While all students take a finance course , some
may take one with an industry orientation like hospital accounting .
If the student completes five

'UCSD is mulling a joint
Ph.DJMBA degree that connects
the university with Scripps
Institution of Oceanography.'
sandiegometro .com

industry-orie ted courses , this is
designated as an emphasis on the
transcript.
Phoenix has an online EMBA ,
and the university this fall launches a graduate accountancy program. The university will also
offer graduate degrees in public
administration and human resources.
SDSU has two new programs
that will start in fall 2008 or in
2009. Students in the global
entrepreneurship MBA program
will attend classes at SDSU and
in China, India and the Middle
East. Also in the works is an
EMBA in life sciences. SDSU's
Courtney says the 22-week program could consist of online
study and two week-long residency sessions at SDSU and
locations including Washington,
D.C .
UCSD is mulling a joint
Ph.D./MBA degree that connects
the university with Scripps
Institution of Oceanography. Starr
says that students from Scripps
will start the doctorate program.
During the middle of those studies , they will go to Rady for the
MBA .
As business school options
continue to expand , Gering of
USD reminds prospective students to "shop around . Evaluate'
what you want." ❖
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Voters May Consider $3.SB
Proposal for Construction
Projects Across the County
BY ANDREA SIEDSMA

coin High, also located in Lincoln Heights,
was about $130 million. The new high
school includes 77 general classrooms,
an arts complex,. library, 16 science classrooms, eight science prep rooms, seven
technology classrooms, a career center,
and a 790-seat auditorium. The school's
athletic facilities include locker rooms, a
weight room, adaptive PE room, two gyms,
baseball fields, a track, football field, press
box and concession stand.
Lincoln High, which sits on 24.4 acres,
will accommodate 2,700 students in grades
nine through 12. The project partners
for the new Lincoln High were Douglas
E. Barnhart Inc. and Martinez + Cutri
Architects.
Information about the district's new
schools and Proposition MM can be found
at http://prod03 l .sandi.net/propmm/index.htm.

Phenomenal population growth in California during the past decade has not only
clogged the freeways and elevated housing
prices, but also has put a squeeze on many
schools, colleges and universities, which
have become overcrowded and fallen into
disrepair.
In 1998, San Diego voters passed a bond
measure intended to pay for badly needed
renovations, repairs and replacement of
existing schools. Known as Proposition
MM, the $1.51 billion bond measure
funded the construction of 15 new schools
in the San Diego Unified School District,
as well as the modernization of 161 sites,
Budgeting For Contracts
including 102 libraries, 80 instructional
San Diego Unified expects its construcsupport spaces, 40 sciences buildings, 18 tion contract awards to total $18 million
permanent classroom buildings, 129 lunch this year, according to Cynthia Reed-Porcourt shelters, 153 playground units, the ter, communications liaison for the school
painting of 141 sites and the reproofing district's Facilities Management Division.
of 52 sites.
· That's compared to $22 million spent on
Just this week, five new state-of-the-art contracts in 2006. Next year, that amount
schools are opening, including Abraham will shrink to about $2.5 million as PropoLincoln High School, Thurgood Marshall sition MM funding begins to diminish.
Middle School, and Luther Burbank,
Although the remaining funds are sufLaura G. Rodriguez and Florence Griffith ficient to cover the district's $258 million
Joyner elementary schools. It is the first building and maintenance backlog, the
time in nearly four decades that the San Di- res~rve of bond money is expected to be
ego Unified School District has opened five depleted in 2008.
new schools on the same day. Meanwhile,
The district, which is fine-tuning its
Walter Porter Elementary in the Lincoln long-range facilities development plan,
Heights neighborhood of Southeast San is already working to present voters with
Diego, opened its doors in January.
another bond measure in November
The total cost of land acquisition and 2008. Even before Proposition M¥ was
construction and design for the rebuilt LinPlease tum to BOND on Page 26

Rendering courtesy of Platt/Whitelaw Architects Inc.

The new Laura G. Rodriguez Elementary School in the Barrio Logan neighborhood is among
15 San Diego Unified School District schools built with Proposition MM bond funds.
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Bond:
Continued from Page 25

its first school project - Miramar Ranch
Elementary School - in 1974.
Many local schools and colleges, Wilkes
said, are not only reaching the end of their
life functional lives, but they may not be
built to meet seismic safety standards. He
pointed out that the fire codes in buildings have advanced so far from the 1950s
and '60s that many of the· fire systems in
schools and colleges need to be replaced.
"We did a project for Mesa College
a few years ago to provide facilities for
faculty that were in chain-link offices,"
Wilkes said. The reality is they need to be
more competitive at recruiting the best and
brightest. Schools like to provide better
buildings not only for the students, but also
for hiring and retaining faculty."

passed, the school district had identified
the need for about $4 billion for repairs
and replacements for schools. The bond
measure proposal will most likely be about
$3.5 billion, said Reed-Porter.
"When we started Proposition MM, 60
of our schools were more than 40 years old
and the majority of the others had been
open 20 to 30 years," Reed-Porter said.
"These bond measures are critical because
with the budget constraints of the district
there is a need for a funding source over
and above what's in the general fund ."
Up until about 10 years ago, the general
USD Builds On Spanish Theme
public turned its head away from bond
To help retain its image as a progresmeasures for school districts and colleges,
making it extremely difficult for any con- sive and state-of-the-art learning center
·
struction or repairs of local schools. The of excellence, the Universit of a
Proposition
like
measures
keep
bond
to
of
success
~elies on private onations
MM comes from awareness that in order up its facilities and buildings. Architects
for stu.dents to receive the best quality edu- I Delawie Wilkes Rodrigues Barker recation, they need to have quality facilities cently provided the design and technical
and resources like the latest technology in documents for USD's new $34.4 million
order to be prepared for college and for School of Leadership and Educational
Sciences building. The two-level facility
the work force.
So says Michael Wilkes, chief executive over subterranean parking features 14
officer and principal of San Diego-based classroom/seminar rooms, a 200-seat auArchitects I Delawie Wilkes Rodrigues ditorium, a 60-seat executive classroom,
Barker, whose clients include colleges, offices, a 2,000-square-foot reading room
universities, research institutions and and a cyber cafe. The architecture of
life sciences and technology companies the privately-funded, 83,000-square-foot
such as Qualcomm Inc. and New York building is 16th century Spanish RenaisCity-based Pfizer Inc. The privately-held sance style, which Wilkes studied extenfirm, which has 66 employees, has been in sively during trips to Spain. The building
business since 1961 and was involved in design has a signature tower, an outdoor

courtyard and a two-story loggia to reflect
the period architecture and to complement
the existing USD campus architecture.
The landscape design reflects elements of
a classic Spanish landscape with the use of
fountains and intimate garden areas.
The steel-framed USD building also was
designed with flexibility in mind so it can
be changed to meet future needs.
" Education is constantly reinventing
itself," Wilkes said. "For example, who
would have thought 10 years ago that PowerPoint would be used in the classroom?
"With this steel-frame building, at any
time you can demolish it and switch it from
a classroom to offices or a seminar room,
or vice versa," he added, pointing out that
designing the building to have built-in
flexibility didn't cost extra. "The flexibility
allows those spaces to evolve over time."
aid state-of-the-art schools, col·
w regions like San
,_~m:=~~~--. Jain businesses.
gjust in the Untied
"We re no com
States with schools in order to draw the
finest businesses, but we're also competing on a global level to have the finest
schools," he said. "To maintain our global
competitive edge we need the best schools
and students."

UCSD's Green Project
Over on the Torrey Pines Mesa, UC
San Diego has a new $30 million concrete
and steel hybrid building. The $30 million
UCSD Student Academic Services facility,
which opened in March, was built by San
Diego-based McCarthy Building Cos. Inc.
The five-story, 141 ,000-square-foot facility has a myriad of sustainable features

and will be self-certified by UCSD using
the U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
rating system. The project was coordinated
through the use of 3D BIM - Building
Information Modeling - technology.
Designed by San Diego architect Rob
Wellington Quigley, the L-shaped student
services building has a 300-seat multipurpose room that features 16-foot roll-up windows that open into the courtyard, an immense drop ceiling with enhanced acoustics,
and a concrete block wall. Two restaurants
and retail stores will eventually serve both
visitors and the campus community. The
design of the building incorporated natural,
unfinished materials, open ceilings with
exposed mechanical and electrical systems,
and residential-quality finishes.
Green buildings such as the UCSD Student Services facility are becoming more
prevalent around the nation.
"As global warming and environmental
issues come to the forefront we will see
more green government and education
projects in the future," said Russell McCarthy, director of business development
for McCarthy Building Cos. "It's all about
energy management."
McCarthy Building Cos., which also
built San Diego's new Laura G. Rodriguez Elementary School, has been in the
school-building business off and on since
its founding 143 years ago.
"Building something for the community
that has a purpose is exciting," McCarthy
said. "We're building for the future."
Andrea Siedsma is a freelan ce writer
based in Encinitas.
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The University of San Diego wil
begin offering an undergraduate
minor in real estate this fall after a
recent approval by the college's board
of trustees.
USD is working coward creating a
real estate major, and this is considered
a step toward that goal. A real estate
major could be available for the fall of
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S.D. economic
forecast looks
•pretty b d'
eading ecoSan Diego Co
sharp plunge
nomic indicators
at the county
in August, sign
of recession in
faces its greate
according to a
haH a dozen
relay by the Burnreport released
ham-Moores Center for Real Estate at
the University of San Diego.
All SIX componeill§ asea in the index were negative last month. Building permits, stock prices, helirwanted
advertising and consumer confidence
fell. Unemployment filings rose. And
the national economic outlook weakened.
The index fell 1.4 percent in Augus t
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Housing decline
has worsened
the job outlook
That is the steepest decline
since 1979, although USO
economist Alan Gin, who Cbiilpiles the index, cautioned that
there may be some upward revision. The index has fallen 16
of the·past 17 months.
'Thing s are pretty bad," Gin
said. "Not only are all the componen ts down , but they're
down by hefty amounts."
Gin still thinks there is less
than a 50 percent chance the
economy will go into a regional
recession - meaning an extended year-to-year loss of jobs.
But he said the chances of that
happening are the highes t
since at least 2001, when the
national econo my briefly
dipped into recession.
Gin added that the county
may already be experiencing
"the San Diego equivalent of a
recession, meaning really slow
job growth of less than 10,000
jobs added per year and a rising
unemployment rate that could
top 5 percen t"
Unemployment in August

16

·as unchanged from July at 4.8
.:rcent - its highest level in
three years - but Gin said that
it is poised to rise even higher.
Stephen Levy, who heads the
Center for Continuing Study of
the California Economy in Palo
Alto, agreed that San Diego's
economic situation is worsening.
'The San Diego economy
has definitely been slowing for
a couple years," he said. "I don't
know if it makes any difference
to the average person if the
economy grows by 1 percent or
declines by 1 percent. Either
way, you're not talking about a
disaster, but you're also not
talking about a very good year."
At the center of the conomic problem is the continuing
decline of the local housing
market. 'There's a connection
to the weakness of the housing
market in every one of the components," Gin said.
Last month, there were 19
percent fewer homes sold in
San Diego County than in Auust 2006. Home prices, based
on the Standard & Poor/CaseShiller Index, were nearly 8
percent lower. The weak market has prompted developers to
cut back on building homes.
There were only 211 singlefamily housing permits, which
was the lowest monthly number since January 1993 - toward the end of the last major
housing slump - when 193
permits were issued. Permits
for condominium and apartment units were also weak last
month.
'This is \lery painful for

homeowners, but for an economist it's a good sign. It may
begin to correct the housing
price imbalance," Levy said, referring to the gap between high
home prices and relatively stagnant incomes.
The decline in housing worsened the job outlook. In August, construction firms cut 200
jobs and real estate operations
cut 100 jobs, which helped
keep unemployment at 4.8 percent. Gin estimated there were
slightly more than 14,000 new
filings for unemployment, up
from 13,200 in July.
And it has become harder for
those out of work to find a job.
Help-wanted advertising has
fallen for an entire year. Print
advertising is down considerably - reflecting a nationwide
trend - and an index of Internet want-ads maintained by
Monster.com reports a decline
in online postings in San Diego,
especially in real estate-related
businesses.
Steve Pogorzels ki, who
heads global sales and customer development at Monster
Worldwide, said that throughout the nation "employers are
recruiting more cautiously
amid general uncertainties as
to how much the troubled domestic housing sector will negatively impact broader U.S. economic growth in the months
ahead."
With job growth slowing and
home prices declining, local
consumer confidenc e last
mcmth fell to its lowest ievel ·
ince October 2003. A poll by
The San Diego Union-Tribune

shows that consumer confidence declined by nearly 12
percent in August, or double
the 6 percent drop in national
consumer confidence in a
survey maintained by The Conference Board, an economic research group in New York.
'The slump in home buying
and building, higher gas prices
and grocery prices; and credit
availability questions have combined to weaken the overall
economy, drain consumer confidence, and slow the labor market," said Ken Goldstein, labor
economist at The Conference
Board. "Until August, the labor
market held up surprisingly
well. But the forward indicators
of labor market activity are consistent with slow growth."
On average, local stock
prices also dropped sharply in
August, dragged down by Wall
Street worries over how badly
the financial system will be
damaged by the housing decline.
Bud Leedom, who tracks local stock prices for the California Stock Report, said that August was "pretty choppy." But
he added that San Diego fared
far better than other regions particularly money centers like
Los Angeles and San Francisco
- because most publicly traded companie~ here have little

direct connectio n to the
mortgage market.
"For once in our regional life,
we're on the right side of
things," he said. "Stock prices
have outperformed in September, especially in the biotech
sector. Relatively speaking,
we've held up pretty well."
Stock prices in ·general have
rebounded in the past two
weeks, thanks to a sharp cut in
interest rates from the Federal
Reserve, designed to stave off
some of the effects of the hous'
ing downturn.
Although San Diego was an
early epicenter of the housing
crisis, the problems have since
spread nationwide. The Commerce Departme nt reported
yesterday that new home sales
dropped 8.3 percent in August
from July, and the median sales
price was down 7.5 percent
from a year earlier - the largest decline since 1970.
The weakness in housing
was reflected in a 0.6 percent
drop in the national index of
leading economic indicators
maintained by The Conference
Board. "Housing permits and
interest rate spread continued
to make negative contributions," the group. reported.
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The Universit of San D o s index of leading economic indicators is down for the 15th time in 16 months. The
numbers from July suggest slow regional growth over the next year or so . KPBS reporter Andrew Phelps has details.
USO economist Alan Gin says consumer confidence is down . Help-wanted advertising is down . Unemployment is up
-- four-tenths of a percent higher than the year before.
Gin says a slow housing market is dragging down the rest of the local economy.
Gin : Sales are down . There's been an increase in foreclosures . And as a result of that , construction jobs
are down, real estate-related jobs are down, jobs in finance are down . And that's affecting other sectors of
the economy as well , as people have less money to spend .

Gin's index does register a slight bump in San Diego County building permits. He says that bucks the trend , and the
number will probably go back down .
And rew Phelps, KPBS News.

Don't waste
another minute.

Tune up
your
career.
-~ 2007 KPBS

http://www.kpbs.org/news/local ?id=9488
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Leading Economic Indicators Down Sharply in
August
The possibility of a recession in the local economy is at its highest point in years.
The University of San Diego's Index of Leading Economic Indicators for San Diego County fell 1.4
percent in August. Thi · the 16th time that it has fallen in the last 17 months. The USD Index is the
nal Index of Leading Economic Indicators and is designed to forecast
local equivalent of the
omy in the next 6 to 12 months. The recent weakness in the Index
the direction of the lo
y will continue to be weak at least through the first half of 2008. That
suggests that the local
slower job growth, higher unemployment, continued slow home
weakness will manifest
.anomic activity, including sales and income growth. An outright
sales, and a general decli
e possibility of a recession in the local economy is at its highest
downturn is not expected,
point in years.
D Index of Leading Economic Indicators. Most of these
There are six components in
components are the local equivalents of components found in the national Index of Leading
Economic Indicators. The month-to-month change in each component is calculated after the raw
data has been seasonally adjusted, standardized to reduce the impact of the more volatile
components, and smoothed to eliminate odd monthly fluctuations. Due to the adjustments to the
data just mentioned, any change that is more than one percent in either direction is considered a
large change. Below is what happened to each component in August:
Residential Units Authorized by Building Permits (-0.67%)
Residential units authorized by building permits give a good signal of future construction activity. It
also signals future activity in terms of furniture and appliance sales, as well as expenditures on
home improvement. After a tiny gain in July, residential units authorized by building permits
reverted back to its recent negative trend as developers cut back on construction plans in reaction to
the weak housing market. While both single-family and multi-family permits remain weak, the 211
single-family units authorized in August was the lowest amount since 193 units were authorized in
January 1993.
Initial Claims for Unemployment Insurance (-1.30%)
Initial claims for unemployment insurance measure the rate of job loss in San Diego County. The
calculation is "inverted," meaning that an increase in initial claims is calculated as a negative for the
economy and for the Index. August's numbers show that job loss is picking up, as reflected by
weakness in initial claims for unemployment insurance. Much of that job loss is in real estaterelated sectors such as construction, mortgage lending, and realtors.
Hel Wanted Advertisin -2.08%
Help wanted advertising measures the hiring side of the labor market. It is a combination of print
advertising in The San Diego Union-Tribune and online advertising as measured by Monster.com.
Help wanted advertising has now fallen for 12 months in a row. Print advertising is down
considerably, and Monster.com reports declines in online advertising in real estate-related sectors
and across most white-collar occupational categories.

http://www.voiceofsandiego.org/articles/2007 /09/27 /cafesandiego/091 gin I 092707 .prt
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Consumer Confidence -2.0 %}
Consumer confidence is significant because consumption is typically two-thirds of economic
activity. Particularly affected by consumer confidence are purchases of big ticket items such as
housing, automobiles, furniture, etc. Local consumer confidence is measured by a monthly survey
by the San Diego Union-Tribune. Local consumer confidence fell in August to its lowest level since
October 2003, with negative news about problems with subprime loans and foreclosures the likely
cause of the drop.
Local Stock Prices - 1. 1 %
Financial markets tend to be forward looking in terms of company performance. The measure of
local stock prices used in the San Diego Stock Exchange Index calculated by The San Diego Daily
Transcript. The big declines in stock prices during the summer were finally reflected in the decline
in local stock prices in August as investors worried about the financial system being heavily
impacted by the weak housing market and the subprime loan problems.
National Economy (-1.27%)
San Diego's economy is more integrated with the national economy than in the past. The health of
the national economy affects San Diego companies with national markets, and also the region's
tourism industry. The national Index of Leading Economic Indicators continued its 2007 pattern of
alternating advances with declines the next month. As a result, there is no clear direction in terms of
the outlook for the national economy, although the recent action by the Federal Reserve to cut
interest rates suggests that it has concerns about the impact of the slumping housing market on the
national economy and the financial system.
--ALAN GIN
Close Window
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USD Economic Index Suggests Weak Economy Into
-By - 9/27/2007
San Diego Business Journal Staff
All six measurements of an economic index compiled by a University of San Diego economics
professor fell in August, five by more than 1 percent, whicncould signal the region7s headed into
a recession.
The USO Index of Leading Economic Indicators for San Diego County dropped 1.4 percent in
August, the 16th month in the last 17. But the decline in five out of six components was troubling,
said Professor Alan Gin , who compiles the index.
"The last time that all six components were down in a month was in April and May of 2006. But
the magnitudes of the changes back then were not as severe as this month's changes. The
outlook for the local economy continues to be for weakness at least through the first half of 2008.
An outright downturn is not expected , but the possibility of a recession in the local economy is at
its highest point in years," Gin said .
As it has for all of this year, the area's housing slump was a major reason behind the declines but
the drop in the number of residential building permits was comparatively modest at 0.67 percent.
Far more consequential were greater than 2 percent decreases in the amount of help wanted
advertising and the consumer confidence index. This was combined with greater than 1 percent
decreases in unemployment insurance claims (increased claims measured as negative), the
national economic index and local stock prices .
The local consumer confidence index was at its lowest level since October 2003, and influenced
by an abundance of negative news on the area's deteriorating housing market and worries over
the subprime lending problems, according to Gin's report.

-Mike Allen

San Diego Business Journal, Copyright© 2007, All Rights Reserved.
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County's economic
forecast stlll on skid
Declining consumer confidence and a deteriorating
job market pushed San
Diego County's economic
outlook lower for the
fourth month in a row, according to a report released
- Thursday by the BurnhamMoores Center for Real
Estate at the University
San Diego.
the county's index of
economic indicaleading
·
tors fell in July for the 15th
time in 16 months. The
string of declines was broken only by a slight uptick
in March.
USD economist Alan
Gin, who compiles the
index, says the numbers
indicate slow growth in the
region's economy through
at least the first part of next
year.
"The slow housing
market remains the main
influence, with fewer home
sales, more foreclosures,
job·losses in real estaterelated sectors, and lower
spending as home equity
declines," Gin said.
The index slid from 137.3
in June to 136.9 in July, hitting its lowest point since
January 2004.
Three of the six components Gin uses to track the
economy worsene d last
month: the number of helpwanted ads, the number of
unemployment filings and
consum er confidence.

1

- Dean Calbreath
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UTLOOK

U SD's Jpd,e.x of Leading Economic Indic
six components in the Index were down for
considered large. Using that criteria, there
insurance, local stock prices, consumer c
national economy. The building permits
moderately.

r San Diego County fell 1.4 percent in August. All
nth. Monthly changes higher than 1 percent are
g drops in initial claims for unemployment
ce, help wanted advertising and the outlook for the
nent performed the best, but was still down

August's drop was the 16th time that the USD Index has fallen in the last 17 months. The last time that
all six components were down in a month was m April and May of 2006.
The outlook for the local economy continues to be for weakness at least through the first half of 2008 .
An outright downturn is not expected, but the possibility of a recession in the local economy is at its
highest point in years.
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Dog Days For Economic Index: The
declining trend continued in July for the
University of San Diego's Index of Leadmg Econormc lnd1cafors.
The index fell three-tenths of a point to
136.9. Economist Alan Gin, a professor at
the university, released the July numbers
Aug. 30.
The index has fallen in 15 of the last
16 months.
I
Four of six index components im- 1
proved . San Diego County building
permits, San Diego stock prices and
the national index of leading economic
· indicators all registered gains. Initial
claims for unemploymen t insurance
fell.
However, consumer confidence and
help-wanted advertising for the San Diego
region sustained big losses.
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A Peek Into How the Mayor's Office Runs
The interviews collected by investigators in the mayor's Sunroad probe depict a
fast-pace office where Mayor Jerry Sanders delegates the.finer details.
By EVAN MCLAUGHLINvoiceStaffWritcr
Monday, Sept. 10, 2007 I When the dispute over the height of the Sunroad Enterprises office
building worked its way up City Hall's chain of command in December, Mayor Jerry Sanders was
receiving competing advice from within his camp.
On one side, a key political advisor recommended taking a hard-line against the developer, sensing
the city could better control the public repercussions over mistakes the mayor's bureaucracy made
in handling the project.
On the other, a seasoned development official sought to resolve the clash through compromise, a
strategy he said was the best way to protect the city legally and financially.
But after choosing to pursue the latter advice, Sanders embarked on a course that has proved to be a
political nightmare for his administration.
"Obviously, it was the wrong decision," Sanders said in a recent interview. "I misread the entire
issue."
That debate in the Mayor's Office, where political advisors and bureaucratic managers compete for
Sanders' ear, is illustrated in interview summaries used by the mayor's Office of Ethics & Integrity to
compile the report on the Sunroad matter issued in July.
The Sunroad report documents, recently obtained through the state Public Records Act request, and
subsequent interviews with mayoral officials depict the office as a setting where impromptu
meetings are the norm and hardly anything discussed in those sessions is written down. These
"drive by meetings," according to the interview summaries, can sometimes touch upon several
topics and are just as likely to occur around the water cooler as at a conference table.
High-level administrators, brought in by Sanders for their administrative or business acumen, butt
heads with the political operatives who consult the mayor on the likely consequences of every
decision.
Sanders himself prefers delegating work to micromanaging. He also receives information through
the filter of his aides rather than the news media. By abstaining from e-mail, he forces
communication to take place over the phone or face-to-face.
While his budgets and financial plans have been dissected publicly, the operation of his office and
his deliberation process are lesser known sides of Sanders, the first modern San Diego mayor to be
in charge of the entire city bureaucracy.
Although it's not highlighted within the Sunroad report itself, a flavor of the inner workings of
Sanders' office can be gleaned from the supporting documents that were used in the crafting the
report.
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"If you want to really want to know something about an o
on, watch it in crisis," said
Stephen Standifird, a business professor at University of San Dieg_o. "See how it responds."
The mayor's handling of Sunroad provides a case study of Sanders' management style, who was
elected in 2005 after flashing his experience as a successful manager of the San Diego Police
Department and various nonprofits. His resume, he said, showed that he was capable of "turning
around troubled organizations" and that he could manage the city of San Diego, reeling from
multibillion deficits, back to financial safety.
Management experts say the details show Sanders handles his administration the way many
executives do. But they caution against judging it.
"The main message is that there's no one best way to do things," said professor Frank Schultz, who
teaches courses on leadership and strategy at the Haas School of Business at University of
California, Berkeley.
The climate for top-level discussions within the Sanders administration appears to accommodate
various points of view, but it's also designed to move swiftly, experts said. The rapid manner in
which aides said they dealt with myriad issues is demonstrative of newer corporations that are
designed to breed innovation, such as Google. Those organizations lack the structure and formality
ingrained into older companies, such as automakers like General Motors and Ford, they said.
"It's more characteristic of a smaller, younger organization that is trying to be entrepreneurial and
innovative," Schultz said. "The way decisions are made are in entrepreneurial situations are more
flexible, whereas you get older organizations that tend to have more rules and procedures."
The city of San Diego is hardly a software startup in a makeshift basement office. The municipality
has been operating as an incorporated city since 1850. Today, it's comprised of more than 10,000
employees and operating with a $2.89 billion annual budget. And the more formal rules that Schultz
speaks of are part of the everyday operation within the lower and middle levels of the city
bureaucracy. Sanders has tried to firm up those procedures through a streamlining initiative called
"business process reengineering," or BPR.
However, the city's guidelines did not protect against the construction of the Sunroad on Sanders'
watch. The investigation by his own Office of Ethics & Integrity found that city officials showed poor
judgment and missed warning sides that would have prevented or caught Sunroad before it erected
a Montgomery Field-area office tower taller than the Federal Aviation Administration allowed.
But while Sanders tries to shore up the city's operations through the ongoing studies involved in the
BPR process, the meetings involving Sunroad appeared to be held on the fly.
By not using e-mail, Sanders appears comfortable with limiting his interaction with others and
allowing top aides to mediate the information he is given.
"The idea there is that he's going to select a really good group of advisors who will then filter the
world in a smart and relevant way got him," said David Schkade, a professor at the University of
California, San Diego's Rady School of Management. "With limited time and energy, this is bound to
be more relevant for the mayor."
In an interview, Sanders said he prefers not to use e-mail because he believes people use it to say
"inappropriate things" and because electronic messages can be taken out of context -- especially by
reporters who request them. Additionally, he thinks "people say things in e-mails they wouldn't say
in person."
The absence of that communication means access to Sanders is more difficult. As a result, the
advisors who are near him more frequently become more influential, experts said.
The practice is indicative of another strategy of Sanders, which is to allow the experts in his
administration to handle the intricacies of issues. The mayor has instead adopted a penchant for
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frequently holding press conferences and attending public events to champion the ideas of his
administration and other causes outside City Hall that he deems valuable to San Diego.
Sanders acknowledges that farming work out to aides on his behalf became problematic in at least
one point in his handling of Sunroad. He told reporters in June that a top l:!i.ruort executive was
brought over to the city to help improve the efficiency of operations at two municipal airports. But it
later surfaced that Sanders had signed and sent a letter in March to the San Diego County Regional
Airport Authority asking to borrow one of its executives, Ted Sexton, to work specifically on the
Sunroad dispute.
Sanders said later that he doesn't remember signing the letter and that it was prepared by an aide.
The gaffe set off a debate about the mayor's oversight of the issue and whether he was trying to cover
up the behind-the-scenes maneuvering of Sexton and others to accommodate the Sunroad building.
And when it came time to chart a strategy on Sunroad, the mayor chose the advice of Jim Waring,
the former businessman who until recently oversaw the city's land-use departments, over that of
politically minded Communications Director Fred Sainz.
The debate within the Sanders camp also illustrates the internal debate within his office between
aides whose value is in their political advice and those who are in charge of the day-to-day running
of the bureaucracy.
Political hands such as community and legislative services chief Kris Michell and Sainz, two former
aides to Mayor Susan Golding in the 1990s, provide Sanders with the strategy in selling his mayoral
agenda.
Sainz is portrayed in his interview summary as disagreeing with Waring, a former attorney and real
estate developer. Waring was part of a team that included several business and military leaders that
Sanders recruited into his administration for their knowledge of operating large organizations and
improving the efficiency and quality of the city government.
By following the advice Waring, the city allowed Sunroad to continue work on its building, despite
the warnings of outside agencies and City Attorney Mike Aguirre, and embarked on a path that
appeared to appease a campaign supporter's company rather than rein in a rogue developer.
"That was their political fear," Waring said in a recent interview. "If you look back on the effort we
made to come up with a solution, it's been mischaracterized as being pro-Sunroad and detrimental
to the city."
The path chartered by Waring was more complex than the one proposed by Sainz and more difficult
to explain publicly. Sainz told investigators he wanted to take a hard line against the Sunroad
project, which at 180 feet drew warnings from the FAA and the California Department of
Transportation that the Montgomery Field-area tower could be a hazard to nearby aircraft.
Sainz said that once the facts of the Sunroad dispute were realized, it was "clear in his mind that the
city had made a number of critical errors with respect to their part in the Sunroad project and
adopted the position that the City should accept and state their own errors and accept that part of
the responsibility," according to his interview summary. "Mr. Sainz advised that he and Mr. Waring
clearly differed in their opinion with respect on how to move forward."
Waring, on the other hand, said he was motivated to solve the problem separate from the lawsuit
Aguirre filed against Sunroad. By negotiating a solution that could settle the litigation and please the
FAA, the city could've dodged a possible $40 million liability that the company was seeking in a
lawsuit for approving the building at a height that was above the FAA's height limit.
The decision to seek a compromise was one Waring fought for until his last day on the job, Aug. 14.
Long after Sanders decided to press the developer to lower the building to 160 feet, Waring met with
Councilwoman Donna Frye to ask her to consider allowing portions of the building to remain above
the FAA's threshold. Waring was promptly forced out after his meeting with Frye was revealed.
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The move was the last remnant of a strategy that transformed into the first scandal of the Sanders
administration, and one that Sanders regrets.
"Jim gave me advice all the way through," Sanders said in a recent interview. "I didn't have to take
it, but I did."
To management experts apprised of the details, the dynamic in Sanders' office is typical of any
business or organization.
"Anytime you have multiple constituencies in your organization, there will inevitably be conflict,"
Schkade said. "The operations people versus the people looking at strategy is a very common conflict
in an organization."
The divide between advisors of a political ilk and the operational administrators was seen in another
corner of the office. Ronne Froman, the former Navy admiral who Sanders tapped as the chief
operating officer that would run the day-to-day workings of the city, told investigators that she shied
away from working on the Sunroad issue and was never formally briefed through reports, memos or
e-mails.
While assessments of the Sunroad situation were initially made within the city's development,
planning and air12ort agencies, which she oversaw, Froman said that once Sunroad became a
"political topic," her involvement became very limited, according to her interview summary. As the
second-highest ranking official in city government, Froman's participation in managing the
controversy was almost non existent.
"Ms. Froman again clarified the fact that her responsibilities demand she focus her attentions
completely on the day to day operations of the city government and not in any way on the political
side of any particular issue," according to her interview summary.
Froman left the administration in June, at the same time she was supposed to be conducting the
Sunroad report, handing off to the city's ethics office.
Please contact Evan McLaughlin directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or
send a letter to the editor.
Close Window
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San Jose Mercury News (California)
Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Business News
September 5, 2007 Wednesday

It's just like in the movies: Giese, Threets both thrilled to join Giants
BYLINE: Andrew Baggarly, San Jose Mercury News, Calif.
SECTION: SPORTS
LENGTH: 655 words
Sep. 5--DENVER -- The Giants' season might have turned sour, but don't tell Dan Giese or Erick Threets that these final
four weeks are meaningless.
The two pitchers traveled from Triple-A Fresno and spent their first day as full-fledged major leaguers Tuesday,
completing two story lines seemingly stolen from major motion pictures.
Threets was a composite of Nuke LaLoosh from "Bull Durham" and Rick Vaughn from "Major League" -- a hard
thrower whose wildness used to endanger fans sitting behind home plate.
And Giese, a 30-year-old in his ninth minor league season, had his movie moment after Fresno Manager Dan Rohn gave
him the happy news.
"You know in 'The Rookie' where the guy calls his wife?" Giese said. "That was me. I was bawling like a little kid."
Like the character based on real-life pitcher Jim Morris, Giese had given up on reaching the major leagues. He retired in
June 2005 to find a more stable income for his wife, Shannon, who was expecting the couple's first child.
Giese finished his business degree at the University of San Diego, got a job at a Honda dealership and discovered he
wasn't cut out to sell cars.
He sold five or six in two months . He couldn't close deals because he found himself talking people out of them.
"You've got a lot of young families, people in similar situations to me," he said. "You run their credit. You know what
they make."
But Giese continued to throw batting practice to minor leaguers over that winter. Like Morris, his arm felt good and the
hitters encouraged him to make a comeback. He returned to the Philadelphia Phillies system in '06, signed with the Giants
before this year and earned a promotion after a solid season at Fresno. He struck out 76 and walked just 10 in 73 1/3 innings.
After Fresno's season finale Monday, Giese stood in the shower and told himself he wouldn't be called up.
"I didn't want to be disappointed," he said.
He didn't know that the Giants nearly promoted him a few times earlier this season, Manager Bruce Bochy said.
"It was a good feeling to shake his hand and tell him congratulations," Bochy said.
--Threets' name should be familiar to Giants fans who have heard apocryphal accounts of his 104 mph fastball. The
Hayward native often reached triple digits after the Giants drafted him in 2000.
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But he was so wild over his first three pro seasons -- 140 walks, 37 wild pitches and 20 hit batters in 172 2/3 innings -that the organization couldn't keep him on the mound. Then he blew out a muscle in his left shoulder and missed the '04
season.
"Those (100 mph) days are long gone," Threets said, lament in his voice.
What does he throw now?
"Mid-90s, up to 97," he said.
That's why the Giants kept him on their 40-man roster, even when they needed space and had to sacrifice usable players
like Brian Burres (claimed by Baltimore) and Jon Coutlangus (claimed by Cincinnati).
Threets, 25, would have made his big league debut last September, but he injured a muscle in his back three days before
rosters expanded. He earned another chance after posting a 3 .46 ERA in 40 games at Fresno, including a 1.13 ERA over his
final 20 appearances.
"He's got a good slider and change to go with that big fastball," Bochy said.
Upon hearing the news, Threets called his parents' house in Livermore and every family member picked up a phone.
"That whole minor league process, that made me who I am," Threets said. "I had all the lumps and bumps, all the
injuries, confidence problems, control problems -- I had everything you could think of."
To see more of the San Jose Mercury News, or to subscribe to the newspaper, go to http://www.mercurynews.com.
Copyright (c) 2007, San Jose Mercury News, Calif. Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services. For reprints,
email tmsreprints@perrnissionsgroup.com, call 800-374-7985 or 847-635-6550, send a fax to 847-635-6968, or write to The
Permissions Group Inc., 1247 Milwaukee Ave., Suite 303, Glenview, IL 60025, USA.
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MBA SCHOOLS
Ranked by fall 2006 enroll ment of studen ts in San Diego County
Total fall
enrollmen t

Rank

(last year)

1
(1)

2
(2)

3
(3)

4
(5)

5

Number of
faculty as of
1V31/200 6:

Telephone

• 2005

Number of
spring 2007
students:

Fax
Toll-free number

• %change
(loss)

• Full-time
• Part-time

• Full-time
• Part-time

National University

(858) 628-8648
(858) 642-8726
(800) 628-8648

1,102
1,234
(11)

315
787

21
125

$18,018
$18,018

University of Phoenix

(858) 576-1287
(858) 576-0032
(800) 473-4346

779
801
(3)

781

NA

14
82

San Diego State University

(619) 594-8073
(619) 594-1863

700
640
9

310
379

223
168
33

• 2006
School

Address
Web site
11255 N. Torrey Pines Road, #202, La Jolla 92037
www.nu.edu
3890 Murphy Canyon Road, #100, San Diego 92123
www.phoenix.edu
5500 Campanile Drive, San Diego 92182
www.sdsu.edu/mba

<

Rady School of Management, UCSD
9500 Gilman Drive, MC 0093, La Jolla 92093
http://rady.ucsd.edu/

Univers~ of San Dl~o
5998 Aicai?ciritl SAIi Die§ 2I1o

_

• MBA school

2006-2007
tuition:

• Type of institution
• Resident
• Accredited by
• Nonresident

Major disciplines of study

director

Year

• Director of
admissions

established
locally

Private, four-year
nonprofit
W/ISC, IACBE

Management, marketing,
accounting, finance, alternative
dispute resolution, e-buslness,
taxation

Farhang
Mossavar-Rahmani
Dominick Giovannlello

1971

$13,693
$13,693

Private, four-year

Business education, technology,
health services

Michael Reilly
Kyan Flynn

1989

NCA

87
36

$3,758
$11,894

Public, four-year
AACSB

Finance, entrepreneurship,
accounting, mar1<eting,
management

Ken Marino
Shira Scott

1963

113
110

13
8

$23,190
$35,435

Public, nonprofit
W/ISC

Entrepreneurship, life sciences,
technology

Robert Sullivan
Margie Frazee

2003

18
201

74
30

$25,200
$25,200

Private, four-year
nonprofit
AACSB

Accounting, finance, International
business, leadership/management,
mar1<eting, real estate, supply chain
management

Denise Dimon
Kacy Kilner

1972

(619) 260-4158

219
224
(2)

NA

..

, --

:-.~:J

., . ,., , ~, 260-4524

(4)

www.sandlego.edu/buslness

6

Webster University

(858) 458-9310
(858) 458-0914

132
125
6

0
40

$6,825
$6,825

Private, four-year
nonprofit
NCA

Management, finance, human
resources, leadership, security,
procurement

John Bonosoro
Alex Yates

1980

132

Cal State San Marcos

(760) 750-4267
(760) 750-4263

80
105
(24)

52
28

22
0

$14,696
$36,392

Public, four-year
W/ISC

General management

Regina Eisenbach
Keith Butter

1995

Alliant International University

(858) 635-4886
(858) 635-4528

71
54
31

50
30

14
10

$14,650
$15,150

Private, two-year
WASC

Strategic management for
business, government and nonprofit
organizations

Fred Phillips
Louis Cruz

1952

Point Loma Nazarene University

(619) 563-2856
(619) 563-2898

35
29
21

35

$12,225
$12,225

Private, four-year
W/ISC

General program with
concentrations in corporate and
organization leadership

Bruce Schooling
Dejon Davis

2001

NA

8
6

(619) 683-2446
(619) 683-2448

25
32
(22)

na
na

0
13

$14,680
$14,680

Private, four-year
HLC, NCA

Finance, accounting, business,
management, mar1<eting

Madeleine Gervais
Brad Johnson

1998

(619) 284-9292
(619) 284-9525
(888) 999-9844

25
88
(72)

18

4
4

$12,848
$12,848

Private, four-year
nonprofit
W/ISC

Finance, information systems,
global business, geographic
Information systems

Pete Bergerin
Nancy Svenson

1985

NA

(7)

7
(6)

8
(10)

9
(11)

10
(8)

11
(9)

6480 Weathers Place, #102, San Diego 92121
www.webster.edu/sandiego
333 S. Twin Oaks Valley Road, San Marcos 92096
www.csusm .edu/mba
10455 Pomerado Road, San Diego 92131
www.alliant.edu

3900 Lomaland Drive, San Diego 92106
www.pointloma.edu/graduateadmissions.htm

Keller Graduate School of Management,
DeVry University
2655 Camino del Rio N., #201, San Diego 92108
www.keller.edu

University of Redlands

9040 Friars Road, #310, San Diego 92108
www.redlands.edu

including the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
The institutions on the list are accredited by various organization s,
Education (IACBE), North Central Association of Colleges and
Business (AACSB) , Internationa l Assembly of Collegiate Business
(WASC).
Schools (NCA), and Western Association of Schools and Colleges
wnd Would not disclose
na Not available

NA Not applic able

Fall enrollment figures are for San Diego County only. Full- time and
Notes: In case of a tie, schools are ranked in alphabetical order.
part-time status varies among different schools.
Source: The schools.
a school's size or numerical rank indicates its quality.
It is not the intent of this list to endorse the partici pants nor to imply
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Keith Ferrazzi at USO
The USO School of Business Ad
min istr atio n
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Keith Ferrazzi
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WEDNESDAY, SEP 12 - WORKSHOP
INTRODU CTION TO REAL E STATE

opportuniProfessionals who strive to increase their job performance, promotional
outwhich
program,
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from
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next
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career
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for Real
lines investments and development. Organization: Bu rnham Moores Center
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Conferen ce Center, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego
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• WEDNESDAY, Ocr 3 - WORKSHOP
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BREAKFAST WITH BRETT
CB Richard Ellis President and CEO
Brett White Is the featured speaker
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at the Sept 13 Breakfast
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event at.Jlm A
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THURSDAY, SEP. 13.- BREAKFAST MEETING
BREAKFAST AT THE BMC

Hear from t he leader of the worl d's premier, full-service commercial real
estate· services CQl1Jfl81)Y i;lt th is special breakfast meeting. Brett White,
President .and CEO-.Qf.. <;: B- Richard Ellis will speak, while Chris Pascale,
Senior Vice PtesideAt, ·CB Richard Ellis will moderate this unique opportunity to hear.fi"J:,r:n.0n~·of·the real estate industry's top executives how San
Diego is vrewed by mvestors nationally and globally in terms of its risks
and opportul'lilies : ~ ,Organization: USO/Burnham-Moores Center
••~ - state.com Cost: $100.00
, ,.
Information: (6 r 9) - B. Kroc Institute of Peace
When: Hours :· Z;:30
-,
92110
and Justice,;t;.SD.1
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Copley News Service
September 13, 2007 Thursday 3:40 AM EST

Law doesn't control way ball bounces
BYLINE: Tod Leonard
SECTION: SPORTS ROUNDUP
LENGTH: 1240 words
Golfer hits car.
Golfer hits house.
Golfer hits another golfer.
Tree hits Golfer.
Golfer brains innocent goose.
Does any of this sound like fun?
If golf is supposed to be this serene and rejuvenating walk in the park, why are there so many bizarre and unsettling
things that happen on the course?

Probably because you're putting what is essentially a metal weapon in everyone's hand and guaranteeing them almost
certain failure and extreme frustration when they try to hit a little white ball over hundreds of yards .
Throw in tract houses and busy roads just yards from the courses, and nature, human and otherwise, and there's a whole
lot worse than can happen than making a triple bogey.
Sometimes, the golf gods aren't the only ones laying judgment. Cops and judges and lawyers have to intervene, and that
is to the great fascination of John "Jack" H. Minan.
Minan, 64, is a 30-year professor of law at the University of San Diego and an avid golfer who plays most of his rounds
at Admiral Baker and Balboa Park. About eight years ago he began researching court cases involving golf, and though he was
waylaid by various career commitments, his 120-page book, "The Little Green Book of Golf Law," is now in print, expected
to be in stores later this month.
"This was a small project, but it's kind of taken on a life of its own," Minan said last week.
Minan has been pleasantly surprised by the positive feedback he's received, even before the book is on the shelves. One
major golf magazine already has called, and Minan is being asked to speak in front of major corporations.
It really should not be a surprise. We can all relate. Virtually every golfer has nervously watched an awful slice sail
toward a row of houses, waiting for the crash of a window - or worse, a blood-curdling scream. And Minan has done a
fantastic job with this very original effort, giving us 19 horrible and humorous cases we love to read about, and pray they
never happen to us.

Not all of the stories are about mishaps. One is about Tiger Woods trying to protect the use of his image, another
highlights the battle over the copying of famous golf holes at the Tour 18 courses in Texas. There's a story about an out-ofwork engineer who got slapped down by the IRS for trying to write off all of his golf, and a golfer who successfully sued a
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car dealership when he got a hole-in-one and a car - after the dealer forgot to take down his promotional sign.
But the best stories involve the frailties of golfers and those around them.
Minan is quick to point out that he's not trying to give out legal advice, but to entertain.
LOTS OF DAMAGE
A golf ball is hard enough to break stuff and injure people, and some of the most entertaining things happen when the
pill collides with something. At Dallas Athletic Country Club, Minan reports, three families bought homes adjacent to the
sixth hole, and Edward Maloufs Oldsmobile Cutlass, Harry Hollander's Porsche and C.M. Presley's Ford Mustang were
getting hammered with dents by wayward shots.
The course had a policy of sending the offending golfers to the house if they could be found, but often they scurried
away like rats, and so the trio sued the golf course, claiming the golf balls were trespassing. The court ruled against them,
noting that the balls didn't have much of a say in where they landed.
In Rhode Island, the property line of Eileen Hennessey's condo was only 14 feet from the edge of the 14th fairway of
Louisquisset Golf Club. She claimed balls peppered her home at least 10 times a day . But one September day, she got beaned
in the head while out smelling her flowers . The culprit: the club's assistant pro, Michael Pyne.
Imagine Pyne's embarrassment when she sued him for assault and battery. Rhode Island's Supreme Court rejected her
claim, but Minan concludes, "I'm reasonably confident that she never took golf lessons from Michael."
Friends, unfortunately, sometimes nail friends with their ball, and that's what happened to Gerald Zuria in Florida. He
was walking back to his cart when his buddy and neophyte golfer, Victor Hyde!, finally caught a shot flush and drilled Zuria
in the head, which injured him, but not seriously.
Zuria sued Hyde) for golfing negligence, but Hyde! countered that injury is common and foreseeable on the course, and
that he didn't mean to hit his (now-ex) friend.
The case got bogged down in legal wranglings, but Minan cites other rulings that have basically determined that as long
as you're not intentionally trying to hit somebody or playing recklessly, you're probably off the hook. And oh by the way,
yelling "Fore!" can always help your case.
OUT ON A LIMB
One ofMinan's favorites is a 1996 case involving Oaks North, the executive course in San Diego. Stanley Kurash was
playing the ninth hole on the North Course near the driving range when he heard a loud "crack!" He thought it was a ball
corning from the range, but then he heard a second crack, and a tree limb 12 inches in diameter came crashing down on him.
Kurash was trapped under the limb, and his playing partner had to extricate him. He suffered a broken nose and rib, and
while the 74-year-old sued J.C. Resorts, claiming it had been negligent in not trimming the tree, Kurash's wife, Naomi, also
sued, claiming her husband had lost sexual function because of the accident.
J.C. Resorts argued that it kept the branches thick in order to protect golfers from errant balls, and as for Stanley's sex
life, it was suggested that maybe Stanley, given his age, had been suffering sexual dysfunction before he got clobbered.
The Kurashes won. Stanley got $55,000 for his injuries, and Naomi received $5,000 for loss of consortium.
TEMPER, TEMPER
In fits of anger, there are club breakers and club throwers, but when Terry Pupus had a meltdown on a Maui course in
1997, he sadly went to the extreme. Miffed by his tee shot on the 16th hole, Pupus attacked a Nene goose, the state bird of
Hawaii. He beat it to death, said a witness, by taking several "Jose Canseco-style" swings with his Big Bertha driver.
Pupus was arrested, charged with cruelty to an animal, and convicted. He was fined $4,000, given a year of probation,
and though the court didn't demand all his golf clubs, it did take away the murder weapon, his driver.
And for those who pound a few beers or cocktails at the 19th hole, Minan offers a cautionary tale.
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Iowa golfer Walter Olson gulped down at least 12 beers at the local club, and when he stumbled out to the parking lot to
leave, he couldn't find his clubs. He confronted a pro shop employee, Edward Dolan, who said he didn't know where the
clubs were.
An irate Olson attacked Dolan, pulled his coat over his head and punched him enough to injure him.
Then - d'oh! - Olson realized he'd already put his clubs in the trunk, before his 12 beers.
Unfortunately, justice wasn't served in this one. A jury awarded Dolan $70,000, but Olson filed bankruptcy. And when
Dolan eventually sued Olson's insurance company, State Farm, the Iowa Supreme Court ruled that it couldn't side with the
plaintiff because the lower courts had not determined that Olson's attack was intentional, because he was so drunk. State
Farm's policy precluded it paying damages suffered when the act was intentional.
"We are not inclined," the court said, "to create a situation where the more drunk an insured can prove himself to be, the
more likely he will have insurance coverage."
Visit Copley News Service at www.copleynews.com.
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Pets can be included in protective orde
By Jeff McDonald
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

September 19, 2007

SAN DIEGO - Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger signed a bill last week givi
court orders protecting victims of domestic violence.

ges authority to include pets in

For Sarah Speed and other current and former students at the University of San Diego, the new law does
more than protect animals. It is the culmination of months of advocacy work born out of a passion for
animals.
"The change in the law is very simple," said Speed, who graduated from USD law school this spring and is
waiting to find out if she passed the California bar exam. "Yet it could mean the wortd to a person who is torn
between the desire to leave the abuser and protect herself and the safety of a beloved animal."
Speed began lobbying for the legislation after lawmakers in Maine passed a similar bill. She worked with
students in the school's nonprofit leadership program who were studying advocacy campaigns. Together
they built a coalition that resulted in the bill's introduction this year.
"I'm absolutely thrilled," Speed said.
Another project from the same class also resulted in a bill being passed by the state Legislature. It would
create a registry of abusive group-home employees so they could not migrate from home to home.
The bill is now on Schwarzenegger's desk awaiting his signature or veto - and students in the class continue
to lobby him to sign it.
"We're not sitting waiting for magic to happen," said Maureen Carasiti, executive director of the Noah
Homes group homes in Spring Valley and the USD student who started the registry campaign.
"We're reminding the governor of the importance of this issue. It stands to touch many lives of folks with
developmental disabilities in California."
Schwarzenegger has until Oct. 12 to sign or reject hundreds of bills now under his consideration. He has not
taken a public position on the group-home worker registry plan.
-.Jeff McDonald: (619) 542-4585: jeff.mcdonald@uniontr ib.com

(

Find this article at:
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More North County news

Teachers schooled on court's role
Program focuses on judicial system
By Jose Luis Jimenez
UNION-TRIBUNE STAFF WRITER

September 23, 2007

SAN MARCOS - The story of the woman who won millions in a lawsuit against McDonald's after spilling
coffee on her lap is a popular example of a jury system gone haywire.
Superior Court Judge Richard G. Cline has a different take.
Cline argues that the case prompted McDonald's and other coffee sellers to serve their java at drinkable
temperatures that won't cause injury if spilled. It also led to those ubiquitous sleeves around coffee cups
designed to protect hands from hot beverages.
So when someone compares jury duty with a dentist's drill, Cline presents the McDonald's coffee case as
Exhibit A - to make his point that being a juror is more than weighing guilt or innocence. A verdict can
reverberate across the country and protect fellow Americans, he says.
To help spread that message to the next generation, the local courts teamed with California State University
San Marcos to educate elementary, middle and junior high school teachers about the importance of courts to
the republic.
Called the On My Honor Institute, the program brought 25 teachers from across the state to the North
County campus last month to learn about the criminal justice system.
Over four days, the group heard speeches from judges, detectives and lawyers explaining the ins-and-outs of
the system. They also received tips from other teachers on how to get youngsters interested in the subject.
Key lessons were given in role-playing sessions, with the educators acting as prosecutors, defense attorneys
and even juvenile defendants. The purpose was for the teachers to understand the crucial role of each
individual in the justice system.
"Students don't realize that the courts are how adults decide their sandbox squabbles," Cline said in an
interview, explaining the inspiration for the institute. "You can change laws and corporate practices by going
and serving as a juror."
Mark Adams, a junior high school history teacher from Modesto, called the institute a "real eye-opener."
Adams had found it difficult to get youngsters who are more interested in MySpace and text-messaging to
understand how the judicial system affects them. Now that he has a better understanding of the subject,
Adams believes he can reach his students.
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''I'm teaching seventh-and eight-graders, and they don't know what a jury is and how it works," Adams said.
"My goal this year is to make the kids realize they are the country and they need to be involved. The
government is given power by them ."
The institute started last year when Cline approached the university offering the legal community's services
to help spread the importance of the judiciary branch of government. The jurist was teamed with Fran
Chadwick, a professor in the College of Education, and they founded the institute.
Last year
organize

rogram enrolled only San Diego County teachers. Word spread quickly across the state, so
ed all California teachers .

"Socials
math tes
civics."

in many districts has been deleted from curriculums because of the emphasis on reading and
s," Chadwick said. "We want them to be motivated and create exciting new ways to teach

own that in a time-strapped society, people are becoming less inclined to serve on juries, said
eth, a professor of public interest law at the University of San Diego._
Other studies find that once people sit through a trial, most leave with a positive impression .
"It's a pain. It takes away from your time, " Fellmeth said. "But once they go through it, they say they would
serve again."
Fellmeth agrees that the jury system is a crucial component of our democracy. In a country where everyone
is presented as equal under the law, it is up to jurors to reinforce that core value, Fellmeth said.
The actions of 12 random individuals in reaching a consensus of guilt or innocence prevents the judicial
system from becoming corrupted with favoritism for the rich and powerful, he said. In countries without
juries, the defendant's social status is as crucial as the evidence against him or her, Fellmeth said.
"The juries are brought in to judge the highest and the mightiest in this country, " Fellmeth said. "It is a form
of citizen empowerment, and it is crucial for a democracy."

-.Jose Jimenez: (760) 737-7568; jose.jimenez@uniontrib.com

Find this article at:
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USO grad's bill signed into law

✓

)
t
A bill initiated by a former University of San Diego
~ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
signed by Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger 'Tuesday.
The measure, which allows victims of domestic violence to add pets
under the protection of restraining orders, was led by Sarah Speed, a former intern at USD School of Law's Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL)
and a self-proclaimed "animal nut."
The bill allows that when a victim of domestic violence decides to leave
their abuser, they can apply for a temporary restraining order, which would
force the abuser to stay away from the victim, the children and the animals.
In the past, abuse victim's animals were only under the protection of the
restraining order if they were near the victim, which is often impossible as
·
domestic violence shelters do not accept animals.
Research by Speed revealed a high correlation between domestic violence and animal abuse. Studies have shown that very few people are more
attached to their pets than victims of domestic violence. "The change in the
law is very simple," Speed said. "Yet, it could mean the world to a person
who is torn between the desire to leave the abuser and protect herself and
the safety of a beloved animal." Source Code: 20070912czh
By Daily Thmscript staifwritss
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Schwarzenegger may have pushed for General Motors to get lucrative state
contract: The governor has strong financial ties to automaker
BYLINE: Kimberly Kindy, San Jose Mercury News, Calif.
SECTION: STATE AND REGIONAL NEWS
LENGTH: 1874 words

Sep. 22--SACRAMENTO -- Despite state laws that require government officials to seek competitive bids on large
purchases, internal documents reveal that state officials held a series of private meetings with General Motors during which
they agreed to buy "flex-fuel" vehicles from the automaker -- a month before a bid for such vehicles was ever issued.
Various e-mails, memos and documents obtained by the Mercury News show that the meetings took place over five
months and culminated with state officials signing a Memorandum of Understanding with GM for what was then a small
pilot project of 50 to 100 vehicles. No other automaker was offered a chance at the deal.
Soon after, the state solicited bids to buy an entire fleet of flex-fuel vehicles designed to run on high-grade ethanol.
General Motors dealerships won all of the contracts for what was ultimately 1,300 cars and trucks and $17 million in sales,
because they were the only automaker that met the state's qualifications.
Legal experts said the sequence of events -- and especially the no-bid pilot project -- appear to run afoul of state contract
laws, which are designed to ensure fairness and that taxpayers get the best deal for their money.
"The law is fairly clear in this area. Competitive bidding has to be in good faith. That means you don't have agreements
like this arranged ahead of time," said Robert Fellmeth, director of the Center for Public Interest Law at the lJ niversity of
San Diego.
State officials insist they followed the law, but e-mails indicate that several key players expressed concern at the time
about the appearance of wrongdoing.
The new questions about the bidding process only reinforce concerns about the purchase that have been bubbling since
July, when the Mercury News first reported that the alternative fuel fleet was running exclusively on standard gasoline
because high-grade ethanol has never been widely available in California. The paper also reported that only GM vehicles -Chevy Impalas and Silverados -- qualified to be purchased for the fleet.
But the new documents, provided by the state in response to a public records request, add considerably to the picture.
They show that the flex-fuel deal came about only after a state policy that prohibited the purchase was eliminated at the lastminute. Soon after, the fleet contract was modified to add flex-fuel vehicles. An e-mail obtained by the Mercury News shows
that just days before that modification was made, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger appeared to be pushing for it.
Schwarzenegger has long-time ties to GM, having served as spokesman for the Hummer, and has also received millions
in contributions from the company to his charitable and political causes, far more than other automakers.
"This is a unique situation," said Sen. Dean Florez, D-Bakersfield, who has launched a legislative investigation into the
contract, "where the governor had a pre-existing financial relationship with a company that still heavily supports him and
who appears to have earned a sole-source contract."
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Schwarzenegger's spokespeople have said repeatedly that neither the governor nor members of his office played any role
in shaping the contract. GM officials also maintain the process was above board.
A state Senate committee led by Florez is demanding that officials from the governor's office appear at a Tuesday
hearing to answer questions in connection with the purchase -- a demand they are so far resisting.
The twisting turn of events that culminated in the deal began back in September 2005, when state officials sat down with
GM to talk about how to make flex-fuel vehicles part of the state's fleet.
It was a tricky proposition because the state actually had a policy in place, dating back to 2002, that prohibited
purchasing the vehicles because the fuel is not widely available. But e-mails and documents suggest that state officials -including, it appears, the governor -- were set on buying flex-fuel vehicles, anyway.
Initially, the effort proceeded on two tracks. There were the private meetings with GM about the smaller pilot project,
begun initially at the request of the automaker. And there were separate discussions within the state's Department of General
Services -- which oversees the state's vehicle purchases -- about a larger contract that eventually came to include flex-fuel
vehicles .
Alan Lloyd, Secretary of the California Environmental Protection Agency at the time, was an architect of the pilot
project. He said all along that the goal was to move flex-fuel vehicles into the state fleet -- not to limit it to a small effort. It's
unclear to what extent General Services knew about the commitments made in those meetings.
"The idea was always to go bigger," Lloyd said in an interview. "We were looking at the Department of General
Services because they were responsible for the fleets. If they were going to start buying some more of the vehicles, we
thought the pilot project was a great way to kick start it."
Lloyd, who was part of Schwarzenegger's cabinet, said he did not intend to help GM get an exclusive contract.
However, he also concedes that no other automaker was invited to the meetings in fall 2005, which he organized with GM.
General Services officials, however, said they were working on plans to purchase flex-fuel vehicles before they ever
heard of GM's meetings with state officials on the same topic.
They point to a June 2005 memo that shows state fleet managers recommended the move back to flex-fuel to upper
management, mostly because the vehicles would soon be widely available even though the ethanol blend -- E85 -- would not
yet be sold in California.
However, it is clear there was, at least initially, no consensus in the department. An e-mail three months later -- from
General Services manager Rick Slama -- showed he planned to re-issue the policy that banned the purchase of the flex-fuel
vehicles. He was stopped by the former director of the department, Ron Joseph, but expressed confusion as to why.
Joseph, who retired last year, could not be reached for comment.
What is clear is that by the next month, October, the department was ready to move ahead. On Oct. 7, 2005, state
contracting manager Rita Hamilton said the ethanol-fueled vehicles needed to be added to the state lineup, "per the
Governors (sic) request."
A mere six days later, the contract specifications were altered for a large planned purchase, adding flex-fuel vehicles to
the mix. And two months after that, the policy that had prohibited the state from purchasing flex-fuel vehicles -- the one
Slama was going to renew -- was reversed.
Despite the language of Hamilton's e-mail, Schwarzenegger spokesman Aaron Mclear insisted that no one from the
governor's office contacted her or anyone else in the state's Department of General Services.
"The governor's office never instructed the Department of General Services to add flex-fuel to the procurement for the
fleet," said Mclear. "The governor previously expressed his desire to have the state fleet be made more green -- that's no
secret... .but he never contacted General Services about flex-fuel vehicles."
Hamilton declined comment about the e-mail she sent to several officials in General Services' upper management.
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General Services officials also said nothing improper happened. They said the bid specifications were altered, in part, to
allow CalTrans to use the vehicles acquired for the pilot project. Those vehicles typically have run on E85 that flows from
two pumps built by the state exclusively for the project.
"It's our job to make sure state departments are able to purchase vehicles that they need," said Will Semmes, the
department's Chief Deputy Director. "Otherwise we become the problem."
At the time, General Motors was the only car manufacturer certified with the California Air Resources Board to sell
flex-fuel vehicles in the state. As a result, only GM dealers were able to bid on the flex-fuel portion of the vehicle contract.
Other automakers had not gone through the lengthy certification process, in part, if not entirely, because of the then-state
policy that prohibited the purchase of flex-fuel vehicles.
Ford Motor Company, American Honda Motor Co. and several other auto manufacturers declined comment on the way
the contract was handled. Several said they were concerned their remarks would prevent them from landing future fleet
contracts.
While officials today uniformly express confidence in the legality of the state flex-fuel purchases, that was not the case
in the fall of 2005 . By then, a copy of the Memorandum of Understanding for the pilot project had been given to the
Department of General Services, sparking a flurry of e-mails among employees worried that it might appear the fix was in for
GM.
In a Dec. 14, 2005 e-mail to a state Air Resources Board official, Slama, the General Services manager, said the
department's own legal counsel had concerns with the "language of the MOU and its implications" adding that two
Schwarzenegger officials were also concerned that the agreement had the "appearance of this being a noncompetitive (sic)
bid project."
The Schwarzenegger officials were department director Joseph and Rob Cook, who served as a deputy director with
General Services. Both were appointed to their posts by the governor.
The concerns only grew when a GM press release begin to circulate in state offices touting the pilot project. Records
show a department spokesman protested that the department was in charge of such buys and should make them through the
competitive bidding process as required by law.
"As the state agency responsible for maintaining the integrity of the procurement process, DGS cannot concur that this is
an approved press release," wrote Matt Bender, a former spokesman with General Services in a Dec. 27, 2005 e-mail. "This
press release appears to create the impression that the outcome of a solicitation currently in process has been preordained."
The GM press release went out anyway, one month before competitive bidding began . And the agreement the state made
with GM for the pilot project was honored. In the end, however, the vehicles used in the project were purchased by General
Services under the terms of the broader fleet contract.
At his Tuesday hearing, Senator Florez hopes to further dissect the deal.
"They seem to have circumvented bidding laws and California contract procedures and they were very successful at it,"
Florez said. "This contract should have been done in the light of day. We plan to force it out into the light."
If the Senate hearing turns up evidence of possible wrongdoing, the Attorney General could launch a criminal
investigation. Violating state contract laws is punishable by fines and even prison time.

Contact Kimberly Kindy at kkindy@mercurynews.com or (916) 325-4314.
To see more of the San Jose Mercury News, or to subscribe to the newspaper, go to http://www.mercurynews.com.
Copyright (c) 2007, San Jose Mercury News, Calif. Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services. For reprints,
email trnsreprints@perrnissionsgroup.com, call 800-374-7985 or 847-635-6550, send a fax to 847-635-6968, or write to The
Permissions Group Inc., 1247 Milwaukee Ave., Suite 303 , Glenview, IL 60025, USA.
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Judge pushes San Diego diocese to settle
By ALLISON HOFFMAN Associated Press Writer
News Fuze
Article Launched:09/06/2007 12:42 :48 AM PDT

SAN DIEGO-When the Roman Catholic Diocese of San Diego filed for bankruptcy six months ago , it hoped to find
shelter from potentially embarrassing and costly lawsuits from people claiming they were sexually abused by priests.
Instead, the church opened itself up to an unprecedented public examination of its financial affairs and to withering
criticism from a judge.
U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Louise DeCarl Adler has used her authority to interrogate church staff, order audits and , in the
most recent blow, return individual cases to state court control for immediate trials.
Now Adler is considering throwing out the whole case-a move that would leave the diocese where it was in February,
with little choice but to settle or risk going to trial.
Mediation proceedings were to continue Thursday before a federal magistrate judge, and Adler delayed a hearing until
Tuesday on the dismissal to allow for more negotiations.
"It's like sitting holding a candle on a pile of dynamite," said Richard Sipe, a former Benedictine monk who has written
extensively on church abuse. "The question is how to blow the candle out."
San Diego was the fifth U.S. diocese to seek bankruptcy protection, and with nearly 1 million Catholics, it was by far the
largest and wealthiest. The decision automatically suspended civil trials and at least temporarily shielded the church from
testimony about what officials knew about the abuse.
At the time , Bishop Robert Brom told parishioners he believed bankruptcy court would be a neutral venue to reach a
settlement that would fairly compensate about 150 alleged victims but leave church assets intact.
It has proven to be a noisy forum . Attorneys for people claiming abuse have repeatedly accused th
shopping and abusing the bankruptcy process. In return, church attorneys have claimed they're bei
greedy lawyers.
Adler, an experienced bankruptcy judge, has been a stern taskmaster. She has chastised the chur
"Byzantine" records and commented that the diocese had more accounts than billion-dollar corpor
before her.
Last month , she rebuked the church for undervaluing real-estate holdings and failing to disclose fa
said federal statutes would allow the case to be dismissed on grounds of "gross mismanagement"
"unexcused failure" in financial reporting.

aintaining
at have come

diocese's

"This case has been unusual in that she's gotten madder than she usually gets," said Shaun Martin, a San Djego
University law proffl.acor. "By reputation , she's not always mean but she's definitely no shrinking violet:'
Adler has now pushed the diocese into a corner. Church officials have proposed settling for $95 million and setting aside
an additional $3 million to resolve future claims.
Plaintiffs' attorneys, using other settlements in California as a benchmark, are seeking closer to $200 million.
The Los Angeles Archdiocese settled 508 cases for $660 million in July, two days before jury selection was scheduled to
begin involving 172 abuse claimants. At the time, Los Angeles Cardinal Roger Mahony said he was hoping for a
settlement in San Diego.
"I told Bishop Brom recently, I said, 'It's my hope that both us and you will have this over with by Labor Day,"' Mahony
said.
The Orange County diocese settled 90 claims for $100 million in 2004 after a judge promised to move toward trial if
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settlement talks collapsed . Bishop Tod D. Brown later said he couldn't risk a trial in a state where a jury once awarded $30
million to two clergy abuse victims .
Bankruptcy proceedings led to fights in Portland, Ore., Spokane, Wash .; and Tucson, Ariz. But all emerged from Chapter
11 with settlements ranging from $20 million in Tucson to $75 million in Portland.
In those dioceses, experts say, the plaintiffs and church lawyers managed to work together in a way that has been absent
so far in San Diego.
"I think this is the worst," said David Skeel , a law professor at the University of Pennsylvania who has followed the church
bankruptcies. "If it remains as ugly as it obviously is, it could be a really nasty process."

On the Net:
San Diego Roman Catholic Diocese: http://www.diocese-sdiego.org
Survivors Network of those Abused by Priests: http://www.snapnetwork.org
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SAN DIEGO CLIPPING
Uptown Examiner
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Gabriela Salazar Bums, a San Diego
resident and a cum laude graduate of ~ - - - - - - - -....
USO-School of Law, has been named
associate of the Fisher & Phillips law fi
office in Irvine. Before joining the finn,
Salazar Bums was a litigation associate at
Cozen O'Connor, where she originally
began as a summer associate during her law
school years. She is a native of Lima, Pe,
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Daily Business Report
September 27, 2007

LEGAL
Five attorneys in the San Diego office of Gordon & Rees have been promoted to partner. Daniel
Bodell is a member of environmental/toxic tort practice group. He received his law degree from USD
,,School of La!l'..,in 2000. Kimberly Howatt is a member of the commercial litigation and intellectual
property practice groups. She received her law degree from USD School of Law in 1998. Brian
Ledger is a member of the environmental/toxic tort practice groups. He rrece1vea his law degree from
the University of Michigan in 1991. Kristin Reyna is a member of the environmental/toxic tort
practice group and received her law degree from Tulane University School of Law in 2000. James
Ryan is a member of the real estate/business transactions practice group. He received his law degree
from UCLA in 1993 .
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Sharon Cheever to Become Pacific Life's Next General Counsel
David Carmichael to Retire at the End of 2007 after 30 Years of Service, 15
Counsel
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Sharon Cheever to
become Pacific Life's next
General Counsel effective
1/1/08 (Photo: Business
Wire)

Dave Carmichael to retire
at end of year after 15
years as General Counsel
at Pacific Life (Photo:
Business Wire)

NEWPORT BEACH, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Pac
Company's President and CEO James T. Morris has
Sharon Cheever will become Pacific Life's next Gene
January 1, 2008. She will succeed David Carmichael,
serving Pacific Life for 30 years, with the last 15 years
Counsel.

Insurance
need that
nsel effective
retiring after
neral

A graduate of San Diego State University and the U_niversity of San DiegQ..
School of Law. Ms. Cheever was an associate witli the law firm of
O'Melveny & Myers prior to joining Pacific Life in 1986. During her 21year career with Pacific Life, Ms. Cheever has been involved in varied
aspects of the company's business, including acquisitions and
dispositions, securities investments and workouts, strategic initiatives ,
and investment product implementations . Her past achievements include
legal oversight for the formation of PIMCO Advisors LP, the sale of
PIMCO Advisors LP to Allianz, and the acquisition of Aviation Capital
Group.
"Sharon possesses the knowledge and understanding of the key legal
issues our company faces on a daily basis," said Jim Morris, president
and CEO of Pacific Life. "I look forward to working with her more closely
as Pacific Life continues to grow."
As General Counsel for the past 15 years, Mr. Carmichael has overseen
the legal aspects of every business matter and transaction during a
period of unprecedented growth . During the 1990s, he was part of major
transactions that resulted in Pacific Life's rapid gain in assets under
management, including the acquisition of First Capital Life and the
formation of PIMCO Advisors LP. He guided Pacific Life in the transition
from mutual company to a mutual holding company structure in 1997, and
oversaw the redomiciling of Pacific Life from California to Nebraska in
2005.

"Dave has been a key advisor to Pacific Life's management and board of
directors, and has represented the company in leadership roles in several
state and national industry organizations," said Jim Morris. "He has done an extraordinary job for
Pacific Life and I wish him a rewarding and relaxing retirement."
Founded in 1868, Pacific Life provides insurance products, annuities, and mutual funds, and offers a
variety of investment products and services to individuals, businesses, and pension plans.1 Pacific Life
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counts more than half of the 50 largest U.S. companies as clients 2 and is a member of the Insurance
Marketplace Standards Association (IMSA), whose membership promotes high ethical standards for
the sale of individual life insurance and annuities. For additional information about Pacific Life,
including its current financial strength ratings from A.M . Best, Fitch Ratings, Standard & Poor's, and
Moody's, visit www.PacificLife.com.
1

Product features and availability vary by state.

2

Data compiled by Pacific Life using the FORTUNE 500® list as of April 2007 .
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Tennyson Oyler, 949-219-3248
TOyler@PacificLife.com
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SAN DIEGO CLIPPING
Uptown Examiner
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Sanr_;I)iego Cou nty Sch ools In Con strn ctio n Fre nzy
re
Billio ns of dollar s are being spent on the region s educa tion infras tructu
By Timothy J. McClain
an Diego County is awash in billions of
dollars of new school construction projects, from private and charter schools to
public schools, both new and improved. and
universities undergoing major expansions.
Doug Barnhart, the president of Barnhart
Inc. and perhaps the busiest school builder in
the state, says the boom is thanks to the public 's ongoing support for the physical
improvements California 's educatioAal system needs to stay competitive in a world
economy. This fall alone, Barnhart's finn
will finish seven school projects in San
Diego County worth a combined $286.5 million. They range from the $JOI million
Lincoln High School that is San Diego's
most significant urban education investment

S

in decades to a $26 million parking structure
atUCSD.
'The voters in California over the last
few years have made a conscious effort to
address the deficient infrastructure in its public schools," Barnhart says. ''They have
passed bonds both at the state level and the
local level, and have provided the money
necessary to correct that deficiency."
Bob Nicholson, an executive with the San
Diego County Office of Education, has been
involved with school construction for 14
years. San Diegans, he says, have always
been generous with local school measures.
What is different today, says the senior director of facility planning services, is the billions of dollars of matched funding being put
up by the state.

Locally, Nicholson says county pubiic
schools have about $1.2 billion invested in
ongoing construct ion projects, with that
amount roughly matched by state funds.
Over the next three to five years, he expects
another $3 ·billion in local money to · go
toward education projects, again being
roughly matched by state spending.
The outlay is spread thrtmghout the county. Nicholson notes the Sweetwater Union
High School District has $600 million to
improve South County schools. Another
$200 million program is taking place in the
Escondido region and $160 million in East
County. The sizes of the projects are all over
the board, from $1 million to $200 million,
and range from new schools to replacing
stt CONSTRUCTION FRENZY Page 2
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dents inexorably rise, UCSD continues to
those that, in some cases, are 75 to 80 years build classroom and recreation space to nurture the students' ambitions and parking
old.
amhart Inc. will comneeds. This m
conthe
riding
are
also
Private schools
e $31 million, 1,406constru
plete
Nativity
include
Examples
wave.
struction
g Structure while Ace
Prep Academy, a college-prep middle school space Hop
850,000 in lighting for
in San Diego's Stockton neighborhood Electric fi
during this school year
r
where Pacific Cornerstone Architects is
a $77 million
receive
ill
designing, pro bono, an 8,000-square-foot
re-foot
172,800-squa
a
of
nn
to
expansion that will allow enrollment
renova-foot
62,500-square
a
late
In
students.
90
to
increase 50 percent
Mortenson
by
August, Santaluz Montessori school cut the tion,
on.
ribbon on its new eight-classroom campus Cons
At USO, a formal dedication takes
just north of State Route 56 that will serve
place Ocr."'1o for the 80,000-squar e-foot,
students from 18 months to 6 years of age.
The region's colleges and universities $36 million School of Leadership and
also are overseeing major construction pro- Education Sciences. The structure
includes 15 classrooms, a 200-seat auditograms, with no end in sight.
a 60-seat executive training classrium,
is
University
National
San Diego-based
wrapping up a slew of expansions through- room, underground parking and a terrace
out California in places · iike Camarillo, cafe. It was built by Rudolph and Sletten.
In the spring, USO will break ground on a
Ontario and Los Angeles.
National this year will complete a $25 55,000-squar e-foot, $28 million Student
million technology center at its Spectrum Life Pavilion next to the existing Hahn
Business Park campus. The project was built. University Center.
In the not so distant future is SDSU's
by Roel Construction. Carter says quality
to build faculty and staff affordable
plans
are
technology
modem
with
classrooms
necessary to attract 'good students. "Our housing on 32 acres of its property. While
average student is a working adult and they the master plan remains to be finalized, in
are very serious about their education," he addition to 172 off-site homes, it would
include new on-campus housing for 3,000
says.
With its 3,000-student enrollment, Point students. By 2025, the university expects to
Loma Nazarene University is a small univer- own or manage housing for nearly 10,000
sity. But building continues there too. Under students.
Barnhart, the tiber school contractor, says
construction is Smee Hall, the future home
of the School of Theology and Christian of the state's investment in schools, "I used
to think it would kind of end in 2015." Now
Ministry.
As the SAT scores of its incoming stu- he sees it continuing for years. ❖
CONSTllUCTION FRENZY from Pagt I
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Daily Business Report
September 25, 2007

EDUCATION

U SD's School of Leadership and Education Sciences (SOLES) will hold a formal dedication
ceremony on Oct. 20 for Mother Rosalie 8111 Hall, ifs new 80,000-square-foot, $36 million education
technology building. The building is named after one of the university's founders , Mother Rosalie
Hill. It has 15 classrooms, a 188-seat auditorium, a 60-seat executive training classroom, underground
parking, an 800-square foot instructional resource center, a 2,000-square-foot reading room and a
terrace cafe. The SOLES program has grown from 15 to 40 faculty members and from less than 500 to
almost 1,000 students over the past decade. The new facility will allow for expansion of the school's
distance learning programs, including work with Los Angeles-based John Tracy Clinic to train
teachers of the deaf and hard of hearing. ·'It is my hope that this building will allow our students, most
of whom are part-time and lead very busy lives, to experience their graduate program, rather than
drive through it," says SOLES Dean Paula Cordeiro. ·'Graduate education should be a time to step
back and reflect on what one is learning. A graduate education should be a transfonnative
experience."

1
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Looking for some staying power;
School district seeks long-term leader
BYLINE: Helen Gao, STAFF WRITER
SECTION: LOCAL; Pg. B-1
LENGTH: 599 words
DATELINE: SAN DIEGO
SAN DIEGO -- Alan Bersin was a hard-charging superintendent who administered the equivalent of shock treatment to
the San Diego public education system. His successor, Carl Cohn, came into the city school district as a healer of strained
employee relations .
The two have been described as polar opposites in temperament and management style.
As the San Diego Unified School District embarks on its third search for a chief in a decade, officials, parents and
community members are pondering what sort of leader the next superintendent should be.
So far, the consensus is someone who will stay for more than a few years and who has the passion and the drive to run a
complex educational system that is the second-largest in the state.
Some suggest the next superintendent should combine the best attributes ofBersin and Cohn. Bersin was known for his
intense focus on professional development as a way to improve student achievement. Cohn was praised for his people skills
but criticized for lacking a focused plan to move the district forward .
Cohn, who said Wednesday that he'll step down Dec. 31, is quitting 18 months before his contract ends. Two years into
his tenure and just shy of turning 62, he cited a lack of energy and enthusiasm to continue.
"We are looking for people with passion, heart and vision," school board trustee Katherine Nakamura said.
Paula Cordeiro, dean of the School of Leadership and Education Sciences at the University of San Diego, echoed
Nakamura's sentiment, adding that the district should stay away from candidates at the end of their careers.
Cordeiro, whose school trains teachers and administrators, said the ideal candidate would commit to staying a minimum
of five years. That's important, she said, because it takes up to seven years to solidify reforms in a large urban district.
"The only way you can develop trust is you know over time people are there to support you," she said. "If they are not
there long enough, how can you develop trust?"
Cordeiro also said the next superintendent must have "a theory of action" to advance student achievement.
Dorothy Leonard, who serves on the district's bond oversight committee and has been involved in education matters
since the 1960s, yearns for a return to an era when school leaders had staying power.
Tom Payzant served as San Diego Unified's superintendent for 11 years, from 1982 to 1993. His predecessor, Thomas
Goodman, also lasted 11 years. Bersin lasted seven years.
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"It's unsettling for the district used to having long-term superintendents to have the quick turnovers," Leonard said.
/

Candidates are widely expected to line up for the job because of the district's stature. San Diego Unified, the nation's
eighth-largest district, serves about 130,000 students and employs more than 15,000 people. It has more than 250 schools and
administrative facilities . Its prominence makes it an attractive place.
"Who would not want to be associated with a big district like this?" said trustee Mitz Lee, who added that she's looking
for a decisive leader driven by a sense of urgency to help struggling students.
Bill Attea, the headhunter who's working with the district on the superintendent search, agreed that there won't be a
shortage of candidates. Cohn was among 48 applicants when he was hired.
Attea is scheduled to start meeting with board members Oct. 18 to establish the search criteria. He said how fast the
district can secure a replacement will depend largely on board members' availability to interview candidates.
With Thanksgiving and Christmas on the horizon, there might be scheduling difficulties.
LOAD-DATE: September 23, 2007
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
PUBLICATION-TYPE: Newspaper
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Surrounded by store employees, new La Jolla Staples store general
er
Frank Blgley (left) and assistant manager Chris Walkotten hold a Sta es Foundation for Leaming donation check of $1,500 for the Unlversf of San Diego
I of Leadership and Education Sciences (SOLES) as pi¾i Dielr giving'
back to e commu
ram. La Jolla Town Council Executive Director David
lsh joined SOLES Dean Paula Cordeiro In an unusual ribbon-shredding ceremony to officially open the new Staples, 8657 Villa La Jolla Drive In La Jolla Square.
The store will feature grand opening festivities Sept 29.
VILLAGENEWS/DDNBALCH
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Building
Tomorrow's
Leaders

Next month, the University of San Diego opens(
the doors of the new home for the School of

]

-------.J

Leadership and Education Sciences (SOLES) . A
nationwide model noted for its groundbreaking
programs and innovative leadership training,
SOLES prepares students for leadership roles in
teaching, counseling and administration.
Our alumni -

teachers, nonprofit managers,

counselors and civil servants -

are the fabric of

our community.
For information about how to support the
building campaign or SOLES' programs,
please contact Gary Neiger at (619) 260-7783
or e-mail soles@sandiego.edu .

SCHOOL OF LEAOERSHIP
AND EDUCATION SCIENCES
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CHAMPIONIN G THE CAUSE: YMCA Youth & Family Services honored Daniel
J. Tucker and Susie Walton at its "To Honor Our Champions" fund-raising gala
at Paradise Point Resort & Spa. Jeff Detrow of Star 94.1 's Jeff & )er Showgram

emceed the event, which recognizes community leaders for their commitment
to youth causes. Anthony Bollotta was event committee chair. Also on the
committee: Brian Berson, Tracey Brenneman, Burt Brigida, Birdie Howe,
Kim Morgan, Annie Revel, Stephen Shushan and Susie Walton.
SCROLL THROUGH TIME: Major underwriters and patrons of the Dead Sea

Scrolls exhibit at the San Diego Natural History Museum gathered for a festive,
Mediterranean-themed opening gala hosted at the museum. Ted Waitt, representing gala sponsor the Waitt Family Foundation, addressed the crowd of 500plus, which included San Diego Mayor Jerry Sanders; Israel Consul General
Ehud Danoch; Israel Antiquities Authority director general Shuka Dorfman;
Risa Levitt Kohn, director of the Jewish Studies program at San Diego State
University and Dead Sea Scrolls exhibition curator; Joan and Irwin Jacobs;
Eleanor Navarra and James Waring.

YMCA: 1. Christiana Tasto, Vanessa Potier-Watts 2. Burt Brigida, Glenn Wilhite 3. Anthony Bollotta, Kim Morgan
SAN DIEGO NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM: 4. Frank and Jeri Smith 5. Ann Laddon
6. Ted Waitt, Risa Levitt-Kohn, Joan and Irwin Jacobs 7. Rana Samson, Mayor Jerry Sanders
92 SAN DIEGO MAGAZIN E I SEPTEMBER 2007
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Correction Appended

Outsourcing education;
To stem nursing shortage, state plans to send bilingual students to Mexico, but
some say money would be better spent in California
BYLINE: Keith Dare, STAFF WRITER
SECTION: BUSINESS; Pg. F-1
LENGTH: 1966 words
With nursing schools in California falling several thousand graduates short of meeting demand each year, state labor
officials are seeking help in an unlikely place.
If all goes as planned, as many as 40 bilingual Californians now stuck on nursing school waiting lists will begin classes
in January at a college in Guadalajara, Mexico -- apparently the first attempt by any state to outsource nursing education to
another country.

Program supporters say it's a reasonable way to train more Californians, especially those who can work in communities
that need more Spanish-speaking health care workers.
"The concept is meant to be a niche solution," said Stephanie Leach of the California Labor and Workforce
Development Agency, which is developing the program.
Some critics, however, worry that nurses trained in Mexico won't learn the same skills -- especially those involving
technology -- as their U.S.-educated counterparts.
"Wouldn't it be better to take those bilingual (students) and help them get into nursing school here?" said Lorie
Shoemaker, chief nurse executive for Palomar Pomerado Health District, the operator of two North County hospitals. "I think
the money could be better served keeping it here at home."
The Mexico program is the latest of numerous attempts -- some unorthodox -- by the state and the health care industry to
address what has become a chronic shortage in nursing school graduates.
California's 117 nursing programs graduated 7,528 students in the 2005-06 school year, according to the state Board of
Registered Nursing. That number fell short of meeting the state's annual demand for new nurses by 3,382.
The need for nursing graduates is expected to increase as more baby boomer nurses reach retirement age and their aging
cohorts require more hospital services. California will need an average of 10,910 new registered nurses each year through
2014, according to the state Employment Development Department.
Serena Steinke, a third-semester nursing student at San Diego State University, wanted to be a teacher when she was
younger but decided she could make more money and have more job opportunities as a nurse.
"It's a very stable occupation," she said.
In San Diego County, there is a need for 847 new nurses each year, but San Diego and Imperial counties together only
graduated 739 nurses last year. Nursing employment in San Diego County is expected to grow to 22,460 by 2014.
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That demand and an average salary of$67,524 for registered nurses in San Diego have made nursing the "hottest"
profession in the county, according to the EDD, the agency that tracks employment trends in the state.
Like Steinke, many Californians see the opportunity and are flooding the state's nursing programs with applications. The
number of qualified people applying to nursing school in California has nearly tripled in the past six years to 28,410 last year,
according to the Board of Registered Nursing, the agency that tests and licenses nurses.
But last year 61 percent of qualified applicants were rejected, largely because the state's schools didn't have room for
more students. In San Diego and Imperial counties, schools turned down 65 percent of the 2,862 qualified applicants.
Many of the 12 nursing schools in San Diego County lack the funding to expand nursing classroom space, and those that
have the money often can't find enough instructors to add more classes, say nursing school officials. Academic wages haven't
kept pace with rising salaries in the clinical world, said Catherine Todero, director of SDSU's School of Nursing, the largest
training program of its kind in the county with 670 students.
"It's not just a matter of putting 10 more chairs in a classroom," Todero said. "You have to find people who are
experienced in order to teach. And experienced faculty wages really haven't kept pace with the wages" in the clinical health
care world.
Salaries at SDSU range from $60,000 for an instructor with a master's degree to $65,000 for one with a doctorate,
Todero said.
An experienced registered nurse working in a senior role in a San Diego hospital can earn as much as $94,000 a year,
said Jennifer Jacoby, chief nursing officer at Sharp Memorial Hospital in San Diego.
Lacking a large enough pool of newly graduated nurses, hospitals make up the difference by hiring foreign nurses or
traveling nurses on temporary assignment. Those options are expensive and sometimes impractical. The cost for employing a
temporary nurse can be triple the cost of an experienced staff nurse. A foreign nurse can be equally expensive and spend as
long as two years waiting for immigration approval and taking makeup courses to become eligible for U.S. licensing.
As a result, state officials have made boosting enrollment at nursing schools a top priority. Two years ago, Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger launched Nurse Education Initiative, a broad effort to funnel more public and private money to universities
offering bachelor and master's degrees in nursing and to community colleges offering two-year associate degree nursing
programs.
The initiative has produced $129.8 million in additional spending on training new nurses, said Paul Feist, a spokesman
for the Labor and Workforce Development Agency.
Hospitals also are chipping in. In San Diego County, hospitals have contributed more than $4.7 million to fund
additional classroom faculty, clinical instructors, classroom space, high-tech patient simulator laboratories and student
financial assistance.
The biggest single donation came from Palomar Pomerado Health, which donated $2.6 million to California State
University San Marcos for the creation of a four-year nursing program.
It opened in the fall of last year with 44 students in 15,000 square feet of converted classroom space in a medical office
building owned by PPH near campus. Sixty more students entered the program this school year, said PPH spokesman Andy
Hoang.
The district is hoping to benefit directly from the investment, said Shoemaker, the district's chief nurse executive. PPH
will need at least 200 more nurses by 2011 as it builds a new hospital in Escondido and expands Pomerado Hospital in
Poway, she said.
Nursing students who attend classes close to the PPH hospitals and do some clinical work at the facilities are more likely
to seek jobs at the hospitals when they graduate, Shoemaker said. Funding the startup of the new program at San Marcos
"was clearly in our best interest."
Scripps Health, which operates five acute hospitals in the county, has contributed more than $1 million since 2005 to
local nursing schools, said Scripps spokesman Stephen Carpowich. The money created space for 145 more students and
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supported 50 foreign nurses who took extra courses through Grossmont College's Welcome Back program to qualify for
a U.S. nurse's license.
Other hospitals are turning to the Internet.
Sharp HealthCare has teamed up with the University of Oklahoma to offer an accelerated nursing program to people
who have bachelor's degrees in other fields. The classroom part of the 14-month program will be taught online, and clinical
work will be done at Sharp's seven hospitals in San Diego County.
Students who complete the program will graduate with a bachelor of science degree in nursing from OU's College of
Nursing in Oklahoma City.
Sharp is hoping the program will tap into the large supply of people with science and technology degrees who work in
the region's sizeable bio-technology industry and might want to change careers, said Jacoby, the chief nursing officer at Sharp
Memorial. "We thought these people would make ideal candidates to take care of patients in our organization," she said.
The program was launched last month with 24 students, Jacoby said. OU already has filled about half the 72 slots for the
semester that starts in January, Jacoby said, and the program has generated more than 2,000 requests for information over the
Internet.
In terms of innovation, however, the California Labor and Workforce Development Agency's plan to ship nursing
students to Mexico stands out.
Some overseas nursing schools have begun recruiting American students individually, but the California program
appears to be unique, said Robert Rosseter, spokesman for the American Association of Colleges of Nursing in Washington.
"I've not heard of anything that comes close to that," he said.
The program, which could begin as soon as January, will be open to students who speak English and Spanish and are
waiting to be admitted into a California nursing school program, said Leach, the workforce development agency's assistant
secretary for policy and program development.
The students will spend their first year attending classes and doing clinical work in Guadalajara, which is Mexico's
second-largest city with a population of 3.6 million. They will return to California for clinical training before heading back to
Guadalajara for their final year of studies.
Once they graduate, the students could be required to work for a period of time -- possibly two years -- in a bilingual
community in California where their language and health care skills are most needed.
The students will attend classes as a group, and they will be accompanied by American faculty mentors.
The cost for educating and housing each student in Mexico will be about $20,000, or about half the cost of providing the
same education in California, Leach said.
Some important details remain unresolved.
The agency hasn't worked out how to pay for the program, though Leach said funding sources likely will include the
state, private contributors (such as hospitals) and the students whose fees will be "nominal."
The agency is considering two colleges in Guadalajara to host the program, said Leach, declining to name them.
It's also unclear how the students will be treated by California's nurse licensing board once they graduate.
Many foreign-trained nurses must do extra course work in California before being permitted to take the nursing license
test because their overseas transcripts don't comply with state academic standards, said Heidi Goodman, assistant executive
officer of the Board of Registered Nursing.

(

Leach said developers of the Guadalajara program are hoping their graduates will automatically qualify to sit for the
license test, but that still has to be worked out with the Board of Registered Nursing.
The nursing board is scheduled to discuss the Mexico program Thursday during its regular meeting in Los Angeles.
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As part of the process of judging the quality of the program, the work force development agency sent a team of five
evaluators to Guadalajara in April, Leach said. The team spent five days reviewing the curriculum, shadowing instructors,
meeting school administrators, and exploring housing and transportation options.
Not everyone sees the program as an answer to the state's shortage of nursing graduates.
"Why there and not here?" asked Sally Brosz Hardin, dean of the University of San Diego's Hahn School of Nursing
and Health Science. "Why not provide the resources to provide the faculty we need and pay them what they deserve, so that
we can educate the students here?"
Leach said the program's funding requirements will be minimal and will do nothing to slow efforts to boost nursing
programs in California.
"It represents the out-of-box thinking that is going on to address this problem," said Feist, the work force development
agency spokesman.
The program is an indictment of the state's commitment to maintaining an adequate work force of nurses, said Donna
Fox, a regulatory policy specialist for the California Nurses Association.
"This illustrates very dramatically how underfunded California's nursing education system is," she said. "We think it's a
real shame that prospective RN's can't get educated in their own communities."
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CORRECTION: Because of incomplete information from the state Employment Development Department, a list of nursing
school programs in San Diego County that appeared in Sunday's Business section omitted some programs. The list also
should have included the University of San Diego, San Diego City College and Southwestern College. The Union-Tribune
regrets the error.
GRAPIIlC: 2 PICS; 2 CHARTS; 2 GRAPHS; CAPTIONS: 1. To accommodate larger enrollment, some nursing schools
have added patient simulation labs such as this new center at Marie College in San Diego where Priscilla Ochoa (center) and
Maria Javier-Garcia (right) practice CPR on a mannequin. 2. QUALIFIED NURSING PROGRAM APPLICANTS 3.
Nursing school classes such as this one at San Diego State University are full, but the schools aren't producing enough
graduates. 4. JOB REQUIREMENTS 5. NURSING PROGRAMS 6. QUALIFIED NURSING PROGRAM APPLICANTS -San Diego and Imperial Counties; PHOTOBY: 1. Howard Lipin / Union-Tribune 2,6. SOURCE: Calif. Board of Registered
Nursing I MATT PERRY/ Union-Tribune 3. Eduardo Contreras/ Union-Tribune 4. U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of
Labor Statistics and the American Nurses Association
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•Because of incomplete information from the state Employment Development Department, a list of nursing
school programs in San Diego County that appeared in Sunday's Business section omitted some programs.
The list also should have included the University of San Diego, San Diego City College and Southwestern
College.
The Union-Tribune regrets the error.
It is the policy of the Union-Tribune to correct all errors. Please contact:
Carol Goodhue, readers representative, (619) 293-1525, or readers.rep@uniontrib.com
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Find this article at:
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Institute for Peace & Justice
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Human rights group ...,....,..
to give free talk at U
SAN DIEGO: The executive dir

'

Human Rights Watch, Kenneth R , is
scheduled to speak at the UgjxepjlY at
San Diego on Thursda y abou1 a connectfflilt bctW&n human rights issues and
environmental protection.
His talk is for 7 p.m. and is part of the
2007-08 Distinguished Lecture Series at
sti te for
the school's oan B
open to
an
ee
1s
e
·
Jus
&
Peace
. ve ow seating will be
available in a room where the talk will
be shown on a monitor.
Roth says that environmental degradation can accompany repression of
protests and that defending the environment must incorporate ~oncem for hu·
man rights.
Since 1993, Roth has been executive
director of Human Rights Watch, which
acts to defends human rights worldwide. -D.E.G.

Staff writers Sandra Dibble, Chris Moran and
David E. Graham contributed to this report.
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-Anniversary date marks
a time for reflection

IP" '----,

From my office window at the Joan
,
rffl
_iiJ;_;u;;sti•·ce
B. Kroc Institute for Peac e&
· where I serve as program a1
Universi!,y of San Die~o
~ t 11,2001, mem onal ~ya...
cated one year later. Usually, the circular patio with the names in tile of those
who perished in the attacks of 9/11 and
a fountain in the middle is empty, just a
collection of stone blocks in the middle
of the garden.
But today, the arµtlversary of 9/11 ,
was different Today, they came to remember. I watched people walk slowly
around the circle, reading each name.
Some sat for a while with bowed heads.
Some left flowers. 1bro ugh the glass, I
couldn't tell if they came to remember
a particular person, a friend or relative.
I couldn't tell if there were tears in their
eyes. I couldn't tell if they understood
the wrenching changes our country
and many others have gone through
because of the acts of terrorism on that
day. But it didn't matter. What mattered
today was that the victims were not
forgotten.
DIANA KU111)W
San Di.ego
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EDUCATION

U

D's new School of Peace Studies will be launched at noon on Oct. 17 in the Jo
Institute for Peace an ustice (IPJ) and will feature actor Martin Sheen. The-s-c""h_o_ol"",-w-.h_o_s_edean is
William Headley, wIII focus on peacemaking, peace building and peacekeeping efforts. The program
will evolve to include full-time faculty and expansion of the undergraduate and graduate programs.
The IPJ, established in 2001 , is now a part of the new school.
The university' s School of Leadership and Education Sciences (SOLES) on Oct. 20 will formally
dedicate Mother Rosalie Hill Hall, its new 80,000-square-foot, $36 million education technology
building. The building is named after one ofUSD' s founders , Mother Rosalie Hill.

***
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. THE ATR E & WAR
at the Joan B
tute for Peace and Jus
tice , UiQ J__....,.._
..
858-642-6770. From 7-9
p.~ H d a7,
t.
18, a pan el featurin
g San Diego theater profess ionals will address
the way war has been
theatrically interpreted
through the centuries.
rsvpclar ke@cox .net
,_
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Celeb rated Buddh ist
monk to speak at ,,,,-USO
Topic: "A chance
to create a new
century of peace"

"Many USD students may not
have thought about the Buddhist
faith perspective and how it relates
to our global perspective," said
Lovano, who hopes that those
attending the conference will gain
a new understanding and broadened perspective of their place and
role in the world.
Thich Nhat Hanh, or Thay
("teacher"), as he is often called
has seen and experienced a lot of I
struggle and triumph in his 81
years. Since joining a Zen
monastery in Vietna m at the age of I
16, h e has become one of the most
recognized and respected spiritual
leaders in the West.
In the 1960s, he spoke out publicly in support of peace and reconciliation between opposing parties
in the Vietnam War and traveled
to the United States to urge
Martin Luther King, Jr. to do the \
same. This helped inspire a peace
movement in the United States,
which many feel contributed to the
United States' decision to withdraw from Vietnam. It also motivated Martin Luth.e r King, Jr., to
nominate him for , the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1967.
·
After leading '. th e Buddhist
Peace Delegation to the Paris
Peace Talks, Thich Nhat Hanh
was forbid den reentrance to
Vietnam. He created a Buddhist
community in Bordeaux, France,
and has since given peace talks
around the world and established
retreat centers and monasteries in
France, Vermont and Escondido.
He was recently welcomed back to
Vietnam for the first time after
many years in exile.
Barbara Quinn, conference cochair and director at the Center for
Christian Spirituality, said she
hops that "as people join together,
we really can make constructive
changes for the world."
She added: "It's a great honor to
welcome Thay to the university.
We really encourage people to
come and hear him, and it's a message we really need today - walking together in peace."
Admission to Thich Nhat
Hanh's keynote address is $10. For
m
. ore information about the confe/ ence or to purchase tickets, visit
www .sandiego.edu/soc ialissues.

I

By Debra Lin
Special to ASIA

In a radio interview in 2003
Thich Nhat Hanh, the Buddhist
monk, peace activist and poet, discusse_d the origins of suffering and
happmess. Comparing happiness
to a flower and suffering to
garbage, he said, "I think we have
suffered a lot during the 20th century, we have created a lot of
garbage .. .We have a chance to create a new century for peace. Tha
is why now it is very important £
us to learn how to transform
garbage that we have created
flowers."
On Tuesday, Oct. 2, Thie
Hanh will have an oppor
inspire more than 2,000 b !IOtile.ft
"transform garbage into
or make a positive chan
world, as the opening keynote
speaker at the University of San
Diego's 18th Annual §ocial Issues
Conference in the Jeniiy e1.a1g
;
Pavilion at 7 p.m.
"The purpose of the Social
Issues Conference is to educate the
University of San Diego campus
and the greater San Diego commumty on the social justice issues
that we face in our global world
and hopefully inspire people to
become a part of the solution " said
Andi Lovano, a conference c~-chair
and senior at USD. "And finding a
solution could be anywhere from
working for world peace to finding
peace within yourself. Hopefully,
people are inspired to find their
own solution."
This year's conference theme
"Walking Together in Peace," wili
focus on three major issues that
mirror Thich Nhat Hanh's values:
peace and reconciliation, contemplation and social action and the
climate crisis.

Thich Nhat Hanh
1

Interestingly, this year's conference shares the same theme as last
',, ¥~r's confere nce because "two
·,. ~ 'gives you the opportunity to
really capture the excitement from
one conference and transfer it to
t~e next," said Chris Nayve, associate director at USD's Center for
Community Service Learning
explaining that because student~
have an opportunity to build upon
a theme for an extended period of
t~o years through their own experiences and reflections, they ultimately feel much more empowered
to make local and global change.
Thich Nhat Hanh's talk will be
one of many discussions, workshops and lectures about addressing social issues peacefully that
will take place between Oct. 2 and
5. Rev . William Headley, founding
dean of the ~oan B. Kroc School of
Peace Studies, will also discuss
"Peace Building: Both Art and/or
Science?"
Douglas
BurtonChristie, founding editor of
Spiritus: Journal of Christian
Spirituality, will focus on "The
Climate Crisis: True or False?"
Conference workshops, many of
them addressing issues society
deals with on a daily basis, will be
held Thursday, Oct. 4.
"T~e workshop themes range
from issues of immigration to meditation _to global warming, very different issues, but all being at the
core of our current events dialogues," Lovano said. All workshops will be led by a professor
student and community partner. '

1
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University of
-san Diego,
7uesday, October 2.
(SEE LECTURES)
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THE DATE:
"WALKING
TOGETHER
IN PEACE"
The 18th annual social issues
conference at
the University
ofSan Die o
be Oct. 1-5.
Buddhist monk and best-selling author Thich Nhat Hanh
ive the keynote talk at 7 p.m. Oct. 2. Conference sessions
ree, though tickets to Nhat Hanh's talk are $10.
tails: www.sandiego.edu/socialissues; (619) 260-7550.
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• Renowned Buddhist Monk,
Peace Activist, Author Thich
Nhat Hanh speaks Tuesday, Octo-

ber 2, in Jenny Cra ig

..

Pavilion at

Univ rsi of S n Die o (5998 Alcala Park) for 18th annua Social
Issues Conference. Evening
with guided meditation and
at 6:30 p.m., talk at 7 p.m. SI
era!. 6 19-260-7550. (LINDA VIS
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Workshops for small business owners
!ake your small business to the next level with certificate programs in international trade and small business management and profitability at the University
of San Diego.
Both are ~0-hour programs co-sponsored by the SmaJJ Business Development lnternat:Jonal Trade Center and the State of California Employment Train,
ing Panel.
.edu/ce.
www.sandiego
at
Business owners can learn more

SAN DIEGO CUPPING
Poway News Chieftain
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Workshops for small business owners

1
Take your smaJJ business to the next level with certific~t~ programs i~ int~r- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _" \
national trade and small business management and profitability at the Umvers1t
of San Diego.
Both are 40-hour programs co-sponsored by the Small Business Develop- ]
ment International Trade Center and the State of California Employment Train.
ing Panel.
.
Business owners can learn more at www.sancliego .edu/ce.
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BUSINESSlrie/
USO will hold businessdevelopment workshops
The Uniw~rsjtv o~ ~ Die~
launching workshopsor s
business owners who wish to
expand. The workshops are cosponsored by the Small Business
Development International Trade
Center and the Sate of California
Employment Training Panel. The
40-hour certificate programs are
in international trade and small
business management and profitability.
The international trade program
begins Monday, Sept. 24, 5:30 p.m.
in USD's Douglas F. Manchester
Executive Conference Center. The
class will illustrate common mistakes small businesses make and
show distribution strategies and
other essential information in initi-

ai:ning a successful
seas, according to
·zers. The workshop
n Monday and Wednes_ _..,UJ·,..,gs for five weeks.
The small-business management and profitability program
begins Thursday, Sept. 27, 5:30
p.m., in the same conference center. Business owners will learn
essential business disciplines of
strategy, marketing, finance, operations, management and ethics,
and will be given access to the latest business information, tools and
solutions and network with professional service providers and guest
speakers. Mary McKay, Ph.D. ,
adjunct USO business professor,
will teach the program.
For more information, visit
www.sandiego.edu'ce. Registration
fees are $325 for ETP-qualified
firms and $1,400 for non-qualified
companies. Prices go up after Sept.
20.

- - - - - ------ -----------
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DQoi)
as workshops for small busi·~ass owners

Take your small busine~
. in USD's Douglas F. Manthe next level with certifi
ester Executive Conference
programs in international
Center. The course meets Monand small business management day and Wednesday evenings
and profitability at the University _ for five weeks. Business owners
of San Diego. Both
40-hour will learn to avoid the mistakes
programs co-sponsored by the that small businesses often make
Small Business Development when they begin exporting,
International Trade Center and develop an understanding of inthe State of California ~mploy- ternational marketing and distriment Training Panel.
bution strategies and learn where
to locate information related to
The international trade pro- international business and supgram begins Sept. 24 at 5:30 port services and resources.

are

U'I

00

The small business management and profitability program
begins Thursday, Sept. 27 at 5:30
p.m. in the conference center.
The course meets Thursday
evenings and Friday mornings
for five weeks. Business owners will learn about essential
business disciplines of strategy,
marketing, finance, operations,
management and ethics; access
the latest business information,
tools and solutions and network
with professional service provid-

ers and guest speakers.

right away.

"It is difficult for owners to
maintain a profitable and sustainable business and then grow
it to compete with the bigger
companies," said Mary McKay,
Ph.D., adjunct USO business
professor who teaches the management and profitability program. "Both of these programs
will provide the owners with
practical, how-to information
that they can start implementing

Business owners can learn
more register online at www.
sandiego.edu/ce . Many will
qualify for ETP funding from the
state. The price for ETP-qualified firms is $325. Non-qualified
companies will pay $1,400. Register by Sept. to take advantage
of these rates. After Sept. 20,
prices go up.
The University of San Diego

is a Catholic institution of higher
learning chartered in 1949; the
school enrolls some 7,500 students and is known for its commitment to teaching, the liberal
arts, the formation of values and
community service. The school's
six academic divisions include
the College ofArts and Sciences,
the schools of Business Administration, Education, Law and
Nursing and Health Sciences,
and the recently opened Joan B.
Kroc School of Peace Studies.
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SMALL BUSINESS

-U

SD'~IIDl't""lof Corporate & Professional Education has launched a Management Academy for
S mall and Emerging Business Owners, which will offer two classes beginning this month.
Workshop classes on international trade for small business owners will start Sept. 24 from 5:30 to
9:30 p.m. at USO. Classes in small business management and profitability will begin Sept. 27 at the
same hours and location. The cost is $35 per training hour. For more information, visit
sandiego.edu/ce or call (619) 260-4231 .
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USD host~ wgrkshops

)ertificate proThe University of Sap Qilt3i✓
fnt and prof-J
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
grams in international trade, ~...
.itability.
The interna tional trade program will teach business owners how to
of
avoid the commo n mistakes of exporting, develop an unders tanding
to
where
learn
and
es,
interna tional market ing and distribu tion strategi
get resources related to international busines s and suppor t services.
It begins at 5:30 p.m. Sept. 24 in USD's Douglas F. Manch ester
Executive Conference Center. The course meets Monda y and
Wednesday evenings for five weeks.
The small business management and profitability progra m teaches
business disciplines of strategy, market ing, finance, operations, mans
ageme nt and ethics. Business owners can get access the latest busines
at
r
registe
can
owners
inform ation, tools and solutions. Business
. www.sandiego.edu/ce . Progra m costs for ETP-qualified firms is $325,
for non-qualified companies is $1,400 and rates will go up after Sept.
•
20. Source Code: 20070 906czb
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WEDNESDAY, SEP 26 - FORUM
THE ANATOMY OF THE DEAL

John Roberts, President of Roberts Irrigation Products Inc ., will
share his experience of entering the fdmily business, purchasing it
from his parents, and insights on how his company has become one
of the world's leading producers of high performance, cost-effectiv e
micro and drip irrigation systems Organization: University of Sag
Diego Information: Jodi (Family Business Forum) (619) 260-4231
~sandie go.edu Cost: No Details Available When: Hours : 5:00
PM - 7:30 PM Where: USO Manchester Conference Center, 5998
Alcala Park, Linda Vista
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-USD's Second Annual Families and Communities
Caring Together Conference is Oct. 6
On Saturday, Oct. 6, the Second Annual Families and Communities Caring Together (FACCT) Conference will be held at the USD Joan
B. Kroc
·
& Justice from 8 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
e cost is $25 per person or anuues
per person for professionals and includes Continuing Educa
dits.
Register at www.sandiego.edu/comp
(619) 2ro-7667
The conference will provide assistan
perts in navigating
the educational, government and legal syste
· dren with autism,
Down syndrome and other special needs. Top
e advocating for
children in the special education system, prom
ational success
and learning about special education law.
The conference's keynote speaker is natio
dren's advocate Gayle Slate, author and found
Together (KIT). Her new book, Dana's Legacy:
Healing, documents her own experience as a parent
cerebral palsy.

62

DIDJA KNOW ?
Parents of children with sp
get help for the challenges t
se-cond annual Families and
nee on Oct.
Caring Together CF'ACCT) Co
6 at the University of San Diego's Joan 8.
Kroc Institute for Peace &Justice. I he confer·
ence, from 8 a.m. to 1:30 p.rfi., will reature ex·
perts who will provide advice on advocating
for children.
The cost is $25 per person for families
and $50 per person for professionals, and
includes Continuing Education Credits. lnfor·
mation and registration:
www.sandiego.edu/compass or call
(619) 260-7667.
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Month long Fleet Week events begin Monday
UNION-TRIBUNE

September 16, 2007

A huge air show. A race featuring vintage cars. A colorful parade of warships and jet fighters.
Those events are part of the nth annual Fleet Week San Diego, which is actually a monthlong tribute to the
region's military.
There was no celebration of the county's armed forces until retired Rear Adm. Bruce Boland launched the
modern Fleet Week San Diego in 1997. He wanted to highlight the historical, economic and cultural
importance of military personnel, particularly sailors and Marines.
The Pentagon pumps about $18 billion into the region's economy annually and directly or indirectly
supports more than 290,000 jobs, according to the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce.
For more information about Fleet Week, call (Boo) FLEET-WEEK or visit www.fleetweeksandiego.org.
EVENTS
Tomorrow: Baseball Night - about 3,000 service members will attend the game between the Padres
and Pittsburgh Pirates at Petco Park in San Diego. They'll be honored during the game.
Friday and Saturday: Red Bull Air Race World Series - qualifying pilots will navigate an aerial slalom
course and be judged on their time and precision. The event will take place on the two peninsulas
north and south of Embarcadero Marina Park, close to Seaport Village. For tickets, call (877) 8400457 or visit www.redbullairrace.com.
Sept. 29: Sea & Air Parade - Navy ships carrying various aircraft will cruise through San Diego Bay.
Noon to 1 :30 p.m. The best viewing will be from Shelter Island, Harbor Island, the cruise ship
terminal, Broadway Pier and the lawn area next to the Fish Market Restaurant.
Sept. 29: Star Spangled Salute - black-tie dinner and concert for 1,000 business leaders and military
officers. 6 p.m. at the Manchester Grand Hyatt Hotel, 1 Market Place, San Diego. For ticket
information, call (619) 858-1545.
Sept. 29-30: Navy ship tours - tour several vessels docked near Broadway Pier, at North Harbor
Drive and Broadway in downtown San Diego. The free tours will be conducted on a first-come, firstserved basis from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Bring a photo ID. No strollers will be permitted aboard the ships.

(

Oct. 2: All Enlisted Golf Tournament - golf competition for enlisted service members at Admiral
Baker Golf Course, 2400 Admiral Baker Road, San Diego. 10:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. For registration, call
(619) 858-1545.
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Oct. 6-7: Coronado Speed Festival Station. 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. T
Oct. 6-7: Navy Ship Tours - same
Oct. 9: James Bond Stockdale L
professor of ethics and national
at the University of San Diego, 5

Page 2 of 3

ntage cars will race on a course at North Island Naval Air
tickets, call (888) 695-0888.
n and times as those for the tours Sept. 29-30.
hip and Ethics Symposium - free lecture by Albert Pierce,
rity at National Defense University in Washington, D.C. 6 p.m.
Alcala Park, San Diego.

-===-:::::::----------=--------------

Oct. 11: Enlisted Recognition Luncheon - San Diego Rotary Club will honor about 250 military
personnel. 11 :45 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. at the Sheraton Harbor Island Hotel, 1380 Harbor Island Driv, San
Diego. For tickets, call (619) 858-1545.
Oct. 12-14: Miramar Air Show - annual display of aviation at Miramar Marine Corps Air Station. Gates.
will open at 8 a.m. each day; Saturday twilight show will begin at 5:30 p.m . Free admission and
parking. For more details, visit www.miramarairshow.com.
Oct. 13: Navy Ball - gala to mark the Navy's 232nd anniversary. For tickets, call (858) 751-5755.
Oct. 17: Fleet Week Foundation Breakfast - promotes interaction between civilian and military
leaders. 7:30 to 9 a.m. at the Admiral Kidd Club and Conference Center on Harbor Drive. For tickets,
call (619) 858-1545.
Oct. 17: Fleet Week Golf Tournament - 11th annual competition. Will start at 11 a.m. at Riverwalk
Golf Course, 1150 Fashion Valley Road, San Diego. To register, call (619) 858-1545.
Oct. 20: Veterans Barbecue - city of Chula Vista and the Veterans Home of California in Chula Vista
will host a lunch for veterans and their families. Invitation only.
Oct. 23: Wounded Warriors Luncheon - honors service members who were wounded in the Iraq and
Afghanistan wars. Noon to 1 :30 p.m., Town & Country Resort and Convention Center, 500 Hotel
Circle N., San Diego. For tickets, call (619) 447-5677.
Oct. 26: Marine Color Ceremony - San Diego Marine Corps Recruit Depot will show the time-honored
tradition of raising the American flag, followed by band performances. 7:45 a.m. at Building 31 near
the parade deck; enter through the depot's Gate 5 on Washington Street.
Oct. 26: Marine Recruit Graduation - ceremony to honor MCRD's boot-camp graduates. 9:45 to 11
a.m.; enter through Gate 5.
Oct. 27: Fleet Week Football Classic - third annual event will feature San Diego State University
against Brigham Young University. 5 p.m. For ticket information, visit
www.goaztecs.collegesgorts.com.

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/military/20070916-9999-1m 16fleet. html
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San Diego kicks off monthlong Fleet
Week
By Gidf!,N F1.1t• rll(•:. - ~tnff\Yri h•:
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SAN DIEGO - Monday night's San Diego Padres home game against the
Pittsburgh Pirates was the de facto kickoff to "Fleet Week 2007" in San Diego, the
region's annual celebration of its military community stretching over the next six
weeks.
The San Diego region is home to more than 100,000 Marines, sailors and other
service members, plus four dozen ships and hundreds of military aircraft. But
none of that dims the locals ' interest in all things military. The military and
defense industry firms pump more than $12 billion into the region 's economy
each year.
Huge crowds are expected for Fleet Week's biggest event - the popular Miramar
Air Show - at Marine Corps Air Station Miramar.
This year's marquee is the Air Forcc·s famed aerial Oight team, the
"Thunderbirds." Flight demonstrations and static displays will feature the old and
the new, from a vintage P-38 fighter to an ultra-modern F-22 Raptor jet.
Performers include the Army's "Golden Knights" parachute team and an assault
demonstration by a Marine air ground task force .
The air show runs Oct. 12- 14, with events starting daily at 9 a.m.; the traditional
Saturday "twilight" show starts at 5:30 p.m. Check out the show's Web .; itc for
details and ticket information.
Other "Fleet Week 2007" events include:
• Speed and precision flying at the Red Bull Air Race World Series, a two-day
event along a low-flying race course above San Diego Bay near downtown Sept.
21-22 starting at 11 a.m. each day.
• Service members and their families can get special discounts from local
businesses as part of "Operation Liberty Call," including a coupon book of
discounts from local Marine Corps Community Services or Morale, Welfare and
Recrea lion offices for $5. The discounts, sponsored in part by the Armed Services
YMCA, will be offered on three dates: Sept. 28 and Sept. 29 in San Diego's
downtown Gaslamp Quarter, and Oct. 19 at Liberty Station, a new developmcn I in
the old Naval Training Center in Point Loma, west of downtown.
• Fast boats and the Navy's gray hulls, large and small, will showboat through San
Diego Bay from Point Loma for the annual Sea 'n Air Parade, starting at noon
Sept. 29. The event, sponsore
Port of San Diego, is free .
• Auto aficionados will era
Coronado to see 225 viol
Festival. Tickets are requir
admission is $25 for eac
seating is also available.

line at North Island Naval Air Station in
sters at the 10th-annual Coronado Speed
d the weekend event, held Oct. 6-7. General
30 for a two-day pass. Reserved grandstand
aming drill instructors can hammer you for a

• ··•••11111 "Boot Camp Challenge" on Oct. 6. About 4,000

small fee during the sl)I·

uals or in three- and five-person teams - will
i.-...,.,.,~'.Jlcourse, including 50 different obstacles, on the
Corps Recruit Depot San Diego. Check out
2,c ....:,:,m for registration and information.
• Several Navy ships
open for public tours on two weekends, Sept. 29-30
and Oct. 6-7, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day. It's free but first-come, first-served.
Visitors over 16 years old must have a valid photo ID.
• The J!!,iversity of San Diego's Values Institute is offering a free annual
symposium, ih@ Jama 8. Stbtkd91& C@5dt:rship and Ethics Symposium, on Oct. 9.
The 5 p.m. reception and 6 p.m. lecture are also free.
• Retired Sgt. 1st Class Dana Bowman, a Green Beret and former member of the
Army's "Golden Knights" airborne demonstration team who lost both legs in a
parachuting accident, is the guest speaker at this year's Enlisted Recognition
Luncheon. The San Diego Rotary Club will fete 200 enlisted Marines and sailors
at the annual luncheon, to be held Oct. 11 at the Sheraton Harbor Island and
Marina in San Diego.
• The Navy is turning 232 years old this year, and the annual Navy Birthday Ball
will mark the celebration at 6 p.m. Oct. 13 at the San Diego Marriott Hotel and
Resort.
• Delores Etter, assistant secretary of the Navy for research, development and
acquisition, is scheduled to speak at the San Diego Fleet Weck Foundation's
breakfast meeting on Oct. 17 at the Admiral Kidd Club and Conference Center.
• The nth-annual Fleet Week Golf Tournament will kick off at noon Oct. 17 at the
Riverwalk Golf Club in San Diego's Mission Valley. The tourney is free to invited
active-duty military.
• The city of Chula Vista will host a barbecue luncheon Oct. 20 for residents of the
state Veterans Home of California-Chula Vista. The even I is by invitatio n only.
• The Kiwanis C!ub of San _Di~go is hosting _a "Wounded W~rrio_rs " l':ncheon_ to

http://www.navytimes.com/news/2007 /09/marine_ sandiego _fleetweek_ 070917 /
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Six Latinos honored for community contributions
UNION-TRIBUNE

September 13, 2007

SAN DIEGO - Six Latinos were honored Monday night with the annual Hispanic Heritage Month Local
Hero Awards.
They were selected for their contributions to San Diego through the arts, business, community work,
education or social services.
The 2007 honorees are:
•In the arts category, Nancy Rodriguez, owner ofTochtli Angel Arts, a cultural arts management company,
and a former executive director of the Centro Cultural de la Raza.
•In the business category, Ralph
served on the California State U

ira Jr., owner and president of El Indio Shops Inc. He also has
Board of Trustees.

•In the community activism cat
Project. He advocates in this co

Fernando Suarez Del Solar, founder of the Guerrero Azteca Peace
and abroad for nonviolent resistance to militarism.

•For education, Jose Cruz, chi
as president of Rolling Reade

l

utive officer of the San Diego Council on Literacy. He also has served
and the National Alliance of Urban Literacy Coalitions.

•For social services, Moises Baron, assistant vice president for student wellness and founder of COMPASS
Family Center at the University of San Diego.
■The

lifetime achievement award was given posthumously to Victor Manuel Diaz. He promoted the arts
and music by founding the International Institute of Photographic Arts and founding XLNC 90.7 FM, the
classical radio station broadcasting in Spanish and English in San Diego and Tijuana.

The awards, sponsored by Union Bank of California and KPBS, were presented in a ceremony at KPBS
Copley Telecommunications Center on the SDSU campus.
»Next Story»

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego.com/uniontrib/20070913/news_ 7m 13Iatino.html
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Ranked by fall 2006 total enrollment
Total fall
enrollment

Rank
(last year)

1
(1)

2
(3)

•2006
•2005

School
Address
Web site

San Diego State University
5500 campanile Drive, San Diego 92182
www.sdsu.edu

Palomar College

Total operating
budget 2006 -

2007:
• Restricted
• Unrestricted
S MIiiions

• Type of
institution
• Accredited by

Major disciplines of
study

• %change
(loss)

(619) 594-5200
(619) 594-1475

33,441
31,802
5

21,815
7,626
67

2,611

$3,122
$13,282
$3,726

$378
$322

Four-year, public
university
WM>C

Business administration,
psychology, liberal studies,
biology, nursing

Steven Weber
Beverly Arata

1898

(760) 744-1150
(760) 744-8123

31 ,009
26,294
18

19,226
11 ,783
90

1,184

$20
$1TT
na

na
na

Two-year, public
community college
WM>C

Variety of transfer and
vocational programs

Robert Deegan
Herman Lee

1946

(858) 534-2230
(858) 534-5629

27,729
26,728
4

27,294
435
91

2,796

$7,426
$26,110
$8,669

$660
$1 ,640

Four-year, public
Biological, social, health and
Marye Anne Fox
university
physical sciences, arts,
humanities, education,
WM>C, ABET, MMC,
Mae Brown
ACPE
engineering, management

1960

(619) 421-6700
(619) 482-6413

19,206
19,231
(0)

6,588
12,618
96

949

$272
$1 ,952
na

na
na

Two-year, public
community college
WM>C

(619) 388-2600
(619) 388-2969

19,143
19,000
1

6,307
12,836
95

912

$552
$4,392
na

$9

Two-year, public
community .college

(800) 628-8648
(858) 642-8726

17,906
15,891
13

5,500
11 ,943
88

2,613

(619) 644-7000
(619) 644-7922

16,571
16,451
1

6,495
10,076
94

(619) 388-3400
(619) 388-3958

14,781
14,558
2

(760) 757-2121
(760) 795-6609

10,228
10,391
(2)

~

3

UC San Diego

(2)

9500 GIiman Drive, La Jolla 92093
www.ucsd.edu

4

Southwestern Community College District

(5)

5
(4)

6
(7)

7
(6)

8
(8)

9
(9)

900 Olay Lakes Road, Chula Vista 91910
www.swccd.edu

San Diego Mesa College
7250 Mesa College Drive, San Diego 92111
www.sdmesa.edu

National University
11255 N. Torrey Pines Road , La Jolla 92037
www.nu.edu

Grossmont College
8800 Grossmont College Drive, El C3jon 92020
www.grossmontedu

San Diego City College
1313 Park Blvd., San Diego 92117
www.sdcity.edu

MlraCosta College
1 Barnard Drive, Oceanside 92056
www.miracosta.edu

$48

WASC

(10)

San Diego Miramar College

10440 Black Mountain Road, San Diego 92126
www.sdmiramar.edu

(13)

12
(11)

Cal State University San Marcos
333 S. Twin Oaks Valley Road, San Marcos 92096
www.csusm.edu

University of Phoenix
3890 Mumhy Canyon Road, San Diego 92123
· edu
www.p'

Rita Cepeda
na

1964

Jerry Lee
Dominick
Giovanniello

1971

Dean Colli
Brad Tiffany (l)

1961

700

$552
$4,296
na

$17
$57

Two-year, public
community college
WM>C

3,251
11,529
93

630

$552
$4,392
na

$21
$32

Two-year, public
community college
WM>C

Business studies, child
Terrence Burgess
development, nursing,
Lou Humphries
psychology, transfer studies

1914

3,383
6,845
97

465

$840
$7,560
na

$7
$71

Two-year, public
community college
WM>C

Transfer, vocational, general
and community education
programs

Victoria Munoz
Richart
Alicia Terry

1934

353

$552
$3,840
na

$5
$20

Two-year, public
community college
WM>C

Associate degrees,
certificates of completion,
university transfer, public
safety, advanced
transportation,
biotechnology, legal
assistant, digital media

Patricia Hsieh
Dana Andras

1969

545

$1 ,546
$3,580
$1 ,837

$89
$85

Four-year, public
university
WM>C

Arts, sciences, business
administration, education,
nursing

Karen Haynes
Nathan Evans

1989

500

$13,000
$13,000
$13,000

na
na

Four-year, private
university
NCA

Business, marketing,
finance, health care, nursing,
information technology,
criminal justice, accounting,
psychology, human services,
communications

Laura
Palmer-Noone
Tandy Elisala

1989

(858) 536-7800
(619) 388-7929

(7)

1,777
7,694
97

(760) 750-4000
(760) 750-4030

8,734
7,502
16

6,246
2,488
98

(858) 576-1287
(858) 576-0032

1961

Four-year, private
comprehensive
university
WM>C, CCTC, CCNE

9,471
10,135

8,285 (2)
9,958
(17)

Business, health care,
hospitality, multimedia, arts
and sciences, as well as
transfer programs
Education, business,
engineering, technology,
arts, sciences, media and
communications, health
sciences

Greg Sandoval
na

na
na

-

11

285 degree and certificate
options

$1 ,134
$1 ,134
_ $1 ,287

-

10

Year
• President
• Director of established
admissions
locally

Telephone
Fax

--

1140 W. Mission Road, San Marcos 92069
www.palomar.edu

Students:
2006-2007
• Full-time
• Part-time
tuition:
• Percent Faculty as • Resident
of
• Nonresident
CalHomia
1/1/2007
• Graduate
residents

8,285
0
100

'----'

Degrees, certificates,
transfer programs

...__,,

I

\...

s e..p - J
13
(14)

14
(12)

15
(15)

16
(16)

17
(17)

~1...,__

ucso Exte

9500 Gilman C
www.extensio

na
na

(858) 534.3400
(858) 534-8527

7,600
7,435
2

93

;;;~

7,483
7,548
(1)

6,147
1,336
66

7,4n

1,945
5,532

Universitv -· _ .. -·-"-

-·-·o a,, 10

Cuyamaca College
900 Rancho San Diego Parkway, El Cajon 92019
www.cuyamaca.net

.. ____

Chapman University
7460 Mission Valley Road, San Diego 92108

www.chapman.edu

(619) 660-4000
(619) 660-4399

(18)

19
(19)

20
(20)

21
(21)

Nonpruftt continuing
education

w,sc

improvement/preparation,
public selVice

723

$30,480
$30,480
$25,200

$265
$255

Four-year, private
catholic university
W/ISC, ASA, CCTC,
MCSB

Liberal arts and sciences,
business, law, nursing,
education

572

$4,224

$5
$22

comm:'~college

125

$10,000
$10,000
$12,000

Point Loma Nazarene University

$21,620
$21,620

Art Institute of California
7650 Mission Valley Road, San Diego 92108
www.artinstiMes.edu/sandiego

$480

99
na
na

na

1966

Mary Lyons
Stephen Pultz

1948

Geraldine Perri
Beth Appenzeller

1978

na
na

Four-year, private and
nonprofit liberal arts Education, human resources,
James Doti
psychology, criminal justice,
university
Michael Drummy
social science
W/ISC

1970

Two-year, public

4,750
4,750
0

(619) 849-2200
(619) 849-2479

2,749

2,561
239

(1)

84

na

na
na

Four-year, private
liberal arts university

(858) 598-1200
(619) 291-3206

2,035
1,912
6

1,704
331
80

350

$21 ,024
$21 ,024
$21 ,024

na
na

Private professional
college
ACCSCT

(858) 635-<1n2
(858) 635-4555

1,308
1,431
(9)

na

na

$14,000
$14,000
$8,315

na
$57

764
104
54

98

$32,280
$32,280
$32,280

40

95

2,723

3n

10455 Pomerado Road, San Diego 92131
www.alllantedu

California Western School of Law

(619) 239-0391
(619) 525-7092

225 Cedar St., San Diego 921 01

Webster University

-(858) 458-9310
(858) 458-0914

6480 Weathers Place, #102, San Diego 92121
www.webster.edu/sandlego

868
894
(3)

.

programs

Arts and sciences, social
sciences and professional
studies, education

Bob Brower

1973

Advertising, Interior design,
fashion design and
marketing, animation, game
art and design, graphic
design, culinary arts and
management

Elizabeth
Erickson
Jesus Moreno

1981

Four-year, private
university
W1'SC, APA

Business, organizational
studies, psychology,
education, liberal studies

Geoffrey Cox
SUsan Topham

1952

na
na

Private law school
ABA, AALS

Criminal, international, health
and intellectual property law

Steven Smith
Traci Howard

1924

$5,100
$5,100
$6,825

na
na

Four-year, private
liberal arts university

NCA

Business administration,
management, finance,
accounting

John Bonosoro
Alex Yates

1980

38

$30,100
$30,100
$30,100

na
na

Private law school
ASA

Legal studies

Rudolph Hasl
Beth Kransberger

1969

63

na
na
na

na

Four-year, private
comprehensive
university
W/ISC-(3)

Education, business, nursing,
technology, adult and
professional studies, music,
liberal arts and sciences,
behavioral and applied

Jon Wallace
Deana
Porterfield (41

1997

na
na

Four-year, private
nonprofit
W/ISC

Education, psychology,
human development,
business, biblical studies

Albert Letting
Rene Inman

1970

na

Private professional
college
ACAOM

Acupuncture, Oriental
medicine, health sciences

Jack Miller
Gina Rubbo

1986

. -

-

www.callforniawestern.edu

na

na

Vocational and transfer

Scott Shoemaker

w,sc

----

Alliant International University

personal

Mary Wlllshok
Edward Abeyta

(619) 296-8660
(619) 296-8690

--- -- -

3900 Lomaland Drive, San Diego 92106
www.pointloma.edu

7,264
3

-- -

18

$3
$3

------

5:,:,o ...ca,~, ~n, _
www.sandiego.edu

Commercial enterprise,

na
na
na

200

-

850

0

810
5

100

850

---

22
{22)

23
(NR)

24
(23)

25
(24)

Thomas Jefferson School of Law
2121 San Diego Ave., San Diego 9211 o
www.ljsl.edu

(619) 297-9700
(619) 374-6393

---

Azusa Pacific University
8401 Aero Drive, #200, San Diego 92123
www.apu.edu

770
805
(4)

580
190

na

·-

- .

(858) 503-6971
(858) 503-6972

597
352
70

567
30

(619) 441-2200
(619) 590-1743

565
553
2

500
65

(619) 574-6909
(619) 574-6641

540
500
8

405
135

na

na

sciences

·-

San Diego Christian College (5)
2100 Greenfield Drive, El C3jon 92019
www.sdcc.edu

Pacific College of Oriental Medicine
7 445 Mission Valley Road, San Diego 92108

www.paclficcoilege.edu

82

na

na
80

na

The Institutions on the list are accredited by vartous organizations, Including but not limited to: Accrediting Commission for
Independent Colleges and Schools (ACICS); Accrediting Commission for Trade and Technical Schools of the Career College
Association (ACTTS-CCA); American Bar Association (ABA); Committee of Bar Examiners (CBE); North Central Assoclationsbf
Colleges and Schools (NCA); Accrediting Commission of Career Schools and Colleges of Technology (ACCSCT); and Western
Association of Schools and Colleges fWASC).
Would not disclose
na Not available
NA Not applicable
INRl Not ranked

$16,992
$16,992

$47,000
$47,000
. $24,450

na

Sources: The institutions and Calttomia Postsecondary Education Commission.

It is not the intent of this list to endorse the participants nor to Imply a school's size or numerical rank indicates its quality.
(1) Individual is dean of admissions and records.
(2) Enrollment numbers reflect change in college structure and census count system.
(J) School is also accredited by NCATE, CCTC, ATS, CCNE, CBRN, CAPTE, APA and CSWE.
(◄) Individual is vice president for enrollment management.
(5) Formerly known as Christian Heritage College.

Researched by Jaimy Lee
Originally published Feb. 26, 2007
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Making a positive difference is a Corporate Award. "Diversity is a
value many strive for. Last ~ l e , commercial advantage,"
Thursday's Equal Opportunity said Vyomesh (VJ) Joshi, executive
Awards Dinner for the Urban yice president, Imaging and PrintLeague of San Diego County was mg Group, who in his animated key
See URBAN on page C7
a ~elebration of those who do.
-~
Prominent individuals and corpora-·tions were honored as Legends in
andTeclmology fortheircondtions and "going the extra mile"
in supporting the stated goals of the
Urban League, which include assisting African Americans and other
underserved people achieve social
and economic equality through advocacy, bridge building, program
services and research.
"We're celebrating a community
in tramition," said Cecil Steppe, who
for the last six years has served tire- ·
lessly as the president and CEO of
the organization. "We have moved
from beingjust a social services/civil
ri~ts .organization seeking assistance from others to provide services, to a business model that provides our investors with a return on
their investment in the programs we
provide to the community." Ray
King, who served previously with
the Oakland PortAuthority, will succeed Steppe as president and CEO.
The dinner, which was also a
fund-raiser, drew a broad cross-section of prominent supporters of Urt ~ efforts, including Union
b .....lc, American Airlines,
Qualcomm, Sony, TV One, Sempra,
and Kaiser Permanente. HewlettPackard, a company that stresses
creating a diverse, inclusive environment, was sin led out to receive the

68

. \ 1 , .>-ctf-J'

'Urban
continued from page Bl

note address, noted that he came
to this country from India with little
more than a dream to make a contribution. "The most important thing
at Hewlett-Packard is the people,"
he said, noting that understanding the
marlcet and pricing, establishing partnerships and developing leadership
have been instrumental goals that
have led to his department achieving a $26 billion annual business.
Now, after 27 years with HewlettPackard, Joshi still credits HPs success to its focus on diversity and inclusion.
'
This year's individual honorees
include: Dr. John Ford, surgeon and
medical consultant, Department of
Social Services, State of California,
Whitney M. Young Leadership
Award; Dr. Arthur Flippin, Medical
Director, Kaiser Permanente, Urban Heritage Award; Dr. Wilma
Wooten, San Diego County Public ·
Health Officer, Urban Trailblazer
Award. In addition, exemplary San
Diego students Aerial Lauren Roberts and Adonna Angelika Anderson received scholarship awatds.
Others singled out for special recognition were Navy Commander
Lenora Langlais, a Purple Heart
recipient, who drew heartfelt applause for her courage under fire in
Iraq where she continued to serve
patients even after sustaining personal injury during an attack in Al
Taqaddum; and AD LCDR1.enobia
Jordan, a Bronze Star and Pwple
Heart recipient from the Iraq War.
Local dignitaries in attendance
included Mayor Jmy Sanders, who
ardently praised retiring President
and CEO Steppe for his passion and
activism, and presented him with a
proclamation declaring Thursday
Cecil Steppe Day in San Diego, and
4th District City Councilman tony
Young.
For LT Michael Flies, the event
was a source of pride. "It was especially touching to me, as a Lieutenant in the US Navy, that the Urban League recognized all the dedicated and committed servicemen
and women serving our country today." As a member of the Urban
League's Young Professionals, he
added, "it is our goal to serve our
local communities through social
and community activism in hopes of
bridging the equality gap."
J

--

Receiving Scholarsh ip check

Lee Wills-Irvine, Urban League Board ofDincto n, prese■u Dr. Wilma
Wooten with Urban TrailblazerAward

Faith Triggs, Realtor; Sheila Renee Hardin, CCDC; Evelyn Steppe, wife of Cecil Steppe; Charlene McAdory,
CCDC

Councilman Tony Young and wife Jacqueline with members ofAirport Board. Back row, left to right: Jeff
Lindeman, Bob Silvas, Patricia Wright; Sitting, left to right: Tony Young, 4th District City Councilman, Mrs.
Tony Young; Constance White

Left to right: Willie La'TeefNeil, LT Michael D. Files, Michael Robinson
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Disaster preparation essential, Homeland Security official says
By DIANA SAMUELS, The Daily Transcript
Monday, September 10, 2007
When Alfonso Martinez-Fonts Jr., assistant secretary of the U.S. Depart
sector office, visited his 97-year-old aunt after Hurricane Wilma , she ha
telephone service for 19 days.
When he asked her about the hurricane, she said "it was fine," becau
"I was prepared ," she told Martinez-Fonts, the keynote speaker at a
Monday.
"What if we could get every American ... to be as prepared as my
how much better our country would be if we could all do that."

Homeland Security's private
iving without electricity or
ad stocked up on food and water.
isaster preparedness summit
telle?" Martinez-Fonts said . "Imagine

Preparedness - stemming from efficient communication and cooperation between businesses and government
agencies at all levels -- is the key to surviving and recovering after a disaster, security and disaster experts said
at Monday's Business Preparedness Summit at the University of San Diego. _
The summit was a kickoff for the county's increased efforts to engage businesses in disaster preparedness. The
130 businesspeople that attended the event could fill out cards requesting further information or suggesting ways
their companies could help during a disaster.
At panels throughout the day, representatives from agencies ranging from the Small Business Administration to
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's office described programs their organizations offer to help business prepare for
disasters.
Programs included the FBl's lnfraGard program, which promotes sharing information between government and
businesses , or the Department of Homeland Security's Ready Business campaign, which provides emergency
plan forms and other resources for companies.
About 4 7 percent of respondents to a Homeland Security survey last year said their company has an emergency
plan in place.
The most common emergencies that affect businesses are smaller-scale floods or fires, though panelists
frequently invoked Sept. 11 and Hurricane Katrina as examples.
''The unthinkable happened, so now we have to routinely think about the unthinkable," said Walt Ekard, chief
administrative officer for the county of San Diego Ekard.
In San Diego, where a fire or earthquake is a probable disaster, it's likely that employees will be at work when it
strikes, said William Metcalf, fire chief with the North County Fire Protection District.
Companies should be prepared to help employees maintain communication with their families, house and feed
employees, as well as provide emotional support, Metcalf said.
"When things go bad , their homes aren't there and their families have been evacuated to Arizona , they're going
to look to you to take care of their most basic needs," Metcalf said.
Metcalf said individuals who aren't prepared to face disasters drain emergency resources, taking attention away
from the poor, disabled, elderly and others who have difficulty helping themselves.
He described today's attitude toward preparedness as "a culture of 'I sit back and don't do a thing to help myself
until someone comes to help me."'
All disasters are local, many panelists said , and should be handled at the local level and then augmented by
state and federal resources.
Often, a company employee serves as the first responder, and can help stop a disaster from reaching the next
level.
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"You don't just pick up the phone and call FEMA," Martinez-Fonts said.
Beyond making it through an initial emergency, preparedness should help a company stay in business after a
disaster.
Businesses should have continuity plans, taking precautions such as making backup records and storing them
far away from the company's offices.
"When your whole city's under water, 10 blocks doesn't make a difference," Metcalf said .
Panelists stressed that making sure business continues after a disaster is essential for the health of the affected
area.
''While it's not nice to have something blow up, what's critical to the economy, what's critical to the community, is
that those goods and services continue to function," said Jim Caverly, director of infrastructure protection at the
Department of Homeland Security's partnership outreach division.
Stores such as Wal-Mart (NYSE : WMT) or Home Depot (NYSE: HD) provide the public with water bottles,
generators and other emergency supplies, panelists said.
Small businesses are especially vulnerable in the case of a disaster, but are vital to helping an area recover from
a disaster because they provide jobs, as well as technology and other equipment needed by larger companies.
Beyond simply staying in business , companies can help out each other and government agencies , panelists
said . After the recent Minneapolis bridge collapse , companies provided cranes and other heavy machinery.
"It does not matter how effective your plan is if the community around you fails, " said Lynne Kidder, senior vice
president at Business Executives for National Security.
Effective communication and cooperation between government and the private sector is necessary to take
advantage of the resources businesses can offer, Martinez-Fonts said.
For example, Home Depot trucks carrying generators to a disaster zone should not be delayed because of
certification problems, he said .
Cary Storm, director of Operations at Qualcomm, described her company's security "consortium" arrangement
with nearby companies, including Science Applications International Corp., BioSite Inc. and others.
The companies collaborate on emergency planning, share integrated emergency communication systems and
work together on emergency drills.
The companies also work with nearby Scripps Hospital, and have arrangements to lend resources in times of
emergency.
SAIC has volunteered their parking structure as a potential field hospital if Scripps is overwhelmed, while
Qualcomm has offered to lend their shuttle fleet to transport doctors and nurses, Storm said.
If her employees were injured in an emergency, they would likely be treated at Scripps, Storm said.
"My plan is myself, my consortium team members," Storm said. "We're recovering our region , on our own."
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Denise T. Ward has joined USD as director of media relations. She and her family recently returned
to San Diego after spending three years in Y okosuka, Japan. While there, she was a deputy public
affairs officer at Yokosuka Naval Base where she led a staff of 11 U.S. and Japanese employees on
the daily operation of the Public Affairs Office. Ward has worked as a print journalist, editor, radio
news reporter, broadcast television producer, reporter and anchor. She has been with The San Diego
Union-Tribune, San Diego Business Journal and Daily Transcript and has done freelance work for
National Public Radio Newscast and Smart Business magazine. Ward is a graduate of Valdosta State
University and the University of Phoenix.
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Sticker shock? Boosts in financial aid can ease the pain
By Eleanor Y ant Su
STAFF WRITER

atana Simmons was wonied
sick that she wouldn't be able
to pay for her son's college
costs.
The tuition, housing and other expenses to send her only child to the
University of California San Diego t~
taled about$21,0 00 last year-nea rly half of the single mother's salary
managing a hospital call center.
But after filling out financial aid
forms, Simmons and her son David
Ritcherson found grants and scholarships to cover all but $8,100. This
year, they whittled down the bill to

C

about $12,000.
"I used to think I would never be
able to send my son to college," said
Simmons, 49. "But there are so many
resources out there. I'm in shock
about how much I don't have to pay."
Simmons' case is common at
UCSD, where students will be returning to class tomorrow. About tw~
thirds of undergrad uates receive fi.
nancial aid, and the average grant
and scholarship package totals
$9,500.
As college prices have soared, so
has financial aid. This month, Congress approved a major overhaul of
the system and increased federal
grants available for middle- and low-

er-income families.
Public and private universities are
expanding their financial aid to help
lower-income students and recruit •
high-achieving students.
The result: The net cost of a spot in
a college lecture hall varies even
more widely than the price of an airline seat
"It is fairly accurate to say that two
people sitting next to one another in
class are paying different prices,"
said Donald Heller, director of the
Center for the Study of Higher Education at Penn State University. "I
don't think the typical parent realizes
SEE

Tuition, A12
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UCSD gives 30%
1f aid without
looking at need
how widespread the differential
pricing is."

How it works

(

UC
San DleQO

Students who receive only loa
Estimated percentage of st
scholarships and grants c
Average grants and sc

Univ. of
San DleQo

Point Loma
Nazarene
Univ.

$19,000

$47,800

$35,500

13%

16%

6%

5%

1%

1.6%

1%

4%

$9.483

$5.400

$14,972

$8.400

$22,500
Estimated attendance costs for undergraduates*
Students receiving financial aid (grants, scholarships and loans) 67.5%
Students paying all costs out-of-

San DleQO
State Univ.

--------------------85%
66%
56%
-----15%
34%
•
44%
32.5%

cial aid

•cost for living on camp

About three-quarters of fulltime undergraduates receive fiarships.
nancial aid, according to a ret the University of San Dieport released last year by the
mcome
...,gQz_! e average
U.S. Department of Education. -----rorthose who receive financial
The combination of grants,
aid is $107,000, said financial
loans and work study cut the
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nurse. Their combined income
is more than $100,000, too high
for Dulaney to qualify for needbased grants. As a result, she's
taking out loans to pay for nearly all her expenses this year.
"I definitely consider myself
to be privileged in terms of
money and my opportunities,"
said Dulaney, who was able to
afford studying abroad in Ireland during her junior year.
But as her younger sister begins college this year, and her
younger brother prepares to do
the same in two years, it's
spreading her parents' income
thin. Dulaney expects to graduate with $36,000 in loans.
About 13 percent of UCSD
undergraduates receive only
loans in their financial aid package. About one-third of students pay the full cost out of
pocket.
The majority fall somewhere
in the middle. Their aid is calculated in two steps.
First, the campus estimates
the family contribution by plugging several numbers - family
income, number of individuals
in the family and financial assets, among other things - into a federal formula. Next, the
campus pulls together a combination ofloans, campus jobs,
grants or scholarships to help
the family meet the total cost.
Families such as Catana
Simmons and son David Ritcherson are pleased with their
award packages, which include
nearly $9,000 in grants and
scholarships.
"I feel grateful for what I
have," Ritcherson said, "but I
still feel like I'm paying a lot for
the cost ofa UC education."
Many students who describe
their family income levels as
"middle class" say they
wouldn't be able to attend
UCSD without grants and
scholarships.
Dorothy Young, ajunior, will

receive nearly $13,000 in financial aid this year, enough to
cover her tuition. But she
worries that the $90 she makes
each month as a member of
student government won't cover her food and gas expenses.

Advice for students
College cost concerns are at
their highest levels in more
than a decade, according to a
national survey released in
May. Six in 10 Americans worry that rising costs will prevent
qualified and motivated students from getting a college education, according to Public
Agenda, a nonprofit that conducts opinion surveys.
Financial aid experts urge
current and soon-to-be college
students not to be discouraged
by colleges' published costs.
"It's really important for people to apply to the college they
want to go to and apply for fi.
nancial aid," said Baum of
Skidmore. "Frequently it might
be cheaper to go to a more expensive school."
Vmce DeAnda, director of financial aid at UCSD, encourages all families who think they
·
need help to apply.
"Someone with a $150,000 income and seven or eight kids,
and two or three kids in college, might have a need,"
DeAnda said. "Yet it sounds
like an income level where
there's no need."
Students should focus on
trimming costs, as well as applying for scholarships, said Logue, who provides money-saving sessions at USD.
Families will be better off
once they understand the complexities of financial aid, said
Scott Anderson, president of
College Fmancial Strategies.
'There's really nothing fair
about the process," Anderson
said. "It's the school's and government's best attempt at it."
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As SDSU evolves, demand for housing grows;
University was built as commuter campus
BYLINE: Sherry Saavedra, STAFF WRITER
SECTION: NEWS; Pg. A-1
LENGTH: 1284 words

San Diego State University has scrambled to add more student housing as community outrage over shortages mounts.
But it still accommodates far fewer students than many other local universities and is a long way from satisfying its
neighbors.
SDSU manages residence halls and apartments for about 14 percent of its students, less than half what the University of
California San Diego provides. However, it offers more housing than most of the other 22 campuses in the California State
University system, including Cal State San Marcos, which accommodates about 7 percent of its students with apartments.
SDSU is in the company of many other CSU campuses that are adding housing while they shift from their historic
mission as commuter campuses.
Their goal: to make the schools more appealing to students by offering a fuller college experience, which includes living
on campus.
For many homeowners in the College Area and surrounding neighborhoods, this evolution can't happen fast enough, as
hordes of students occupy single-family homes in their communities.
In November, the university will ask CSU trustees to approve its most far-reaching expansion plan to date. The proposal
would add offices, classrooms, a hotel, an expanded student center and housing by 2025 . The plan anticipates that enrollment
would climb by nearly 10,000 students, to almost 45,000.
SDSU says it needs to expand in response to growing demand for a college education. Many neighbors can only
envision more students needing a place to live.
"Before we start talking about expanding SDSU, let's talk about dealing with the housing problem we already have," San
Diego Councilman Jim Madaffer said. "We've seen the effects of inadequate student housing: mini-dorms."
SDSU provides much less housing than the University of San Diego, which accommodates about 33 percent of its
students, or Point Loma Nazarene University, which serves about 57 percent.
SDSU President Stephen Weber said the university shouldn't be judged against local colleges that he says serve a larger
proportion of higher-income, out-of-town students who are likely to want campus housing and can more easily afford it.
Housing prices at SDSU range from about $726 a month for a shared bedroom in an apartment to about $1,504 for an
individual bedroom in a residence hall suite with the top meal plan.
Weber contends that SDSU is responding to the housing demand. Over the summer, the university added 100 beds to
one residence hall and took over management of a nearby apartment complex. The university also boosted proposed student
housing in its expansion plan from 300 beds to nearly 3,000.
"I know there is the view that we ought to have more housing," Weber said.
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Not everyone wants to live on campus, he pointed out, saying it would be a mistake for SDSU to overbuild, only to be
left with empty dorms and debt.
Different missions
San Diego State and UC San Diego exemplify the contrasting philosophies that led to their present housing offerings.
The CSU system was established in 1961 , and its schools were intended to be commuter campuses. Dorms were viewed
as nonessential.
"Housing was seen as the whim of the individual university to provide if they had land available," said Tony Fulton,
SDSU's campus architect.

In contrast, the University of California campuses were to be regional schools, serving the state's top students. Today,
there are 23 CSU campuses and 10 UC schools.
About 52 percent of SDSU undergraduate students are from San Diego County, compared with about 21 percent at
UCSD.
At UC San Diego, housing was connected to the curriculum from the start. The university comprises six colleges, each
linked to a campus residential community.
"Even students who enroll locally still want to live on campus," said Gary Ratcliff, assistant vice chancellor of student
life. "It's part of the university experience."
Multiple factors in the CSU system coalesced to refocus energy on more student housing. Freshmen began to outnumber
transfer students over the past decade -- increasing from 43 percent of admissions to 54 percent last year, said Claudia Keith,
CSU assistant vice chancellor of public affairs. Freshmen are more interested in living on campus, Keith said.
Campuses also began serving more students from out of town. At SDSU, the percentage of students from outside San
Diego County has risen by nearly 21 percent since 1997, to 48 percent now.
"Today, people don't just attend CSU campuses because they happen to live in the area and they're convenient," Keith
said. "Our schools are becoming destination campuses as opposed to commuter campuses."
At SDSU, the percentage of full-time students -- who also seek university living in greater numbers -- has increased over
two decades from 64 percent to 76 percent last spring.
This year, SDSU received 58,100 applications for 9,500 undergraduate spots, and the average grade-point average of
incoming freshmen was 3.45.
"We're getting very, very good students," Weber said. "And those students are more interested in a complete university
experience -- an experience that includes living on campus."
Before the fall 2006 semester, the waiting list for campus housing reached 800. Five years earlier, there was no waiting
list. The need for housing mingled with a community outcry against mini-dorms, which are single-family homes, often with
added bedrooms, rented to multiple college students. Homeowners complain that those students bring parties, traffic, litter,
noise and parking problems.
Limited space to grow
As it prepares to ask CSU trustees for approval to grow, San Diego's largest university has tried to make the case that
housing concerns have been addressed. The waiting list for university-affiliated housing reached a high of 300 this summer
after SDSU began assigning three students to some rooms on campus and took over management of an off-campus apartment
complex.
Finding the space to build more housing has been a challenge. SDSU doesn't have an abundance of land -- 270 acres
versus UCSD's 1,200.
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One planned housing project, Sorority Row, was axed because of expense. A project known as the Paseo, a combination
of housing, retail, theaters and parking on a two-block area near the campus trolley station, has been stalled for two years.
By 2025, the college expects to have doubled the 5,000 beds it now provides.
SDSU increased the number of new beds in its expansion plan by proposing to build four IO-story high-rises. It also
plans to meet housing goals by urging private developers to add student apartments along trolley routes and close to campus.
Neighbors, bedeviled by the invasion of mini-dorms, are hesitant to trust that the college titan will grow any larger.
College Area resident Norman Mann said SDSU is taking undeserved credit for 600 beds in the off-campus apartment
complex it now manages. That's not new housing stock, Mann said.
No matter how much housing SDSU adds, the students will continue to swarm home rentals if the university doesn't
require them to live on campus, he said.
Homeowner Cathleen Kenney feels that the quality of life in her Joan Court neighborhood in the College Area is
slipping with the spread of mini-dorms. Kenney said that there's no guarantee private developers will step in with rentals and
that SDSU doesn't seem to be providing or planning enough.
"To throw the students out into the community and turn the area into an ' Animal House' is unfair," she said.
University officials say the majority of new student housing in the expansion plan would be built by 2012 . The current
offerings are a close match to the need, as evidenced by the reduced summer waiting list.
"We're pretty close to what the market is looking for," Weber said.
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She 'wanted a new venue for women'
BYLINE: David Elliott, MOVIE CRITIC
SECTION: ENTERTAINMENT; Pg. E-1
LENGTH: 1089 words
Though the day is gray, the woman inside the small apartment is like a sunbeam talking. A beam with a dream.
Her dream-in-progress is the San Diego Women's Film Festival, opening another run for four days starting Thursday. It's
back at the Museum of Photographic Arts in Balboa Park, with some events at the nearby Reuben H. Fleet Science Center.
The sunny dream-maker is Renee Herrell, 28, who gave up the title of executive director but remains a central dynamo,
along with director Jennifer Hsu, of Southern California's very first fem-fest of film.
"Part of me is shocked," the smiling Herrell says, "but in a really neat way, that our festival still exists. So many things
could wipe it out, yet we're having our fifth!"
Herrell, born and raised in Fallbrook, a San Diegan since 2001, has a glow of health and blond-streaked hair. In her tidy
flat near Balboa Park, unlighted red candles and deft watercolors by friend Larry Mason rule the living room near a little
office. It all fits her as neatly as an eggshell.
A fundraiser and Joanie Appleseed for nonprofit groups, Herrell is wearing an antique Spanish necklace and the
demeanor of a confident convincer. One can easily picture her igniting a festival.
"We had our first one in October 2003, at the Uni'v ersity of San Diego," she says, eager to share credit with co-founder
Courtney Fredericks Bell.
And with local critic Beth Accamando, who enlisted early as a key programmer "and taught me what that's all about. It
isn't something you just figure out yourself."
The early process was hectic but the agenda clear, "to show works by women filmmakers , whether director, writer,
producer, but at some executive level. Not all the films are about women. It's very diverse."
This year's fiesta packs in 112 movies, and may well exceed last year's draw of2,500 people. The first event had about
200, and Herrell feels , "We just stumbled into it, an enrichment to a teen-mentoring program for girls I was involved with.
"Later, we saw it as a movement, once we realized how male-dominated the film world is. The feminist era was so long
ago, but women are still not given the same opportunity in film as men. I wanted a new venue for women."
Raised in a "very conservative background" as daughter of a minister and a schoolteacher, and "just going to movies like
anyone else did," Herrell has "stumbled" in bold, fast steps. She incarnates confidence.

(

After Fallbrook High, then English studies at UC Santa Barbara, she "figured I'd be a second-grade teacher just like my
mom , but got a job right out of college working at the Santa Barbara Museum of Art, and fell in love with the nonprofit world
and working in the arts.
"We traveled with our board and donors to many cities. I found out at about 22 that I could relate to people three times
my age, often very wealthy, and act on behalf of nonprofit groups." She recently earned a degree in nonprofit management
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from USD.
Herrell first began working here with a nonprofit effort to help abused and displaced kids, "and I got on the fundraising
charity path and have moved on to consulting other efforts. Then, started the festival because (she laughs) I had so much free
time!"
The fest, run by the San Diego Women Film Foundation, began with a mere sprinkle of movies, all local, using a budget
approaching $1,000. Now, although by Big Fest (Cannes, Toronto, Sundance) norms a pup, it spends about $78,000 through
the year and about $25,000 on the fest itself.

It lives via donations, volunteers and supportive tie-ins with local media organizations, plus "invaluable help from other
local festivals," co-hosting and promoting works with the gay, Latino and Asian efforts.
This year brought in around 400 digital submissions, screened by a committee of 12. While Herrell feels "we don't take
sides on issues in films, and try to show different sides," the core mandate remains true to first inspiration.
"What came up in our very first talks," she remembers , "from working with teen gals in the mentoring program, is that
there aren't many real images of women from Hollywood to go with the very beautiful. We wanted to show real women, tall
or short, big or small, not just the blond supermodels.
"For that first event, we found four teen girls making films in Seattle, so we got money to fly them down for our first
fest and meet our teens, and also got some adult women filmmakers . And then it just grew."
Herrell keenly gives credit to early mentor Joelle James, "an amazing woman," who joined the first board. Another
crucial player has been UCSD professor Giovanna Chesler, a documentarian who "helped me to write the first curriculum"
for the after-school Diva Directs workshops for young film aspirants . The SDWFF is a hive with more than one queen bee.
In 2005 , the focal hub for shows became the small, classy theater at MoPA , which had shuttered its regular film program
the year before. The fest, which shows movies and holds workshops through the year, relies still on the tireless networking of
Herrell and Hsu, and staffers "on minimal pay who work amazing hours ."
For Herrell, "it's all about building the base, but you want to keep it real, not sell out. You need to market and hype and
maybe even get some Hollywood community films , but keep true to mission. And we are now getting more works, and
higher quality, with about 30 percent international."
While mostly devoted to digitally made shorts, some academic and nearly all indie in origin because "features are so
expensive and so dam hard to make," the fest hopes to expand. Right now, one of the big plex locations is beyond its means .
Ask Herrell about the vision thing and she winds up the pitch with a touch of modesty as if fearing to brag. But she lets
it fly:
"Yeah, I have a vision. I mean, for crying out loud, I'm supposed to be a visionary, right? I do hope we can grow in an
incremental way. I'd like submissions to build up to a thousand a year, and maybe we could show 300 or more films, and
really develop our reputation. We are already getting stuff from all over."
This single but hardly solo (as a film booster) woman maintains a fast, steady stride. A committed traveler (Brazil early
this year, Spain and China last year, Cambodia coming over Christmas), she is also a veteran jogger, ran six half-marathons
this year and is "in training for triathlons ."
In slower rhythm, she is a big reader who feels "the film is never as good as the book."
And, as she knows, a festival is as good as its films .
David Elliott: (619) 293- 1268; david.elliott@uniontrib.com
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San Diego Green 2007
Friday, September 14, 2007
San Diego Green 2007, San Diego's annual conference detail! sustainable design and building practices, will
be held Sept. 26-28 at the Universi of San Die o's Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice.
The conference is expected to draw over 300 professionals from the architecture, engineering, construction and
commercial real estate industries and will include technical workshops on green building standards , keynote
speakers and tours of local green buildings.
Jointly presented by the local chapters of the U.S . Green Building Council and the American Institute of
Architects, the conference is designed to inspire building professionals, motivate local companies and educate
participants about how they can make San Diego a "greener" place to live and work.
Westfield UTC has signed on as conference sponsor on the heels of announcing a major renovation plan for the
shopping center that will add 150 stores and restaurants, 250 condominiums and is designed to be a model of
sustainable design in a live, work and play environment.
The pre-conference workshops will include technical training on green-building standards for new construction
and commercial interiors.
The workshops will cover USG BC technical requirements, certification processes, project case studies and green
building costs and benefits.
Post-conference activities, presented by AIA San Diego's Committee on the Environment, include focused
seminars dedicated to creating the integrated practice and meeting the Architecture 2030 Challenge.
In addition, a guided tour of two local projects addressing sustainable design for social good offer the opportunity
to learn in-person from successful project owners and their design teams.
Zach Pannier, a project manager for DPR Construction , is San Diego Green 2007 co-chairperson . According to
Pannier, the conference will provide a realistic look at sustainable construction. The San Diego Green 2007 cochairperson is Lisa Fabula.
Greg Franta, principal architect and built environment team leader for Rocky Mountain Institute, will discuss his
efforts to foster the efficient and restorative use of resources with "Cooling the Warming : Integrated Solutions for
the Built Environment."
Also, national chair of the U.S. Green Building Council and founder/principal of Consilience LLC , Sandy
Wiggins will offer insights into sustainable regional public policy initiatives with "Leveraging the Green Tsunami."
Registration information is available at www.sandiegogreen.org.
RSI excellence award
GAF Materials Corporation announced that RSI Roofing has received the GAF Master Select Training
Excellence Award .
This industry award recognizes RS l's dedication to continuous education and training through the Center for
Advancement of Roofing Excellence (CARE), in an effort to help consumers better understand their roofing
options and make educated roofing decisions.
As a factory-certified Master Select Contractor, RSI Roofing has been carefully pre-screened by GAF.
In fact, only 2 percent of the roofing contractors in the county have earned GAF's Master Select Status-A
distinction.
NTDSTICHLER changes name
NTDSTICHLER Architecture announced it has returned to their parent company name of NTD Architecture
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effective Sept. 10.
The firm has operated under the name NTDSTICHLER since 2003 when NTD Architects and The Stichler
Group combined to form a national architectural entity.
NTD Architecture's roots date back to 1953 with the founding of the firm , which currently employs over 300
architects, engineers, interior designers and support staff throughout the West, according to Jon Alan Baker,
president and CEO.
The firm specializes in architecture for healthcare and education facilities and provides integrated services of
architecture, engineering, and interior design .
NTD office locations include San Diego, Los Angeles , Visalia and Auburn in California , and Phoenix and Tucson
in Arizona.
Irvine names Alpha
Alpha Mechanical Service & Engineering , a San Diego HVAC contractor, was given The Irvine Company
Contractor of the Year Award . The Irvine Co. is the largest owner of Class A office space in San Diego.

Alpha Mechanical's President Mark Swearingen and Vice President Tom Shaw received the award . Both
Swearingen and Shaw said what really sets their firm apart is its Energy Retrofit Division .
By installing Turbocor oil free magnetic bearing compressor in the Irvine Co .'s Class A office space , green
building design has been taken to a new level, saving Irvine Co. energy costs.
Sparling is here
Sparling, the nation's largest specialty electrical eng ineering and technology consulting firm, announced it has
opened an office in San Diego as part of the company's strategic plan for aggressive growth in select regional
and national markets.

Sparling was founded 60 years ago and has offices in Seattle and Portland, Ore.
Sparling president and CEO Eric Overton said , "Although we've just now opened an office here, Sparling has
been committed to the Southern California business community since 1979, serving a number of clients in the
healthcare arena."
Sparling, which also consults clients in the higher education, life sciences and retail industries, among others,
has worked on nearly 500 projects in the state and some 300 in Southern California.
Many of those projects have been at the Loma Linda University Medical Center, where Sparling has worked for
more than 25 years.
Jeff Hankin , who manages Sparling's new San Diego office , said , "We're a specialized niche firm that's wholly
committed to the more-innovative side of the built environment."
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architecture, engineering, construction and commercial real estate
industries and will include technical workshops on green building
standards, keynote speakers and tours of local green buildings.
Jointly presented by the local chapters of the U.S. Green Building
Council and the American Institute of Architects, the conference is
designed to inspire building professionals, motivate local companies
and educate participants about how they can make San Diego a "green•
er" place to live and work.
Westfield UTC has signed on as conference sponsor on the heels of
announcing a major renovation plan for the shopping center that will
add 150 stores and restaurants, 250 condominiums and is designed to
be a model of sustainable design in a live, work and play environment.
The pre-conference workshops will include technical training on
green-building standards for new construction and commercial interiors.
The workshops will cover tJSGBC technical requirements, certification processes, project case studies and green building costs and benefits.
Post-conference activities, presented by AIA San Diego's Committee
on the Environment, include focused seminars dedicated to creating
the integrated practice and meeting the Architecture 2030 Challenge.
In addition, a guided tour of two local projects addressing sustainable design for social good offer the opportunity to learn in-person
from successful project owners and their design teams.
Zach Pannier, a project manager for DPR Construction, is San Diego
Green 2007 co-chairperson. According to Pannier, the conference will
provide a realistic look at sustainable construction. The San Diego
Green 2007 co-chairperson is Lisa Fabula.
Greg Franta, principal architect and built environment team leader
for Rocky Mountain Institute, will discuss his efforts to foster the efficient and restorative use of resources with "Cooling the Warming:
Integrated Solutions for the Built Environment."
Also, national chair of the U.S. Green Building Council and
founder/prin cipal of Consilience LLC, Sandy Wiggins will offer
insights into sustainable regional public policy initiatives with
"Leveraging the Green Tsunami."
Registration information is available at www.sandiegogreen.org.
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U.S. Green- Building Council and Ameri
Co-Host Green and Sustainab le Design

titute of Architect ure San Diego Chapters

San Diego's a nnu a l conference deta iling susta inable design and
build ing practi ces will be held September 26-28 at the Uni versi~ of
.,_San Diego's Joa n B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justi ce. San Diego

Post-co nfe re nce acti vities, presented by A IA Sa n Diego's Committee on the Environme nt, include foc used semin ars dedi cated to
c reating the integrated practice and meeting the Architect ure 2030

Green 2007 is expected to draw over 300 profess ionals fro m the
archi tecture, eng ineering, const ruction and commerc ial real estate
industries a nd will include techni cal workshops on gree n building
sta nd a rds, key note speakers and tours of local green buildings.

C ha llenge. In add ition, a g uided tour of two loca l projects addressing sustai nable design For social good offer the opportunity to learn
in-pe rso n from successful projec t ow ners a nd their des ign tea ms.
Zac h Pa nni er is a projec t manager for DPR Co nstructio n and

Jo intl y presented by the local chapters of the U.S . G reen Building Counc il and the America n Institute of Architects, the confe rence is des ig ned to inspire building profess ionals. moti vate local

San Diego G reen 2007 co-cha irperso n. Accord ing to Panni er, the
confe re nce w ill prov ide a rea li stic look at susta inable constructi on.
"A mo ng o ur goa ls is the des ire to enli ghte n a nd educa te the
aud ience on loca l susta inable buil d ing co ncepts and how they

co mpanies and edu cate partic ipants about how they ca n make San
Diego a "greener" pl ace to li ve and work.
The pre-confere nce workshops will include techni cal tra ining on
green-building sta nd a rd s fo r new constructi on and co mmerc ia l interiors. The workshops will cove r USGB C tec hnical requi rements,
certi fication processes, projec t case studies and green building
Js ts and bene fits.

ca n adopt these concepts into th eir perso na l and profess iona l
lifes tyles," Pa nni er sa id . "But we w ill a lso present case studi es
a nd cost a na lyses deta iling th e benefi ts of buildi ng green. Ma ny
people believe sustain able co nstruc ti on is fa r too ex pe nsive fo r
their projects, when, in ac tu a li ty, th e limited costs of build ing
g reen are out we ighed by the la rger, long-term cost be nefi ts
co111in 11ed page 3

~ 011ti11ued from front cover

Sustainable Desig11 Co11ference

assoc iat.ed with sustai nab le co nst ructi o n."
Spea kers schedul ed on Se ptember 27 inclu de Kevin Burke, director of practice for architecture fi rm Willia m McDonough+ Partners,
who will ta lk on "Towa rd s Eco-Effecti ve Architecture," deta iling
pl ace- mak ing th rough integrated design solution s and Cradle to
C rad le thinking.
Greg Fra nt a, princ ipal a rchitect a nd built environment tea m leader
fo r Rocky Mounta in Institute, will di scuss hi s effo rts to fos te r the
e ffi c ient and restorati ve use of resources to make the world secure. ·
ju st, prosperous a nd li fe-s usta ining with "Cooling the War ming:
Integrated Solutions for th e Built Environme nt."
A lso, nati ona l cha ir of the U.S. Green Building Co unc il a nd fo und er/princ ipal ofCo nsilience LLC Sand y Wi gg in s will o ffer insights
into susta inable reg ional public policy initiati ves with " Leveraging
the G reen Tsun ami: '
San Diego G ree n 2007 co-cha irperso n Lisa Fa bul a noted th at the
three key note speec hes direc tly re fl ec t th e America n Institute of
Arch itec ts· and USG BCs fo rwa rd-thinking pers pecti ve.
" We wa nt to fos te r a green movement th at pays attenti on to the future as we des ig n and create our prese nt e nvironments," Fabula sa id .
All key note presentations, techni ca l review sessions a nd se minars
will be certifi ed fo r A merica n Institute of Architects Continuing
Education unit s. Reg istrati on in fo rm ati on is ava il able at www. sandiegogree n.org.

■
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San Diego Green 2007 is set
for Sept. 26-28 at USD's Toan §,
Kroc Institute for Peace &
Justice. t,ach Panruer of DPR
Consffiiction and event co-chair,
says the conference will look at sustainable construction . Click on
sandiegogreen.org for details . ❖
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Slmayspace Art s Col
lege Inte rna tion al,
840 G St., downtown.
(619) 231 -39 00 or
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Art lnstHute of Cllllfornla, San DI•

etJO 7650 Mission Valley Road, Mission
Valley. (858) 598-1200 or www.artinsti·
tutes.edu/sandiego
Hyde Gallery Grossmont College,

8800 Grossmont College Drive,
Et Cajon. (619) 644-7299 or www.gross·
mont.edu/artgal/ery
Point Loma Nazarene University,
Kaller Art Gallery 3900 Loma/and
Drive. (619) 849·2396 or www.point·
loma.edu
San DletJo Men eo11-.e Art Gallery
· 0104. 7250 Mesa College Drive. (619)
388-2829 or www.sdmesa.sdccd.cc.ca.us
SDSU: FlorY canto Gallery 5500
Campanile Drive. (619) 594-6511
or art.sdsu.edu/geninfo/homepages/
galleries/student/in
I
Slmayspace Arts C
Ii> tional, 840 G St., d

erna ·
(619) 231·

3900 or www.sim
Southwestern

900 Otay Lakes
(619) 216-6605

or www.univer
USD: Founden Gallery/Hoehn
Hall. (619)

1:o.!Zt,~H•ry launders

USD: Sacred Heart Gallery Sacred
Heart Hall. (619) 260-4659.
~
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Johnson throws six TD passes in romp
By Tom Hayes
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE

September 30, 2007

INDIANAPOLIS - Ron Caragher had a simple message for his USD football team on its trip to undefeated
Pioneer Football League foe Butler.
"I told them to stay focused, execute and have fun," Caragher said on a record-setting day as the Toreros beat
Butler 56-9 before 3,215 homecoming fans.
"We knew they would be pumped up because they won a huge overtime game last week and they had a lot of
momentum going," Caragher said. "Our plan was to come here and take control early."
The Toreros did just that, scoring each time they touched the ball in the first half while taking a 42-3
halftime lead. All-America senior quarterback Josh Johnson was the catalyst, throwing for five first-half
touchdowns and running for the other score.
Johnson finished the game with 406 yards and six touchdowns passing and now ranks first in school history
in career yards (7,804 yards) and career attempts (853).
Johnson connected with junior John Matthews for the first two scores, the second one a 78-yard play
midway through the first quarter. Matthews then added a 4-yard touchdown catch in the second quarter to
end with a career-high three touchdowns.
"We had the right plays called at the right time today," said Matthews, who ended with six catches for 122
yards. "We're playing pretty good right now, but we can always get better."
Johnson had one of his best career days. He completed 25-of-30 passes. It was the second-most yards he's
thrown for in a game and follows a game where he threw for 403 yards and four touchdowns.
"He's playing as well as he's ever played, but we're much more than just Josh," Caragher said. "Our line was
excellent today, and our backs ran hard. This was a good trip for us."
Johnson prefers to talk about team goals over his stats.
"Our goal is to win the conference, and this was a step in that direction," he said. "You can't do anything in
the postseason unless you win conference so that's our focus."
Johnson said the game plan coming in was to score early.
"We knew coming in that they would be fired up because of it being their homecoming and they were 4-0,"
Johnson said. "We wanted to take them out of their game early."

http:// signonsandiego. printthis. clickabili ty .corn/pt/cpt?action=cpt&ti tle=Johnson+throws+...
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Senior defensive end Eric Bakhtiari also had a big game, leading the Toreros with seven tackles and two
sacks. A scout from the Indianapolis Colts was on hand to watch Johnson and Bakhtiari.
Junior running back J.T. Rogan added 116 yards on 14 carries, and Johnson had 49 yards on four carries,
including a 29 yard touchdown run that put the visitors up 21-0 in the first quarter.
"We came out of the gates fast," said Caragher, who says he remembers only one other time in his coaching
history that his team scored each time it had the ball in the first half (1998 at UCLA).
»Next Story»

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsand iego.com/u n iontri b/20070930/news_ 1s30usdfoot. html

I

Check the box to include the list of links referenced in the article.
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Toreros plunge into PFL play
By Willie Bans
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE

September 29, 2007

Despite USD's numerous entries high on statistical lists this year, there is a notable number you can't find: o ;
as in the times veteran coach Ron Caragher flew commercially to road games before today's contest at Butler
in Indianapolis.
He insists it's not a big deal.
"I've flown commercial my whole life on personal trips, so I really don't compare," said Caragher, who
experienced a fair share of charter flights from Westwood and Lexington, Ky., as a UCLA and University of
Kentucky assistant coach.
Perhaps the Toreros (3-0) really shouldn't focus on flights. The Pioneer Football League schedule, which
begins with the Bulldogs (4-0), is turbulent enough. The matchup at the Butler Bowl pits two of the league's
three undefeated teams (Dayton is the third). Adding Drake, the PFL has four teams among the top 10 in The
Sports Network midmajor poll for the Football Championship Subdivision (formerly Division I-AA).
And although USD has a 15-game league winning streak, first-year head coach Caragher will get his first
crack at continuing it.
"I'm excited to get into conference play because that's the big thing you want to do. You want to win your
conference," he said. "But really, up until this week, we haven't focused on conference. Our guys are excited
to play an undefeated team. (The Bulldogs) feel this is one of their better teams."
How much better? Try their best start since 1991.
Butler, which went 3-8 last year in Jeff Voris' first season as head coach, is blooming with running backs
Scott Gray and Derek North. Gray leads the league in scoring with 11 touchdowns, while North is fourth on
the rushing list at 82.5 yards per game.
"We watched them on film ... They're definitely an improvement from last year," said USD junior wide
receiver John Matthews, whose 96.3 receiving yards per game tops the league. "It should be an interesting
environment (for the Bulldogs' homecoming)."
In their first 14 years in the PFL, the Toreros were 12-21 in the first half and 23-8 in the latter. But this
stretch may be their most challenging in years. "In years past, Butler's been kind of one of the bottomfeeders of the PFL. That's obviously changed," senior linebacker Ronnie Pentz said. "We feel like it's another
opportunity to showcase ourselves against a quality opponent. "

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsa nd iego.com/sports/usd/20070929-9999-1 s29usd .html
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USD airs out
'the big boys'
Johnson passes f9 . TDs,
four to 6-4 WR W
yle·
By WHIie Bans, SPECIAL r

In the pregame talk

siting Northern
tage over USO,
oyle was sort of a

Colorado's supposed si
Toreros 6-foot-4 receive
forgotten man.
Call
personal-best four
Toreros
touchdo
, nine catches and 132
yards last night a reminder.
The senior's size and speed
helped USO earn its first-ever win
N.Colorado
againsf a scholarsh ip team, as a
49-13 victory in front of 3,017 at
Torero Stadium proved its big
boys could hang with "the big boys."
'They may have been a bigger team. than us,
you know, but I think what it comes down to is you
can't measure heart," said Doyle, whose team, now
3-0, had never hosted a Football Championship
Subdivision (formerly Division I-AA) scholarship
squad. ''You can look on paper and see a lot of
things. You can see size, you can see 40 (yarddash) times, you can see bench max, but you can't
measure heart, man."
The Bears (0-3) of the Big Sky Conference
allowed Doyle to become a frequent target of
senior quarterba ck Josh Johnson (23-of-31 passing, six touchdow ns and 281 yards).
Johnson effectively crossed out two of the
tasks remainin g on his fabulous career's
shrinking to-do list: He avenged USD's only loss
in 22 games, which came against a scholarsh ip
team; and he needed two passing scores to move
into first place in the school's all-time career list.
'The scoreboa rd spoke for itself, that's all I got
to say," Johnson said. "Now we know. We know
we can play with anybody."
On first-and-goal on Northern Colorado's 2yard line with less than a minute to go before
halftime, Doyle leaped on a fade route and his
outstretch ed rums pulled in the ball for a touchdown. With a 28-6 lead heading into the locker
room, there was little that went wrong for the
Toreros in the first half.
"We always talk about coming out fast, and I
love to come out fast'' head coach Ron Caragher
said. "We came out of the gate really well."
Even when the Bears were able to penetrate
USD's offensive line, it wasn't much of an advantage. That only gave Johnson an excuse to run, and
he averaged 16.3 yards on his nine carries.
"They really respected our deep game, and I
think they forgot about me." Johnson said. "It
seemed like they were dropping seven, eight
men in coverage. And I was always taught that
nobody has me, so why not run?"
I

49

13

The Bears offense, which came in having scored
just one touchdown, was shut down, particularly
when it tried to run the ball (the Bears finished with
106 yards rushing, compared to the Toreros' 239) .
''We tried to establish a new line of scrimmage, which is one or tw9 yards in the backfield,
that way it makes the running back go east and
west instead of north and south," said senior
defensive end Eric Bakhtiari, who had three
sacks and nine tackles.
After almost every home game, the USO players will high-five the fans in the student section
who sit in bleachers about 7 feet above field level.
Reaching up for five fingers was a tad easier
and more special for Doyle.
SUMMARY
USO 49, N. Colorado 13
N.QilaralD

um

6 0 0 7 • 13

141421

o-•

fhl--

um-w.Doyte 2 pass from J.Johnsoo

(Paner kick), 4:52.

um-Matthews 21 pass from JJohnson (Par11er kick), 1:19.
IIICII-Chesla 3 pass from Vlallogeorge (kick failed), :27.
Slmllllllrllr
um-w.Doyte 11 pass from J..Johnson (Pi1111er kick), 13:38.
um-w.Doyte 2 pass from J..Johnson

..........

(Paner kick), :50.

um-ROCJ,111 94 kickoff return (Parli-

er kick), 14:47.
um-11yan 23 pass from J..Johnson
(Pi1111er kick), 4:14.
um-W.Doyle 11 pass from J..Johnson (Pi1111er kick), :58.
fwtll llllrllr
IIIIClt-Woods 4 run (Yori! kick),
12:15.

~3.017
First downs
Rushes-yards

Passing
Comp-Alt-Int
Return Yards
P\l!ts-Avq.
Fllllbles-l.ost
Penalties-Yards

NDtD

18
32-106
227
21-39-0
25
8-39.4
3-2
8-39

um

25
33-239
321
27-37-1
21
4-37.5
1-1

2-20

Time of Possession 29:00
31:00
IIIIIIJUM. STlllSIICS
IIJ5IN-tl QilaralD: Woods 17-96,
Breazeale 4-17, Wilson Ni, Freismrth
1-Z. Vlahoqeorge 8-(-15). U5lt J. Johnson 9-147, Feliczak 6-56, ROCJ,1n 12-32,
Fontenberry 1-7, Juarez 4-4, Rolin 1-

(-7).

l'I\SINI-N. QilaralD: Vlahoqeorqe

13-27-0-122, Breazeale 8-12-0-105.
U5lt J. Johnson 23-31-0-281, Rolin
4-6-1--40.

IBEMNIHl CalandD: Birllel 9-85,
Chesla !>-55, Woods 3-7, Fawer 2-58,
Caprioli 1-1 1, Wright 1-1 1. U5lt W.
Doyle 9-132, Matthews 5-61 , G.Smith
4-48, Ramsey 2-32, Feliczak 2-19, Ryan
1-23, Stivers 1-10, May 1-2, Fontenber·
ry H-3), ROCJ,1n 1-(-3).
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·Another milestone for USD
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH

OU 'TY Ti~I~

SAN DIEGO - Maybe it's
unfair that University of~

}aego

e-

schedules games
een its kids that play football for love of the game
against an opponent with
scholarship athletes.
After all, not many scholarship schools
USD
49 h ave an NFL
N. Colorado 13 prospect at
quarterback
that has as much fun as
USD's Josh Johnson.
The Toreros' senior rang
up 428 yards of total offense
in only three quarters before
he was pulled as he led a.
team that always seems to be
smiling to 49,-13 rout Saturday night of the University of
Northern Colorado before
3,017 fans at Toreros Stadiwn.

The win gives USD (3-0) a
playoff push toward earning

an at-large bid to the 16team Football Championship
Subdivision (formerly Divisi~n I-AA) . No non- c olarn ine ros
. ......_..,_year
when the were 11-1.
"This means a lot for the .
program," USD coach Ron
Caragher said. "USD has
wanted some national respect, and this shows we can
play with teams from tbe Big
Sky Conference and those respected conferences in the
FCS."
·
USD is a non-scholarship
FCS program and UNC (0-3)
can offer up to 65 scholarships. It was USD's first win
over a scholarship school after losing their first try last
year at UC Davis, 37-27.
• "I wanted to be a cholarship school this year," Johnson
said. "Now, we've got to beat
Davis, the next (scholar hip)
team. But fir t we got to get
through conference. That's the

•

o. 1 objective and every1:lring
else will fall into place."
John on completed 23-of31 passes for 281 yards for
six touchdowns and rushed
nine times for 147 yards. But
his most spectacular play
would be re-playing on ESPN
highlights today if there
were cameras at the game.
On USD's seco nd series,
he ran 89 yai·ds to the UNC
1-yard line to set up a 2-yard
touch down pass to Wes
Doyle, one of four touchdown
catches on the night.
Johnson might have covred 160 yards on his scramble from the pocket. J;;Je
broke 10 yards up field ahd
20 yards to the left sideline,
then covered 50 yards acro1s
the mi ddle of the field, rtceiving a ~ey block from running back J.T. Rogan, turned
up the right sideline, broke a
tackle at the U C 45-yard
line and lunged from the 5
for the end zone before he
was :ruled down at the 1.

•

-

(
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Toreros brace for big test,
ste ut of 'comfort zone'
USD football
Pion
Commi
ew seconds, chooshesitate
ing her words carefully before
beginning to talk about whethUSD was in the league's forewhen 1t comes to schedulnon league
tough
ing
opponents.
"Let's just - let's just say
that San Diego has really sort of
stepped outside of the nonscholarship scheduling comfort
zone - consistently," said Viverito, adding that the league
has never pushed its eight
teams, which are all nonscholarship, to "schedule up."
preAs
. et>Iorapared to
do of the Big Sky Conference at
6 p.m. today, they practiced
knowing this: It's the first time
a Football Championship Sub', division (formerly Division IM) scholarship team will have
visited Torero Stadium.
USD's only loss in the past
22 games was against a scholar, ship team (UC Davis, last sea.. son). And although Northern
Colorado's Bears are 0-2, their
' first lost"was at then-No. 23 Ha-

foni

thftostl:$;~-0)

waii.
In the third week of the season, the Toreros are in an unfamiliar position of playing a nonleague game with significance
beyond swface level.
Athletic Director Ky Snyder
likes it that way. It's why the
2007 schedule is the school's
first containing two scholarship
teams.
"We're at that level competitively" said Snyder, who's been
AD since 2003 and oversees a
team coming off consecutive
midmajor national and league
titles. Snyder, who said he's in
discussions with Southern

Norllllm Colorado
atT~
. _ Today, 6 p.m.
11111n: Torero Stadium
lbNle: AM-620
RICGnll: Northern Colorado
~2,USD2-0
OUll111k: The Bears, from the
BkJ Sky Conference, have lost
63-6 to Division l·A Hawaii and
31-0to Chadron State. The
team was the focus of national
stories because punter Rafael
Mendoza was stabbed by ·
backup punter Mitch Cozad last
September. Mendoza Is back
with the team and punting well.
• • . USO Is averaging 40 points
and 416 yards.

Utah of the Great West Conference for future games, believes
wins against this caliber of competition could come in handy:
when at-large bids for the FCS
playoffs are given (nonscholarship teams don't receive automatic bids) or when USD's
schedule is scrutinized.
The latter might explain
what happened when The
Sport Network midmajor poll
was released Tuesday. Drake
(2-0), which last week upset Illinois State, a scholarship FCS
team, leapfrogged the Toreros
for the No. 1 ranking by one
vote. USD's victories have
come against Marist College
(0-2) and Azusa Pacific (1-2),
whose win came against NAIA
squad Malone College.
In a way, some of the Toreros' season will be spent explaining differences, encourag-·
ing doubters to buy into their
particular brand of football, regardless of FCS or Football
Bowl Subdivision labels.
When it comes to separating

USD's quality of nonscholarship players from those with
scholarships, first-year head
coach Ron Caragher already
has made a distinction .
"At the I-A level, at the FBS
level, there are guys who are
f)laying the game only because
they can't give up their scholarships," said Caragher, who
spent 12 years coaching at
DCI.A and Kentucky. "And it
goes on everywhere. You find
some guys somewhat going
through the motions and they
lose the love of the game. And
they cannot quit because financially they can't give up their
athletic scholarships.
"At this level, what I've
learned, is every single one of
these kids playing football
loves the game of football and
has. a passion for playing the
game."
Senior quarterback Josh
Johnson said that, ultimately,
the game between scholarship
and nonscholarship players is
played the same way, with the
same rules, the same expecta- ,
tion to win. He's experienced
the matchup before, in the UC
Davis loss, where the Toreros
led early in the third quarter.
"I feel like we gave that game
away," he said. 'They ended up
winning. I'm not going to make
excuses about it. They won.
But (the talent level) wasn't as
different as I think a lot of people perceived it to be. We
matched up well with a scholarship team and we were winning
the game until the fourth quarter.
'That's the way I feel about
playing anybody in the FCS the Davis game gave us the
realization that we can play with
these teams. I think it's gonna
show on Saturday."
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Toreros Report
Today: vs. Northern Colorado

• 6 p.m. at Torero Stadium
~-0 . Northern Colorado (}2

Radl o:6~
last week,
At a glan:e: Despite a 2-0 start, including a 3&17 win c,.,er Marist College
ion (forSubdivis
onship
Champi
Football
jor
the Toreros dropped to No. 2 alllOrl( mid-ma
USD's Pioneer Footmerly Division IM) teams in The Sports Network Poll. Drake, one of
eight first-place \Otes,
ball League rivals, ~ the Toreros for No. 1. Both schools had
13. ... USO is led by
Oct
on
Drake
host
Toreros
but Drake had more o.ierall points. The

DE Elle
senio' QB .lolh Jolnon, a Walter Payton Award candidate, and senior
s WR VinCharger
d
produce
which
o,
Colorad
n
Norther
...
t.
prospec
NR.
Bakhlat, an
Toreros
olarship
non-sch
the
that
schools
ship
scholar
cent .laclclon, is one of two FCS
struggling again this
will face this year.... The Bears were 1-10 in 2006, and they are
23-ranked Hawaii
year. Northern Colorado opened the season with a 63-6 loss at No.
State.
Chadron
II
Division
to
31-0
week
and lost its home opener last
- Tom Slalatal
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Johnson
throws
fourTDs
for USD
By WIiiie Bans
SPE CIAL TO THE UNION - TRIBUNE

~=------.:.:,;~1

This time when USD s
touchdown, senior quarterback
l
Johnson had a much shorter trip to
congratulate the Torero who cored.
J ohnso n, who was
Toreros
s,uspended for last week's
season opener for an undisclo ed violation of
Marlst
team policy, was a1r ady
on the field when ~
scored its five to uchdowns in the 38-17 win
against Marist College la t night at
Torero Stadium. 'The feeling is unexplainable - it's awesome," said Johnson, who was 24-for-28 pas ing with a
personal-be t 403 yards and fo ur
touchdowns against the Red Foxes
(0.2) in the home opener for the Toreros (2-0) . "Being able to celebrate, you
can't really explain it. It ju t feels
good."
Johnson didn't feel ru ty, and h
didn't show any rust, either.
'The de£ nse did exactly what we
thought they were going to do, and all
we had to do.was execute," he said.
Johnson found junior receiver John
Matthews with ease. The latter had six
catches for 169 yards and two touchdowns.
·
"I think Oohnson is) the b st he's
ever been," Matthews said. "He
showed no ign of it being his fir t
game back."
In front of 3,071, USD· built a 28-3
lead and notched its 20th consecutive
home victory and led 28-10 al halftime.
Then, on its first drive of the second
half, Mari t con tructed an eight-play,
81-yard touchdown driv capp d by
running back Adam Han en's fiv
yard scoring run that made it 28-17.
But the Torero didn't let Mari t put

38

17

up points again.
For coach Ron Caragher, the midgame slip didn't make him think_ hi
team would flop. 'That wa a . swmg,
but I felt good about our gam plan,
that 'We were going to ontinue that,"
h aid. "I-felt like we were going to
continu to move the ball on them."
Although the USD defen allowed .
428 yard to a team that had ju t 86
total off n iv yards last week, Caragher emed ju ta concerned about ·
the p nalties allowed (USD had 13,
which co t 142 yards).
~ thing I had a prob] m with th
s the p rsonal fo uls, th penalid Caragher. "We can't continu to do that. I think we ] t our emolion g t the best of us. Sometim s it
m;iy be re:;poncling back to omething
they feel, retaliation, but w can't live
in that world."
Despite a different quarterback b
hind center in Week Two, junior running back TJ Rogan insi ted the team
Jidn't look at thi game dillerenlly. He
said the transition to Johnson was
earnless.
'The bigge t change was that we
know ·have a big-play ability," Rogan
said. 'We feel like every tim h has
the ball, w 1:; can score a touchdown ."
Alt mpting to win the team's third
con cutiv mid-major national and
leagu till s, fi.rst~year head coach Caragh r's messag to his team after the
game wa clear:
'We have to focus on what we
want," he said. "If thing tart snowballing and we get a few penaltie
don't foc us on that - it' till arly in
th y ar, but we have to learn from .
l11i game to play smart football."
For now, Johnson's in1ply happy
playing football, glad to run an extra 40
yards for che t bump.
"Oh, y ah, I'm going to run to U1em
every tim , becaus they're catching
the ball for me and I'm giving it to
them," he said. "It's a coll ctive effort.
W c l brat together.''
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Toreros receiver Wes Doyle pulls in a pass from Josh Johnson, giving USO a 8-3' lead. Jim Baird/ Union-Tribune
I

SUMMARY
USD 38, Marist 17
3 7 7 0 • 17
1414 3 7 · 38

FntfMrter
USD-Roqan 1 run (Parker kick), 13:18.
Mar-FG Rowe 34, 9:25.
USD-Mallhews 39 pass from J.Johnson (Parker kick), 8:20.

Second~
USD-Matthews 80 pass from J.Johnson (Parker kick), 8: 18.
USD-W.Doyle 9 pass from J.Johnson (Parker kick), 2:35.
Mar-Keegan 4 pass from McGrath (Rowe kick), :04.
M-11 "8rter
Mar-Hansen 5 run (Rowe kick), 11:14.
USD-FG Parker 22, 9: 11.

FowtbfMrter
USD-Roqan 20 pass from J.Johnson (Parker kick), 2:21.
A-3,071
Mir
First downs
26
Rushes-yards
51-192
Passing
236
' Com1>-All-lnt
18-33-1
Return Yards
0
Punts-Avg.
2-29.0
Fumbles-Lost
2--0
Penalties-Yards
5-40
Time of Possession
37:04

U!D
21
24-122
403
24-28-0

0
1-27.0
1-1
13-142

22:56

NIIVIUI. STA11SIICS
RUSIING-Marist Mitchell 22-94, Hansen 4-42, Fiumefreddo
11-37, McGrath 13-19, Brown 1--0. USD: Roqan 19-83, J.Johnson
5-39.
PASSING-Marlst McGrath 18-33-1-236. USD: J. Johnson
24-28-0-403.
AEaMNG-Mirlst Brown 7-86, Keegan 4-81, Flooks 3-20,
M~chell 2-25, Dulac 1-18, Fiumefreddo Hi. USD: W.Doyle 7-a.4,
Matthews &-169, Roqan 4-39, Ryan 3-35, Stivers 2~. G.Smith 1-8,
Cullina 1--0.
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His suspension behind him,
USD's Johnson gets the start
Dfootball
AsUSD
play of"mesea
ast Saturday
at Azusa Pacific, senior quarterback Josh Johnson wasn't the
one who threw the 18--yard
touchdown pass.
No, he was the one on the
sideline with No. 11 white jersey, jumping and celebratin g
with his teammate s in the 97degree heat.
But Johnson. who was
suspende d for the opener for
an undisclo sed violation of
team policy, will start today
when the Toreros (1-0) play
their home opener against Marist College (0-1) at 6 p.m.
A two-time Pioneer Football
League Offensive Player of the
Year with a 22-2 record as a
starter, Johnson said "excitement-wise, it feels like Week
One."
Excited is much better than
how he was feeling last week
before kickoff.
"It was depressin g at first because I felt like I should have
been out there," said the 6foot-3, 20~poun d Johnson, who
last year led all Division 1-M
players in passing yards
(3,320), total offense (336. 7
yards per game), passing efficiency (169.0) and points responsible for (24.33 per game) .
"Once the game started, I
was just like, 'I have to be a
cheerlead er,' and that's what I
was doing. It just felt good to go
out there and see my team execute. It allows everyone to see

a

Mlltlt Collete at T,nros
Wllen:Today,6p.m.
WINn: Torero Stadium
RICOl'dl: Marlst0-1, USD 1-0
RNlo: 620-AM
outloolc Marlst's Red foxes
opened the season with a
49-10 loss at Lafayette •..
USD Is 2-0 vs. Marlst. with wins
In 2003 and 'OS.
how good they really are.
"It's not all about me."
Indeed, the 42-32 victory
over Azusa Pacific was all about
redshirt sophomo re quarterback Andrew Rolin. Rolin's four
touchdown passes in his first
career start kept Johnson
sweating while running down
the sidelines to hand out highfives.
After their big win - Azusa
scored 22 points on USD's reserves in the fourth quarter the Toreros feel as if they're set
no matter who's behind center.
Johnson, however, provides an
instant upgrade.
·
Junior running back JT Rogan, who had 23 carries for 118
yards plus two touchdow n
catches against Azusa, can't
help but feel a bit more natural
playing with the guy who's
handed the ball off to him for
two years.
"Not that Andrew' s any
slouch by any means, and he
did well last week and everything, but he's not an NFL prospect" like Johnson, said Rogan.
"You just want to have all of

your weapons and be at full
strength."
At last, first-year head coach
Ron Caragher will have the
complete team he came for after four seasons as an assistant
at the University of Kentucky.
Tasked with winning the team's
third consecutive midmajor national and league titles, Caragher has yet to see his best player
take a hit from an opposing
team, call a crucial audible or
scramble when the pocket
crumbles.
Still, Caraghe r has more
than an inkling about what he11
see.
"It's his first game, but I feel
like he's such a veteran and has
so much experienc e that I feel
confident in Josh's ability to
come in and pick up like it's not
the first game, but pick up in
midseaso n form," said Caragher, whose team is ranked No. 1
in The Sports Network midmajor poll for the NCM's Football
Champio nship Subdivis ion
(formerly 1-M).
The reading of defenses, the
hit from a linebacker, the expectation of leading a team with
champion ship aspirations - it
should come naturally for Johnson. His first pass attempt will
surely be similar to the 764
others he's made as a Torero.
He already knows when it
will all come back to him.
"The moment after we receive the kickoff and we walk
on the field - that's when the
excitement'& gonna hit me," he
said. 'That's the sign that it's
time to play football."
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Johnson back to make
Toreros more explosive
TOM SHANAHAN
FOR THE N ORTH COUNTY T IMES

..__.,'"!'~-~--~

SAN DIEGO - If the
versity of San Diego footb
t'eam can put up 42 points"'
against NAIA power Azusa Pacific with a backup sophomore
quarterback making his first
college start, prepare for fireworks when NFL prospect Josh
Johnson returns this week.
The Toreros ( 1-0), ranked
No. 1 in the nation among nonscholarship schools in the Football Championship Subdivision (formerly Division I-AA),
play their home opener against
Marist College (0-1) today at 6
p.m. at Torero Stadium.
Johnson, a 6-foot-3, 200pound senior from Oakland,
.
served a one-game suspension
last week as the Toreros defeated Azusa Pacific 42-32.
"Andrew Rolin did a great
job for us stepping up for Josh,"
said Ron Caragher, USD's firstyear head coach. ''But when you
consider what Josh has done in
his career here, he's a tremendous player. We're excited to get
him back and see what he can
do his senior year."
Caragher and his staff
might have had some concerns they kept to themselves, but the last person
worried the Toreros would
struggle was Johnson.
"You saw what happened,"
Johnson said. "I've always
said there are great players
around me. I have never put it
all on me. I know the type of
players we have on this team,
and it showed last week."
Johnson is a two-time midmajor All-Amer·can and was

. 6 p.m. atTorero Stadium
Records: USD 1-0; Marist 0-1
Raclo: 620 AM
At a gla,ce: New USD coach Ron
Caragher made his debut a successful one
with a 42-32 win seasooopening win last
week at Azusa Pacific, helping the Toreros
retain their No. 1 ranking in The Sports Network poll among mid-major schools. ... USD
plays its home opener against Marist, a
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference school
that dropped its opener last week, losing
49-10 at Lafayette. The Toreros have won
19 straight at home .... Marist, corning off a
3-7 season, struggled to mo,-e the ball in its
opener. The Red Foxes finished with minus14yardsrushingand100 yardspassingas
backup QB Steve McGrath had to finish the
game.... USD and Marist hc:Ne met twice,
with the Toreros winning 42-35 in 2005 and
47-0 in 2003. ... USD junior FS Patrick
O'Nell was named the Pioneer Football
League's defensive player of the week after
returning an interception 93 yards for a
touchdown against Azusa. O'Neill finished
with six tackles and two pass breakups.
- Tom Shaiahan

a third-team All-American
last year among all I-AA
schools. He's also a candidate
for the Walter Payton Award,
the FCS Reisman Trophy
equivalent that is dominated
by scholarship-school athletes. He finished sixth in last
year's voting despite being a
late addition to the watch list.
" We were executing in
practice this week, and it felt
like I never left," Johnson
said. "I came back, and we did
what we've always been doing. I'm not going to do anything different than what's
been successful for us."
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Minus Johnson,
uso ·confident
~backup QB
against Azusa
USD's
an improve on
pa'$tsucce ss . o says first-year head
coach Ron Caragher, who says he will
build on the team's back-to-back midmaior national champion ships.
The Toreros start their bid for a
three-peat today at .Azusa Pacific (6
p.m., AM-620 radio) as the preseason
favorites in the Pioneer Football
League coaches poll and the top-ranked team in the midmajor poll. But they
will play their opener without their
most talented and recogniza ble player, quarterba ck Josh Johnson.
Johnson is serving a one-game suspension for an undisclose d violation of
team rules. In his place is sophomor e
Andrew Rolin, who has seen little
playing time in the past two years
playing behind the two-time PFL Offensive Player of the Year. But Rolin's
coaches and teammate s are confident
he will be-fine against the Cougars.
"He is going to be all right. I've
been watching him all week, all camp,
and he will be good," said Johnson,
who quarterba cked the scout team
this week.
Said Caragher: "Andrew knows our
offense. I am very pleased with where
he is at and I feel very confident in
Andrew's ability to execute our offense."
Last season Rolin appeared in six
games but threw just seven passes,
completin g four for 38 yards.
"I've been anticipating this for a
long time," said Rolin, who last started
as a senior in high school. "I am just
confident in our team. I am just a role
player, like everyone else. I am really
anticipating the game, just being out
there not just in the fourth quarter,
but to lead the team."

Last season the Toreros opened
with a 27-0 shutout of Azusa Pacific,
one of USD's two shutouts in 2006.
USD ru~hed 40 times for 190 yards
and four touchdow ns. With a new
starter at quarterba ck, expect USD
running back JT Rogan to get plenty
of opportuni ties to take over the
game.
Azusa Pacific opened its season last
week, losing to Nazarene University
59-38. The Cougars fell behind 21-3 in
the first quarter, then rallied to tie the
score at 31 early ·in the fourth before
letting the game get away.
Azusa quarterba ck Rudy Carlton
and wide receiver Jon Davis hooked
up for touchdow n pas~es of 37, 5, 14
and 36 yards. Running back Darnell
Dodson rushed 15 times for 79 yards.
' "(Davis) is about as good a receiver
as we have ever played against, and
that quarterba ck has the arm to get it
to him," Caragher said. "You really
can't give them any daylight."
·Caragher said he expects to see a
different team this weekend, with
Azuza Pacific wanting to use its home
opener to bounce back.
·
At USD, expectatio ns probably are
higher than they have ever been. The
players and coaches know it will be
difficult to match previous years, but
they are eager to start the season.
"Any time you are striving for perfection it is easy to come up short,
always easy to take the easy road out,
but our coaches have not let us settle
for anything less than excellence ," senior center Jordan Pao Pao said.
"I think we have a great shot of
repeating what we did last year and
surpassin g what we did last year."
Brandon MHCllum is a Union-Tribune intern.
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Like old times
for hot Toreros
Caragher wins USD coaching debut

By Ivan Orozco
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRI BUN

AZUSA - No Ji
baugh, no Josh John.
problem.
The post-Harbaugh era at
USD officially
oegan
Toreros
last
night and the
Toreros produced what
Azusa Pacific
became a custom
under
Harbaugh: a
win.
New head coach Ron Caragher, who took over after Harbaugh took the head coaching
job at Stanford, started his
reign with a 42-32 non-conference win against host Azusa
Pacific in the season opener for
the-Toreros.
"It's nice to get the first one
going," Caragher said. 'There's
no other place I'd rather be."
Caragher's debut came in
dominant fashion, perhaps a
sign of things to come for the
Toreros as they make a run at
third-straight mid-major national and Pioneer Football League
titles.
"I tell you what, I am only
here becau e (Harbaugh) did a
tremendous job for this program," Caragher said. "He's going to do a tremendous job for
that program this year."
The Toreros dominated on
both sides of the ball for most
of the game before Azusa rallied with 22 points in the fourth
quarter again t USD reserves.
That prompted Caragher to
bring the starting offense to
close the game after the
second-string offense couldn't
run out the clock.
It was that Toreros starting
offense that stood out despite
missing its starting quarterback.
Caragher opted for. backup
Andrew Rolin to direct the offense after the new USD coach
suspended star returning quar-

42

32

ohnson for one game.
ile Rolin moved the Toreoffense up and down Cougar Field, completing 12-of-16
passes for 177 yards, four
touchdowns and no interceptions, Johnson roamed the sidelines wearing his No. 11 white
jersey over street clothes.
But Caragher and USD
didn't need Johnson's services
for Rolins first career start.
The 6-foot-3, 215-pound redshirt sophomore showed poise
in the pocket and displayed accuracy passing for four touchdowns.
'The way we look at things
around here is all about the
system," said Rogan, who was
taken out of the game by Caragher with more than 13 minutes left in the game, in favor of
third-string quarterback Tommy Eulberg. "I got good players surrounding me so that's
why we are successful. I got to
give it up to everyone for this·
one."
Rollins helped his cause with
a 1-yard plunge for a score with
6:39 left in the first half and a
28-3 USD lead.
It didn't take long for Rolin,
who saw little action last season, throwing only seven times,
to exhibit his talent
His first two passes went for
touchdowns to the same receiver on virtually the same play.
J.T. Rogan caught both passe on short routes to the flat,
taking them in for scores. His
first was good for 18 yards in
the first quarter and the second
came from 12 yards out and a
21-3 USD lead 12 seconds into
the second quarter.
Rogan, a 5-foot-10, 190-pound
junior running
ack also
rushed ,for 118 yards on 23 carrie . Add an 87-yard kickoff return in the first quarter to the
list of Regan's highlights on a
hot 97-degree San Gabriel Valley night. That return set up the
Toreros and Regan's second reception for a touchdown.
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Caragher wins
debutasUSD
defeats Azusa
A OCIATED PRESS

AZUSA Andrew
Rolin threw for 177 yards
and four touchdowns as
the
.
.
~itff o opened its seas
1
a 42-32 victory over
Azusa Pacific.
Rolin thr~w two touchdown passUSO
42 es to J.T.
Azusa Paclflc 32 Rogan, one
to
Wes
Doyle and another to John
Matthews as the Toreros
gave new coach Ron
Caragher a win in his debut. Rogan also ran for 89
yards.
Caragher replaced Jim
. Harbaugh, who left to become Stanford's head
coach.
The Toreros raced to a
42-10 lead before Azusa
Pacific scored 22 fourthquarter points.
Rudy Carlton threw for
284 yards and four touchdowns for Azusa ~acific.

------ -7
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Toreros' new
coach begins by
making tough call
Star quarterback
Johnson suspended
for t~might' s
season opener
■

TOM SHANAHAN
F

R THE N ORTH C OUNTY T IM .

SAN DIEGO - A new
footbal l coach's first tough
call is supposed to be a decision betwee n puntin g an d
going for it on fourtb- and short.
But a tough decision confronted first-year Univer si~
of San Die~o coach Ron
t aragher well before the
Toreros' season opener at 7
tonight at Azusa Pacific University. He suspen ded senior
quarte rback Josh Johnso n
for one game for breaki ng
an unspecified team rule.
Johnso n, consid ered an
NFL prospe ct, has a record
of 22-2 as a starter after
leading the Toreros' to backto-back Pionee r Footba ll
Leagu e titles and two
straigh t NCAA Divisio n .JAA Mid-M ajor nation al titles. The Toreros are favored
to win a third straigh t PFL
title and third consec utive
The Sports Netwo rk Cup
that goes to the mythical national champion.
"We have rules and regulations, and we've·got to enforce them, even though
he's our most valuab le player in terms of the positio n
he plays," said Caragh er,
the former UCLA and Kentucky assista nt who succee9ed Jim Harba ugh.
"Josh-wasn't being selfish;
we all make choice s and
don't necess arily make the
right decision. He has been,
a nd will contin ue to be a
leader. He was voted a team
captain . Josh is anxiou s to
put this behind him and

®

Toreros
Report.

Today: at Azusa Pacific

What: College football
Kickoff: 7:05 p.m. at Cougar Stadium, Azusa
Records: University of San Diego 0-0;
Azusa Pacific 0-1
Radio: 620 AM
At a glance: Azusa Pacific is a familiar
foe as the Toreros open their season
against the NAIA power for the Uth
straight year. USO has won the las two
-1
games en route t
ationsea
ivision (formerMsion ~AA). But Azusa leads
the series 21-18 and has won six of the
last 10.... USO is playing without senior
QBJosh Johnson, who was suspended
for one game for violating team rules. He
will be replaced t,,, sophomore Andrew
Rolin, who makes his first career start.
Johnson is one of five USO mid-major Al~
Americans along with senior DE Eric
Bakhtiarl, senior CJordan Paopao (El
Camino High), senior 0G Gabe DeAnda,
' senior WR Wes·Doyle and junior RB J.T.
Rogan . ... Azusa Pacific's second-year
coach is Victor Santa Cniz, a Rancho
Buena Vista High alumnus who played
linebacker at Hawaii. ... The Cougars
opened their season last week with·a
59-38 loss at Mid American Nazarene
University in Olathe, Kan. The Cougars
were tied 31-31 ear~ in the fourth quarter against a team ranked No. 17 in the
nation among NAIA schools.... Azusa QB
Rudy Carlton was 17-of-33 for 238
yards and fourth touchdowns with no interceptions. Junior RB Alex Peltier, a
Santa Fe Christian High graduate, had
seven carries for 42 yards last week as
the Cougars' No. 2 back.
- Torn Shanahan

move on for the rest of the
season."
Johnso n is a Walter Payton Award candid ate, which
is the NCAA Subdiv ision
(formerly known as Division
I-AA) equiva lent of the Reisman Trophy. The 6-foot-3 ,
205-po under is a two-tim e
first-te am All-Am erican
among non-scholarship midmajor school s and was a
third-te am All-American in
2006 among all NCAA Subdivision schools.
"Coach had to make a
tough decisio n, but if he
would have let this slide, it
would have set a bad tone
for the season," said senior
center Jordan Paopao, an El
Camino High alumnus. "He
made a firm decision, but I
believe it was the right
one."
Paopao , a fourth- year
starter and mid-m ajor AllAmeri can, knows Johnso n
well as a center-quarterback
tandem and former roommt..tes.
"I've talked with Josh,
and he knows you learn
from your mistak es," he
said. "He's a great guy. He's
a competitor and he'll come
back from this."
Johnso n p_racticed with
the team and will make the
trip to Azusa before returning to his startin g role for
the home opener Sept. 8
agains t Marist Colleg e at
Torero Stadium.
Andrew Rolin, who
earned the No. 2 job in fall
camp before the suspension,
will start against Azusa. He's
a 6-3, 215-pound sophom ore
from Rancho Cordova High
near Sacramento.
" He's shown some good
things in practice and scrimmages, and we're confide nt
in our quarter back," Paopao
said. "The offensive lineme n
always like to say the game
is won or lost in the offensive line, so it will be a little
more so this week."
Azusa, coache d by Rancho Buena Vista High alumnus Victor Santa Cruz, is a
perenn ial NAIA footba ll
power. The Cougars opened
their season last week with
a 59-38 loss at Mid American
Nazare ne Univer sity, a
school in Olathe , Kan .,
ranked No. 17 among NAIA
schools
Comment at sports.nctime.;.com.
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USO offers free football
service from Mission

Beach~ --- --

~ -------..J.

The Universi!Y of San Di~
(USO) announced if will offer
tram service from Belmont Park to
its Linda Vista campus for all
Torero home football games.
Tram service will start two hours
before kickoff. Return service to
Mission Beach begins during the
3rd quarter.
The USD Toreros will play five
home games during the 2007 season:
• Saturday, Sept. 9
USO vs. Marist, 6 p.m.
• Saturday, Sept. 15
USO vs. Northern Colorado, 6 p.m.
• Saturday, Oct. 13
USD vs. Drake Univ. , 6 p.m.
• Saturday, Oct. 20
USO vs. Jackonsonville, 6 p.m.
• Saturday, Nov. 3
USO vs. Davidson, 2 p.m.

]
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root had 21 kills
el Abrahamson added 14 as the 15th-ranked
USO women's volleyball team
beat San Diego State 30-22,
30-32, 30-18, 32-30 in a nonconferenc~ match yesterday
at]enny Craig Pavilion.
The Toreros (8-4) have
beaten the Aztecs (9-4) eight
consecutive times.
Stephanie Darnall had 14
kills for SDSU.

•

-
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Women's volleyball
l!SP (JQ-4,) &l':!feated New
Mexico 21-30, 30-18, 30-25,
30-18 at J -- J :aig Pavilion.
Torey Elli
Toreros
with 17 kill:.-:-,- 11n:.1 .___._
son had 13 an
ded 11. Kelsi Myers cllllll..,__esstca
Nyrop had 28 and 27 as
respectively, and Andrea
Csaszi contributed 22 digs for
USD.

(
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LOCAL COLLEGES _

Tritons women get
sweep at Hawaiian
volleyball tourney
UNION-TRIBUN E

UCSD's women's volleyball team
(6-2) swept every match at the Her
nolulu Invitational.
Late Saturday, the No. 4-ranked
Tritons defeated BYU-Hawaii.»27,
30-18, 30-28. Rebecca Bail
UCSD in kills with
mateAmber ·

USD fe
• esota at the
Uruvers1ty of Minnesota Tournament 28.-30, 30-23, 30-24, 31-29.
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San Diego State improved to 3-1 after
sweeping Ball State 30-22, 30-21, 30-17 at
the Hofstra/Asics Invitational in Hempstead, N.Y. SDSU's Elaina Kakatolis was
the only player on either team to record
double digits in kills with 10. Angie Parrell
had 31 assists for the Aztecs, while Alyssa
Rio had 15 digs and Karin Caudill 12
against Ball State (1-3) ... PLNU swept
Hope International 30-22, 30-19, 30-25 in
a Golden State Athletic Conference match
behind 11 kills from Jen Michaelson and
22 assists plus 13 digs from Amanda Bevens. The Sea Lions (5-1) also swept Madonna (Mich.) 30-19, 30-22, 30-24 as Bevens had 46 assists and Melissa Boer and
Natalie Acklin had 13 kills each . . . Secondranked Stanford swept No. 12 USO 30-24,
30-24, 30-20 at the University of Minnesota
Toum~ent. Amy DeGroot had 13 kills for
USD, Laurel Abrahamson eight.
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USD, Aztecs win in-volleyball
UNION·TRIBUNE

More volleyball

USD's women's volleyball
team, ranked 15th nationally,
defeated host and 19th-rank~ Long Beach State 30-28,
27, 30-14 last night in the
reros' season opener.
USD's Amy DeGroot led all
players with a career-high 17
kills and teammate Laurel
Abrahamson had 14.

San Diego State's women
beat UC Santa Barbara
35-33,23-30, 13-30,30-27, 15-9
to open the Aztec Invitational
at Peterson Gym. . . . In the
Coyote Classic in San Bernardino, Seattle Pacific defeated
the UCSD women 2&-30,
30-20, 32-30, 2&-30, 15-9. Both
tournaments continue today. ,
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'\tore soccer

-

Millie Allen scored on a
penalty kick in the 68th minute as the SDSU women's
team shut out visiting Cal
eshman Aubree
Poly 1-0.
nine saves
Southwic
U (2-1-2) . ..
in goal t
UCSD'S,,.romlfn shut out viste Monterey
iting C
alifomia ColleBay
giate .-..-,c Association
game.ar.llllllrMay, Lisa Bradchel Lindenfeld
ley
the Tritons (5-0,
scor
rey is 0-3 .. . John
3-0) .
Alber scored in OT to lift
host Hofstra to a 4-3 OT win
1.T. Howla.i:i, Dustin uerrero and Colin Jennings scored for USO (2-2).

~v~vrsp.

Volleyball
Amy DeGroot's 19 kills
helped 18th-ranked USD
(6-3) to a 30-21, 30-28, 30-20
win over visiting Pittsburgh
(5-6) . . . Chico · State beat
host UCSD (7-4, 1-2) 30-17,
30-21, 30-32, 30-21.
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Toreros
get even

with UC
•

ID SOC
UNI ON-TRIBU NE

•

After losing 10 straight
matches to UCIA by <l combined 31-2, the USD women's_
soccer team wtll take last
night's result:
A 0-0 tie.
The Toreros were outshot
24--6 and goalkeeper Brittany
Cameron was forced to make
eight saves, but they managed to remain even with the
No. 6-ranked Bruins on the
scoreboard through 90 minutes of regulation and 20
more of overtime before a big
crowd at Torero Stadium
And had Leigh Ann Robinson's shot in the second overtime not hit the crossbar,
USD-(2-1-2) might have won.
UCIA (2-1) has always
amounted to a giant mental
block, though, routinely hammering some very good Toreros teams. There were a few
3-0s, a 4-0, even a 6-0.
Cameron came to the rescue last night, recording her
third shutout of the season .
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USDwomen ~--hird in arow in soccer
UNION-TRIBUNE

USD's women's soccer te
extended 1fs wl'iin.ing stre
three by defeating host
erside 3-1 yesterday.
Jen Mello, Amy Ep
d
Asleigh Shoughro scored for
the Toreros (5-1-2) .
USO goalkeeper Brittany
Cameron hc!,d four saves.

More soccer
UCSD's women's team
(8-0-1, 5-0-1 CCAA) beat visiting
Cal State 1os Angeles 2-1. Ra-

aenfeld and Kelly
scored for the Tritons,
Jessica McGovern made
ee saves. . . . San Diego
State's women (3-3-2) lost to
host UC Santa Barbara 2-1 in
double overtime. Jessica Girdner scored for the Aztecs and
freshman goalkeeper Aubree
Southwick had nine saves.

Men's soccer
Cal State LA edged host
UCSD (1-6-1, 1-4-1 CCAN 2-1
in double overtime. Jason Le
scored for the Tritons and Peter Akman had five saves. ... In
the adidas San Diego Classic,
Loyola of Chicago edged
USD (3-4-0) 1-0. Brown University won the event
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Mello lifts USD
Jen Mello scored in
overtime to lift the 25thranked USD women's soccer team to
-1 victory
over host U
e. Former Mt. Car
dout
Leigh Ann R UVIWRIIII. had
an assist on the
The Toreros
The Anteaters are

IO I
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Toreros off
to 'quality'
start facing
ranked foes
UNIO N-TRI BUNE

There is an inherent_danger in opening
your season with two nationally ranked
teams from the country's toug_h est soccer
conference, which is: You can start 0-2.
"If we want to be at that elite
NO. 22
level, and we do, we have to
Duke
play teams like that," USD assistant women's coach Theresa
Wagner explained. ''What we
Toreros
can take from this is, 'We can
play with these guys. We're just
as good as them.' "
Or perhaps better.
The host USD women did more than
survive a brutal opening weekend against a
pair of respected Atlantic Coast Conference
opponents, forging a 0-0 tie against No. 22
Duke yesterday afternoon to go with Friday
night's 2-1 win against No. 19 Wake Forest.
The season is just two games old, and the
weekend counts as just two games in the
standings, but any coach will tell you how far
two impressive performances against toir
notch ACC teams will go when the selection
committee is choosing at-large berths for
the NCAA Tournament. In coach-speak, the
Toreros got a quality win and a quality tie.
And the tie probably should have been a
win.
"Are we disappointed that we're not 2-0?"
Wagner said. "Yes."

0
0

The Toreros (1~1) had the better of yesterday's action, creating several excellent
chances that were thwarted by a steady Duke
defense featuring la Costa Canyon High alum Kelly McCann and a decorated goalkeeir
er from Hawaii with 27 career shutouts.
But this game seemed destined for nil-nil.
Dating to last season, it was the fourth
straight scoreless draw for Duke (0-0-2) .
The Blue Devils have not allowed a goal in
491 minutes, and haven't scored one in a
whopping 625.
It was a homecoming for McCann, whose
family hosted a pool party for the Duke team
on Saturday. McCann, a junior, played at the
San Diego Surf club with three USD starters
- Vanessa Vella, Leigh Ann Robinson and
Hallie Huston - and knows several others.
"It's weird to play against people you
know so well," she said.
The schedule doesn't relent for the Toreros, who travel to Ohio later this week for
games against Dayton and Ohio ·State. On
Sept. 14, they host a UCIA team that, after
North Carolina's shocking loss to South Carolina yesterday, should be ranked No. 1 in
several polls.

SDSU women lose
The Aztecs and new head coach Mike
Friesen are still looking for their first win
after a 1-0 loss to Florida Atlantic dropped
them to 0-1-1. FAU's goal came from Gillian
Baggott in the fourth minute of a game
played in close to 100-degree heat at the
SDSU Sports Deck.
- MARK ZEIGLER
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n tournament

SDSU golf team sec
UNION-TR IBUNE

San Diego State's men's golf team
shot a final-round 1-over-par 289 yesterday to finish second among 17
teams at the season-opening William
H. Tucker Intercolle giate tournament in Albuquerque, N.M.
The Aztecs, who finished four
champio n
behind
strokes
Pepperdine, were led by returning
~Americ a senior Aaron Goldberg
and freshman Johan Carlsson, who
tied for fifth at 2-under 214.

Women's soccer
UCSD (7-0-0, 4-0-0 CCAA) shut
out visiting San Francisco State 3-0.
The win was No. 350 in the career of

her fourth shutout of the season .. .
C}J-2) beat visiting Cal Poly
overtime. Leigh Ann Robinson
scored in the 97th minute. Goalkeeper Brittany Cameron had four saves
en route to the shutout ... San Diego State (2-2-2) was held scoreless
by Cal in a 2-0 loss at home.

.,lin

7h

Men's soccer
USD (3-2-0) scored two goals in
the last five minutes to overtake
Long Island and win 2-1 ... UCSD
(1-3-1) fell to San Francisco State 2-0.

Women's cross country

Cal State San Marcos finished
14th at
eighth, SDSU 11th and I
UCSD coach Brian McManu s - the Aztec Cross Country vitational
(35045-23 in 21 years). McManus ' at Balboa Parle on Saturday. Morgan
win percentag e ranks fourth among Sjuren was the top local finisher,
active women's soccer coaches at placing 25th for San Marcos in 18:51.
any NCAA level UCSD's Natasha Pl.NU was the top open division
Belak-Berger, Ali Lai and Remy Hitt team, and San Diego Mesa College
scored. Goalie Jessica McGovern got finished seventh in its division.

Jfiln
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USD men have rookie jitters in soccer opener
By Mark Zel9ler, sTAF'f" WRITER

In college soccer, you can either play a
full 20 regular-season games or play 18
plus two preseason scrimmages.
The USD men chose the former this
year. And the bad part is that the Toreros,
with several new faces on the field, had
some rookie moments in a season-opening
2-0 loss to No. 11 Cal at Torero Stadium
yesterday.
The good part? There are still 19 games
left, which is better than having only 17
left.
'That was a game we needed to win,"
said USD coach Seamus McFadden, beginning his 28th season at the helm. "But
it's early, and it doesn't hurt as much when
you lose early."
Cal opted to go the preseason scrimmage route and looked like the more composed team, surrende ring long stretches of
possession to USD on the steamy afternoon but taking advantage of USD defensive lapses to get a goal in each half.
Substitute Davis Paul made it 1-0 in the
40th minute after Andrew Wiedeman got
loose down the left sideline and slid in a
nice cross. Freshma n midfielder Servando
Carrasco , the Union-Tribune Prep Player of
the Year last winter at St Augustine High
School, sealed it in the 64th minute with a
nifty 22-yard chip over USD goalkeeper
Kelin Briones and two defenders following
a poor clearance.

Both goals came after the Toreros
seemed to be gaining some offensive momentum.
''You've got to put your chances away,"
McFadden said in a familiar refrain from
last season. ''You have to tum your possessions into goals . . . I'm going to have to
make some changes."
One change he'd like to see is improved
efficiency of the NCM's clearinghouse,
which determines the . eligibility for student-athletes. USD is still waiting on a
decision 'about Swedish defender Eddie
Ahman, who is to be the rock of the central
defense in the way that several other
Swedes have for USD over the years.
McFadden was also without Ryan Guy,
Kevin Meissner, Michael Caso and goalkeeper Lance Friesz, all of whom are
playing professionally. Gifted midfielder
Ciaran O'Brien, the West Coast Conference Freshman of the Year in 2006, transferred to UC Santa Barbara.

More soccer

Junior forward Amy Epsten celebrated
her return to the lineup after missing last
season due to injury by scoring a 25th-minute goal in the Toreros' 2-1 win against No.
22 Wake Forest at Torero Stadium. Wake
Forest tied it in the 76th minute, only for
freshman Ashley Shoughr o to provide the
winner five minutes later. USD hosts Duke
tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. Wake Forest is
coached by former USD coach Tony da .

lAiz . ..

San Diego State got a goal from Katie
Tribbey 24 seconds into the match, but
visiting Toledo tied it two minutes later and
Mike Friesen' s debut as head coach ended 1-1. ... The No. 21 SDSU men played a
man down for 70 minutes and were outshot
22-10 at Creighton but still managed a 2-2
tie against the No. 17 Bluejays behind
goals by Kraig Chiles and Nick Cardenas. Myles Davis was ejected late ip the
first half.

Volleyball
San Diego State improved to 3-1 after
sweeping Ball State 30-22, 30-21, 30-17 at
the Hofstra/Asics Invitational in Hempstead, N.Y. SDSU's Elaina Kakatolis was
the only player on either team to record
double digits in kills with 10. Angie Parrell
had 31 assists for the Aztecs, while Alyssa
Rio had 15 digs and Karin Caudill 12
against Ball State (1-3) ... PI.NU swept
Hope International 30-22, 30-19, 30-25 in
a Golden State Athletic Conference match
behind 11 kills from Jen Michaelson and
22 assists plus 13 digs from Amanda Bevens. The Sea Lions (5-1) also swept Madonna (Mich.) 30-19, 30-22, 30-24 as Bevens had 46 assists and Melissa Boer and .
Natalie Acklin had 13 kills each .. . Secondranked Stanford swept No. 12 USD 30-24,
30-24, 30-20 at the University of Minnesota
Tournament. Amy DeGroot had 13 kills for
USD, Laurel Abrahamson eight
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• US~ golf coach Tim Mickelson and
David chnider of Vista have qualified for
the U.S. Mid-Amateur Championship, to be
played Sept. 29-0ct. 4 at Bandon Dunes in Oregon. Marlo Stil of Solana Beach and Renee j
Theiler-Reichle of Fallbrook have reached
the Women's Mid-Am, Sept. 29-0ct. 4 in Carefree, Ariz. The Mid-Ams are for players 25
years and older.
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USD faces daunting schedule
By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

The schedule the USO men's basketball team will tackle under firstyear coach Bill Grier does not lack for
ambition. Quite the contrary.
A case can be made that Grier, the
longtime Gonzaga assistant who replaces Brad Holland, and his staff
have put together a slate of preconference games from early November to
New Year's Eve that is the toughest
any Toreros team will have faced .
It features two teams, USC and
UNLV, that reached the NCM's
Sweet Sixteen last March and two
others, Nevada and Kentucky, that
advanced to the second round. Miami
of Ohio, a possible second-day opponent in the ESPN Anaheim Classic,
was an NCAA Tournament qualifier,
and West Coast Conference play will
pit the Tore ros against perennial
league pow r and March Madness
regular Gonzaga at least-twice.
"I do have concerns we have bitten
off more than we can chew," Grier
said. "But at the same time, I think it's
the kind of schedule we need to play
and the kind that the team and the
staff wants to play.
"Hopefully, it's going to help generate greater exposure and ultimately
help with recruiting."
The Grier Era will begin against
Hawaii in Honolulu on Nov. 9 and get
interesting quickly with home games
against UNLV on Nov. 17 and San
Diego State two nights later.
Th first ESPN Anaheim Clcissic,
an eight-team, three-day event ' that
begins on Thanksgiving, has the To-

USD MEN'S SCHEDULE
11m
Oct. 31

Oppaaent

lime
PLNU (Exhibition)
7 p.m.
OCCIDENTAL (Exh.)
7 p.m.
at Hawaii
TBA
CSU MONTEREY BAY
7 p.m.
UNLV
6 p.m.
SAN DIEGO STATE
7 p.m.
ESPN Tournament at Anaheim
USC
9 p.m.
Miami, Ohio or S. Alabama
TBA
TBO
TBO+
at Boise State
7 p.m.
Dec. 2
HAWAII
2 p.m.
Dec. 5
SAN JOSE STATE
7 p.m.
Dec. 8
at New Mexico
Noon
Dec. 12
at Nevada
7:05 p.m.
Dec. 15
STEPHEN F. AUSTIN
1 p.m.
Dec. 22
TEXAS-SAN ANTONIO
1 p.m.
Dec. 29
at Kentucky
TBA
Dec. 31
at Marshall
3 p.m.
Jan. 9
CSU BAKERSFIELD
7 p.m.
Jan. 12
SAN FRANCISCO-•
6p.m.
Jan. 19
at Gonzaqa.•
7 p.m.
Jan. 21
at Portland-•
7 p.m.
Jan. 26
SANTA CLARA-•
6 p.m.
Jan. 28
SAINT MARY'S·•
7 p.m.
Feb. 2
at Loyola Marymount-•
7 p.m.
Feb. 4
at Pepperdine-•
7 p.m.
Feb. 11
at San Francisco-•
8p.m.
Feb. 16
PORTLAND·•
6 p.m.
Feb. 18
GONZAGA-•
8p.m.
Feb. 23
at Santa Clara-•
7 p.m.
Feb. 25
at Saint Mary's-•
7 p.m.
Mar. 1
PEPPEROINE-•
6p.m.
Mar. 3
LOYOLA MARYMOUNT-•
8 p.m.
March 7-10
wee Tournament
All HOME games played at the Jenny Craig Pavilion on the
USO campus.
•-indicates West Coast Conference games
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 12
Nov. 17
Nov. 19
Nov. 22-25
Nov. 22
Nov. 23
Nov. 25
Nov. 28

reros matched against USC on the,
first day, Nov. 22.
December includes games at New ·
Mexico, Nevada, Kentucky and Marshall. New Mexico, Nevada and Marshall will all return games and play at
USO in 2008.
For the first time in four years,
USO open the WCC season at home,
on Jan. 12 against travel partner San
Francisco. A week later, USO will be
at Spokane, Wash ., for what figures to
be an e1;notional homecoming for
Grier, who spent the past 16 years as
a Zags a istanl
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USDwomen
set schedule
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TheUsD (
team has"ser'fts ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .,..--_;
upcoming season, coach Cindy
Fisher announced yesterday.
.. Games against San Diego ,
State (Dec. 5) and UCIA (Dec. '
8) are among the highlights, and '
the Toreros' annual tournament •
has been renamed the Maggie ,
Dixon Sud 'N Slam Classic.
Dixon, a former USD player;;
had just led the Anny women's •
team through a historic season
when she died unexpectedly on
April 6, 2006.
'The Maggie Dixon Sud 'N..
Slam Classic is an event that
stands for what Maggie loved•
and believed in with all of her ,
heart," Fisher said in a statement,,
"Maggie will live in our hearts:
forever, and this tournament is a
• tribute to her life."
_ "
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Hill gets extension

: =SD.baseball coach Rich Hill's name has been
: foned in some circles for the head coaching
- . Lancies at Oregon and Cal State Fullerton, prompt0
, ing Torero fans, alwnni and players' parents to
' inquire about Hill's status with the program.
"With the amount of success we've had, there have
been rumors out there," said Hill. "College baseball
expert have peculated about my future for various
jobs, and thi puts that to rest"
'Thi " i a multiyear contract extension that was
announced ye terday by Ky Snyder, USD executive
director of athl tics. Terms and length of the contract
were not disclosed.
USD has reached unprecedented success at the
Division I level during · Hill's nine seasons as head
coach, winning three West Coast Conference championships and making all four of the school's NCAA
Regional appearances.
In 2007, the Torero ranked as high as No. 4 in the
nation, received a No. 8 national seed in the NCAA
Regionals and set a school record for victories (43).
"You can't put a pricetag on lifestyle," said Hill, who
has a son in high school and a daughter in middle
school. "And the direction of our program has such a
high ceiling right now."
- KIRK KENNEY
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Toreros
extend
Hill's deal
TOM SHANAHAN
TAFF W RIT ER

SAN DIEGO - When the
Univer sity of Oregon hired
Cal State Fullert on baseba ll
coach George Horton away
from the NCAA power last
niversi t of Sa
week,
1 sur1c
~ o coac
Tacea as a possible successor.
But USD athleti c directo r
Ky Sndyer quickly took Hill's
name out of the rumor mill,
announ cing Thursd ay that
Hill has signed to a multi-year
contrac t extension. The terms
were not disclos ed, but the
fact that JlSll announ ced the
deal at ~note worth y. The
· ever, publicly
school rare ~
discloses the ontract statuses of its coache .
Hill has taken the Toreros
to four NCAA tournam ents in
the past six season s. The
Carme l Mount ain residen t
will begin his 10th season
with USD in the spring.
"1'art of the reason Ky Snyder and (university preside nt
Mary) Lyons wanted to act
quickly was to dispel those rumors," Hill said. "We've got so
many good things happen ing
here. Our progra m has momentum , we have a great recruitin g class coming in and
we have contin uity on the
coaching staff."
USD won the West Coast
Cofiler ence title and climbed
as high as No. 4 in the nation
before the Toreros were eliminated from the NCAA tournament.
Hill said Baseball America
officials have told him ~
2008 recruit ing class will be
ranked No. 1 or No. 2 in the
nation alongs ide Oregon
State, the defend ing NCAA
champion.
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t Balboa Park
UNION-TRIBUNE

Five Air Force Ac
runners finished in
the top 14 as AFA w
en's invite division
at yesterday's 63rd
ec Cross Country
Invitational at Bal
k. Mark Currell of
Southern Utah
the 8K course in a
winning time of 2
es, 23 seconds.
Paced by Juan
's ninth-place time of
25:56, Cal State
arcos finished sixth. San
Diego Mesa was eighth as Daniel Gonia (West
Hills High) was the top local runner, third at
25:33. usp placed 10th..
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